




My name is Brenda Randall.  I live on Evergreen Close and I wish to address traffic issues in my 
neighborhood. 
 
In May of 2019 I noticed a dramatic reduction in traffic volume on my morning work commute.  This 
happens every year when senior and junior high students move from their regular class schedule to the 
year-end final exams schedule.  It was about that time when I saw traffic study equipment installed at 
the intersection of Boudreau and Bellerose. 
 
Boudreau Communities Ltd. hired Transportation Planners and Engineers Firm, Bunt and Associates, to 
undertake the traffic count.  Bunt and Associates' report, Riverbank Landing Traffic Assessment 
Update, Final Report, was completed November 20, 2020.  Section 2.2.2, Existing Traffic Volumes, 
Page 4, states that the count took place in June of 2019. 
 
I believe now, as I believed then, that the results of the count show traffic volumes at a lower number 
than usual due to the period during which the count was taken. 
 
My personal battle with traffic congestion in my morning commute to the Campbell Industrial Park is a 
testament to this.  The intersection of Evergreen Drive and Bellerose Drive is the only exit point for 
residents of Evergreen Drive/Place/Close, Everest Cresc, Elm Point and Eden Court.  When I approach 
this intersection on a pre-pandemic winter's morning, I most often see a line of idling Erin Ridge and 
Oakmont vehicles stretching up the hill and around the corner.  School and STAT buses compound the 
problem.  In addition to this traffic, we now have vehicles trying to exit the Botanica complex left onto 
Bellerose. 
 
Extreme care needs to be taken to navigate the RIGHT hand turn from Evergreen onto Bellerose.  It can 
be very difficult to move into the left lane to access the left turning lane and travel south: 
 
 -Drivers are extremely frustrated. 
 -Some drivers are very rude. 
 -They block the intersection during red lights.   
 -They cross over Boudreau to make U-turns near the entrance to the RCMP building where 
 there is a sign that says 'No U Turn'. 
 -They cross over Boudreau to legally turn around in the Ironwood Estates complex. 
 -Several people passing through our neighborhood from other St. Albert areas have told 
 me that it has taken them five light changes to move through the Boudreau/Bellerose 
 intersection. 
 
This problem directly affects the communities of Erin Ridge, Oakmont and Inglewood.   
 
It is causing me and my neighbors a great deal of stress. 
 
It is altering the way we see and treat our neighbors. 
 
It is the reason I left home early for work every weekday for many years. 
 
It was a major contributing factor in my decision to move into early retirement last month.     
 
 
 



Boudreau Communities Ltd. is proposing two high density towers of 15 and 12 storeys.  They plan to 
construct 360 elite housing units.  If one conservatively estimates two residents per unit, this will result 
in at least 720 new residents plopped down in this little space.  BCL also plans to build a complex of 
business and office buildings.   
 
Traffic congestion is now a nightmare.  Pedestrian and vehicle safety is compromised.  If this 
development is allowed to progress, traffic volume will skyrocket and NO amount of traffic-flow 
tweaking will be able to fix it. 
 
 
The Riverbank Landing development is NOT SUITABLE for this site. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



May 25, 2021 
 
Dear Council, 
 
I am writing to express my opposition to the proposed amendment to the Oakmont Area Structure Plan 
(ASP) and the Land Use Bylaw (LUB) at 230 & 250 Bellerose Drive, and 300 Orchard Court. 
 
My qualifications include a BA in Urban and Regional Planning and an MSc in Transport Planning. As a 
resident of 27-years I further possess a deep understanding of the qualities that make St. Albert such a 
remarkable place to live, qualities which are inextricably linked to the built environment and 
surrounding amenities.  
 
With these qualifications in mind, and having reviewed the literature and technical documents 
associated with this proposed amendment, I write to express my wholehearted opposition to any 
amendments to the ASP and LUB. As proposed, these amendments would contradict the policies of the 
recently adopted Municipal Development Plan (MDP), Flourish: Growing to 100K.  
 
Using my professional opinion, I present the following for your consideration:  
 
In the MDP 230 & 250 Bellerose Drive, and 300 Orchard Court were not identified in Map 3 (See 
Attached) as being within the Urban Centre. The proposed development conveniently combines its 
densities with those of the existing development. Being unable to separate these it is difficult to 
reference an exact figure, however, it appears the residential portion will account for approximately 
2.87 hectares. With a proposed 360 units this results in a density of at least 125 units per hectare. 
Section 13.2.6 a) and b) of Flourish states that developments of this scale “should be located within 
Downtown or Trail Corridor Areas”.  
 
Section 6.2.3 further states that support should be given to initiatives that “retain and attract new 
businesses to the Downtown”. The approval of this ASP and LUB amendment, which contains a large 
commercial component, would go against this very policy statement shifting the heart of St. Albert to 
The Shops at Boudreau, Botanica and Riverbank Landing.  
 
The proposed development would further contradict Policy 12.6 and in particular section 12.6.2. 
Currently it is difficult as a pedestrian to cross Boudreau Road and Bellerose Drive with the turning lanes 
being treated as free flows. Despite the intersection construction occurring at the time of writing, 
adding more lanes will not solve these issues and the combination of new lanes and additional dwellings 
will only induce demand on these streets making the problem worse. I cannot count the number of 
times I have nearly been hit in these locations. This effectively makes me avoid the trail system and as a 
result I do not walk downtown often.   
 
As a Statutory Document, The ASP must adhere to the MDP. The Municipal Government Act, Part 17 
requires that a municipal development plan (MDP) be consistent with an intermunicipal development 



plan (IDP) and that an area structure plan (ASP) or area redevelopment plan (ARP) be consistent with an 
MDP and an IDP with respect to the land that is common to these plans. For this reason alone the ASP 
and LUB amendments should not be adopted. 
 
While I take issue with other aspects of the development, I trust these will be addressed by others who 
share my concerns. While I understand full well the impacts of NIMBY-ism and am not against the 
development of these lands as portrayed in the current ASP, I re-iterate that I cannot support the 
proposed amendments.  
 
Thank you for your time. 
 
Enclosure(s) 
Encl 1 Referenced MDP Maps 
Encl 2 Referenced MDP Policies 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Bryce Schmode 
 
11 Ironwood Drive 
St. Albert, Alberta 
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Urban Structure

        Downtown will continue to 
be the heart of the city, where an 
increasing number of people will 
live and work, and the primary 
destination for culture, specialty 
retail, entertainment, and 
government services.

        Trail Corridor Areas along St. Albert 
Trail are currently dominated by commercial 
uses but will be encouraged over time to 
also accommodate residential uses (mostly 
apartment buildings, but also townhouse 
developments) and office buildings.

        Mixed-use Nodes are areas within Neighbourhoods 
that contain a range of commercial uses, apartment 
buildings, townhouses, and community services, all 
arranged within a cohesive, pedestrian-oriented network of 
streets and open spaces.

 Employment Areas are dedicated 
locations for a variety of industrial and 
office-based businesses that benefit 
from convenient access to the regional 
transportation network. 

       Mixed-use Employment Areas are 
locations for the clustering of related light 
industrial, office, and retail businesses.

 Neighbourhoods are predominantly 
residential areas made up of low-rise 
housing, along with schools, parks, 
local shops, and services. Many existing 
Neighbourhoods will continue to add new 
housing that respects the established 
character, while new Neighbourhoods 
will be developed with a greater variety of 
housing types.

 Major Open Spaces in the Sturgeon 
River and Carrot Creek corridors and 
around Big Lake include natural features 
and parkland to be protected and 
enhanced as the city grows.

 Major Roads and 
Primary Mobility 
Corridors include 
St. Albert Trail and 
several east-west roads 
that will be improved 
over time to facilitate 
and encourage greater 
mobility by public 
transit, cycling, and 
walking, while continuing 
to accommodate 
private vehicles.

Urban Structure and General Land Use

Locations and boundaries are approximate and for general illustrative purposes. 
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6.2. Employment Growth 

Principle: Expand opportunities for employment and economic growth through new Employment Areas that accommodate a mix of 
industries and businesses.

Policies:

6.2.1. Facilitate the availability of easily 
serviceable and developable, or re-developable, 
land for employment purposes by: 

a) Planning new Employment Areas where 
generally identified on Map 3. The 
intended employment uses and design 
standards for these areas are determined 
through the Area Structure Plan process;

b) Working with landowners and developers 
to expedite the cost-effective and 
sustainable development of municipal 
infrastructure in planned Employment 
Areas west of Ray Gibbon Drive; and

c) Optimizing the use of existing 
infrastructure and services in the 
planning and phasing of development in 
Employment Areas.

6.2.2. Establish an Area Structure Plan for 
Lakeview Business District, identified on Map 3, 
that accommodates a range of light and medium 
industrial uses, office uses, and complementary 
commercial, service, and institutional uses. An 
Area Structure Plan that includes urban design 
guidelines will guide development in the Lakeview 
Business District, ensuring edges and areas with 
high public visibility are defined by high-quality 
buildings and landscaping.

6.2.3. Support initiatives and incentives that retain 
and attract new businesses to the Downtown 
and major employers to priority areas, as 
identified on Map 4.

6.2.4. Ensure Employment Areas contain parcels 
of widely varying sizes to accommodate a diversity 
of businesses.

6.2.5. Explore and consider opportunities for 
the advancement of servicing infrastructure that 
facilitates new development in priority areas. 

6.2.6. Explore incentives to attract businesses that 
generate significant job creation.

Historically, businesses and jobs in St. Albert have been concentrated in the city’s Employment Areas, along St. Albert Trail, and in 
Downtown. While new employment growth will occur across the city, more than half of future jobs are expected to be located in the 
Lakeview Business District. This growth is expected to include light and medium industrial uses, manufacturing, transportation and 
logistics, technology, health, and research and development. The following policies ensure that Employment Areas are planned for 
and developed in ways that support the local and regional economic development objectives, respect St. Albert’s distinct identity, and 
contribute to a more complete community.

6.2.7. Encourage the redevelopment and 
intensification of established Employment Areas 
to facilitate new employment and economic 
development opportunities.

6.2.8. Protect and promote the Riel Business Park 
and Campbell Business Park for a range of office-
based and compatible industrial uses.

6.2.9. Ensure retail and service uses in 
Employment Areas primarily serve employees and 
businesses in the area.

6.2.10. Optimize development opportunities 
around railway infrastructure to maximize the 
potential of such areas. 

6.2.11. Promote partnerships that create 
opportunities for growth and investment at the 
regional scale.

6.2.12. Collaborate with regional partners 
and organizations to attract a diverse range 
of economic development opportunities 
for the region.

6.2.13. Collaborate with the Chamber of 
Commerce and businesses to identify future local 
business development opportunities.
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12.6. Downtown

Principle: Grow and reinforce Downtown as St. Albert’s civic and cultural heart, a thriving business district, and a dynamic 
neighbourhood.

Policies:

12.6.1. Ensure that the design of Downtown public 
spaces supports a range of programming, events, 
and daily use.

12.6.2. Improve pedestrian, cycling, and transit 
connections to Downtown from surrounding areas, 
enabling greater access to Downtown.

12.6.3. Enhance wayfinding signage by directing 
residents and visitors to Downtown and to the 
attractions located Downtown.

12.6.4. Explore and facilitate rapid implementation 
pilot projects, initiatives, and other innovations 
led by the City or community groups, where such 
projects support the objectives for Downtown and 
can be implemented safely. Such initiatives may 
demonstrate and test new urban design, mobility 
enhancements, and programming.

Downtown St. Albert is an exciting, vibrant place where residents, visitors, businesses, and government gather. It is a place to shop, 
celebrate history and the arts, and enjoy outstanding events and entertainment. Building on existing assets and continuing to invest in 
the public realm is critical to growing Downtown as a unique, attractive, urban neighbourhood, where residents get around by walking, 
cycling, or taking public transit. The following policies focus on the public realm of Downtown. Other policies applicable to Downtown can 
be found in Sections 6 and 14.

“Public space is for living, doing business, kissing, and playing. Its value can’t be 
measured with economics or mathematics; it must be felt with the soul.” 

 – Enrique Peñalosa, urbanist and former mayor of Bogotá
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13.2. Intensification

Principle: Support the strategic intensification of established areas of the City. 

Policies:

13.2.1. Support growth and change in established 
areas to enhance their character and vitality. 

13.2.2. Encourage the development or 
redevelopment of underutilized land within the 
built-up city.

13.2.3. Manage growth through amendments 
to the Land Use Bylaw, the preparation of Area 
Redevelopment Plans, and the approval of 
development applications to support a minimum 
annual aspirational intensification target beginning 
at 20% (of all residential units) and increasing to 
30% over the course of Flourish. 

13.2.4. Promote growth around existing and 
planned transit stations to capitalize on transit 
capacity and encourage transit use.

13.2.5. Ensure that new development or 
redevelopment that occurs within 800 metres of 
an identified Rapid Transit Station Area, or an area 
as determined by the City, supports a minimum 
aspirational density of 140 people and jobs per 
gross hectare.

13.2.6. Focus intensification generally as follows:

a) Development with 50-125 dwelling units 
per net hectare should be located in the 
areas adjacent to Downtown and within 
800 metres of existing or planned rapid 
transit stations, as generally shown on 
Map 3;

b) Development with more than 125 dwelling 
units per net hectare should be located 
within Downtown or Trail Corridor Areas;

c) Development with more than 200 dwelling 
units per net hectare should be located 
within 400 metres of existing or planned 
Rapid Transit Station Areas, as generally 
shown on Map 3, to support the minimum 
density target identified in Policy 13.2.5; 
and

d) The highest density developments will be 
encouraged to be located Downtown to 
support an overall minimum aspirational 
density target of 100 dwelling units per 
net hectare Downtown. 

As St. Albert grows and evolves, more opportunities will arise for accommodating both residential and employment growth within the 
built-up city; Flourish encourages and guides such growth. The strategic locations for intensification are Downtown and on commercial 
lands along St. Albert Trail, particularly those that are close to future rapid transit stations. As well, ongoing opportunities will arise to 
sensitively intensify existing Neighbourhoods with new, compatible forms of housing that keep the community healthy and attractive.

13.2.7. Prepare Area Redevelopment Plans 
or master development plans that guide 
intensification in the Trail Corridor Areas identified 
in Map 3, in conformity with Flourish, ensuring 
the studies consider opportunities for moderate 
intensification and built form transitions in 
adjacent areas.

13.2.8. Evaluate improvements to utility 
infrastructure and the public realm, and other 
potential incentives, to encourage intensification.

13.2.9. Prepare guidelines for intensification within 
existing Neighbourhoods, in consultation with the 
community, to facilitate new development that 
contributes positively to Neighbourhoods and the 
city as a whole.
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May 31, 2021 
 
Honorable Mayor Heron and St. Albert City Councilors 
 
RE: Riverbank Landing Development 
 
As concerned residents near the proposed Riverbank Landing Development we 
object to this development proposal due to the substantial increase in density, 
incompatibility to the area, and the ensuing traffic noise and accompanying 
exhaust that will be generated. We have yet to see a plan that we, the residents 
most directly affected, could support. 
 
We are long term St. Albert residents who purchased our single residential 
dwelling in this area because of the pleasant ambiance, walkable safe 
neighborhoods, sense of community and the nearby unique and exquisite river 
valley we have enjoyed over the years.  This area has always been designated a 
combined low density residential area with light commercial-retail development.   
 
Since the completion of the Botanica condominium development, we have 
experienced an unprecedented increase in traffic volume, smell of exhaust and 
associated traffic noise which we believe rivals St Albert Trail. There is nothing we 
can do to reduce the noise within our own yards. We lived through the long 
construction period of the Botanica developments. And now you are asking us 
once again to “put up” with new construction and associated dust, noise and 
large heavy duty construction equipment (cement trucks) that would pass 
through our neighborhood on a daily basis for several more years.  
 
There has definitely been an increase in large delivery vehicles for the existing 
Shops of Boudreau (food trucks and the like) which would obviously increase 
substantially and permanently for the proposed development; not to mention the 
added patron use of the new facilities by St. Albert residents who would be 
driving here. 
 
As a resident of Evergreen Close, (our home backs onto the Shops of Boudreau 
and the 2 Botanica condominium structures) we have personally experienced 
noise levels to a point that normal conversation in our backyard has become 
impossible.  We brought this to the attention of the City of St. Albert 



Transportation Department over 3 years ago and we were informed a 
Transportation Noise Monitoring Study was underway.  According to the Noise 
Monitoring Study, completed by GHD Engineering in April of 2019, the closest 
noise monitoring location to our home was Number 4 shown on the Receiver 
Location Table (figure 1 of the report).  That monitoring location is shown as 10 
Inverness Crescent which is off Boudreau Road and west of Bellerose Drive.   The 
noise level at that point was 56.01 decibels.  Our residence is close to the corner 
of Boudreau Road and Bellerose Drive, therefore we are being exposed to 
substantially increased traffic exhaust and noise levels as a result of traffic idling, 
braking and accelerating on Bellerose Drive. We are continuously subjected to 
vehicles (motor bikes) repeatedly “revving up” to a point that all conversation 
stops. 
 
The Traffic Impact Assessment in Boudreau Communities Ltd. proposal prepared 
by Bunt & Associates goes into great detail on the anticipated traffic generated by 
the development but it makes no mention of the noise generated by the increase 
in traffic volume.  Since the noise pollution is not considered in the proposal, it 
appears there is no plan given to mitigate the noise for the nearby residential 
property owners.   
 
The current intersection improvements at Boudreau and Bellerose are being 
prepared for increased traffic volumes. There are very limited options (due to 
existing infrastructure) to improve traffic flow to make any significant long term 
traffic and safety improvements to the roads or intersections. The new 
northbound right turn-bay from Bellerose will bring the traffic and offending 
noise/exhaust pollution even closer to our property line. According to Aaron 
Odowichuk, Park Paving’s Project Superintendent, the existing curb will be moved 
3.7 meters (12 feet) closer to our property line to make room for that turn-bay! 
Clearly the noise and exhaust levels will continue to escalate.  
 
The vehicular “in/out” access for the proposed development is of a huge concern; 
one way in, one way out which we believe will add even more problems to the 
existing traffic congestion we are already experiencing and the likelihood of traffic 
forced to drive through residential areas for u-turns. What about school buses 
dropping off children and road crossing to access their homes? What about 
emergency vehicle access?  Is it the intention to cut through the median on 



Boudreau, which is on an incline and curved road to create an entry point for the 
proposal thus increasing potential safety issues for pedestrians?  
 
There is an existing wall of buildings along our river valley in close proximity of our 
house – Careadon Village Inglewood, Botanica 1 and 2, and Lions Seniors’ Village.  
 
We beg you to oppose the creation of a corridor of structures along our beautiful 
river valley and ask that you consider this development in areas better suited and 
zoned for this type of development.  
 
This scale of development will surely result in depreciation of our home values. 
 
We vehemently oppose the Riverbank Landing Development and all 3 bylaws 1) 
Bylaw 7/2021 Oakmont Area Structure Plan Amendment, 2) Bylaw 8/2021 Land 
Use Bylaw Schedule A Amendment, and 3) Bylaw 9/2021 Land Use Bylaw Text and 
Schedule F Amendment.  
 
In addition we strongly urge you to maintain the zoning as Direct Control (DC) 
and refuse incompatible infill developments. 
 
Mayor Heron and St Albert City Councilors, we have entrusted you to act in the 
best interests of the citizens who elected you.  
 
We thank you for your consideration of our concerns in this extremely important 
matter. 
 
Respectfully  
 
Carol and Gordon Alloway 
8 Evergreen Close 
St. Albert 
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Renee McDonald

From: Corey Hochachka 
Sent: Saturday, May 22, 2021 10:13 PM
To: Hearings; Wes Brodhead
Cc:
Subject: Riverbank Landing

Categories:

External Email: Use caution with links and attachments. 

Dear Wes and Council,   
 
As Erin Ridge residents, my family and I are already frustrated with the traffic flow and signal lighting patterns in St. 
Albert; we are even more concerned about the proposal to build another, even more high density, residential complex 
(Riverbank Landing) in the Shops at Boudreau area, exponentially adding to our traffic problems, and blocking even 
more of our river valley from view and usage.  
 
We implore you to reject this proposal, and any other future high density developments near our river valley, and 
earnestly request that you expedite solutions to our neighborhood, and city’s, exceedingly slow stop-and-go traffic 
issues, while expanding on the recreational usage options of our beautiful watershed.  
 
Concernedly yours, 

Corey Hochachka, MPA, RSE, Outdoor Sports Nut 
19 Escada Close 
(780) 903-7486 
Sent from my iPhone 











que tout examen, divulgation, copie, impression, reproduction, distribution, ou
autre utilisation de ce message et de ses pièces jointes est strictement interdit. Si
vous avez reçu ce message alors que vous n'êtes pas un destinataire désigné,
veuillez en aviser immédiatement l'émetteur et détruire ce message et les pièces
jointes. 

Confidentiality Warning:
This message, its content and any attachments are intended only for the use of the
intended recipient(s), are confidential, and may be privileged. If you are not the
intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any review, retransmission,
conversion to hard copy, copying, circulation or other use of this message and any
attachments is strictly prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please
notify the sender immediately by return e-mail, and delete this message and any
attachments from your system.









From:
To: Hearings; Legislative
Subject: Riverbank Landon
Date: Friday, May 28, 2021 7:32:30 PM

External Email: Use caution with links and attachments.

Hello
I would like to voice my opposition to this proposal. The land being refined so drastically in a mature neighbour
hood is concerning, the high density, shadowing and ultimately council needs to be accountable to its residents not a
money hungry developer. Very disappointing.
Domenico Carnovale
1 eden court Stalbert.
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         24 January, 2021 
Mayor Cathy Heron <mayorheron@stalbert.ca>, 
Wes Brodhead <wbrodhead@stalbert.ca>, 
Jacquie Hansen <jhansen@stalbert.ca>, 
Sheena Hughes <shughes@stalbert.ca>, 
Natalie Joly <njoly@stalbert.ca>, 
Ken MacKay <kmackay@stalbert.ca>, 
Ray Watkins <rwatkins@stalbert.ca>, and  
legislative@stalbert.ca 
 
 
Re:  Proposed Amendments to Oakmont ASP and Land Use By-Law – Riverbank 
Landing 

 
 
The purpose of this letter is to state our firm opposition to the application submitted by 
Boudreau Communities Ltd (BCL) to attempt a second try at amendments to the Oakmont 
ASP and Land Use Bylaw that would open the door for them to build a massive development 
on the Holes’ family farm site located on Bellerose Drive next to the Botanica condos and 
the Shops at Boudreau.  The site is next to the Sturgeon River abutting the Environmentally 
Sensitive Area adjacent to the river, on top of a mature community and on a site where two 
large structures and a commercial development have already been built. 

The context of our concerns is that this attempt at a second try comes after Council has 
already unanimously rejected BCL’s previous application for bylaw changes at the June 22, 
2020 Public Hearing after residents raised many issues and concerns with the development 
proposed at that time.  This current application has essentially not dealt with the 
majority of the concerns that led to the Council’s rejection of BDL’s initial attempt.  
The simple fact is that development that BCL is now proposing is the same or similar 
in many ways to the previous one and the same major issues remain.   

The current application is simply an unbelievably arrogant attempt by BDL to press 
forward with a development that ignores and/or fails to address most all of the 
fundamental concerns that led City Council to unanimously reject the previous 
development plan they had put forward. 

We purchased our home in Oakmont some 14 years ago.  We retired from Ft. McMurray and 
our selection of The City of St. Albert and the Oakmont area were very purposeful.  We did 
not want to live in Edmonton…..we wanted to live in St. Albert.  The “small town” feel 
attracted us as did the surrounding natural environment including the Red Willow Park 
system, River Lot 56 and the Sturgeon River Valley.  We were comforted by what we read in 
the Cities statements back then…..“The Botanic Arts City” told us it valued, and sought to 
protect and improve, the Sturgeon River and its valley.  We were not bothered by the 
significantly higher taxes we would be paying in St. Albert versus, for example, 
Edmonton…..we chalked that up to the cost of our being able to live in this beautiful small 
town adjacent to a lovely river valley that was promised to be protected and improved.  
Over the years we have paid many tens of thousands of INCREMENTAL dollars in taxes to 
maintain that privilege. 

mailto:mayorheron@stalbert.ca
mailto:wbrodhead@stalbert.ca
mailto:jhansen@stalbert.ca
mailto:shughes@stalbert.ca
mailto:njoly@stalbert.ca
mailto:kmackay@stalbert.ca
mailto:rwatkins@stalbert.ca
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Indeed, Mayor Heron, in the Introduction to the city’s most recent “Strategic Plan” stated 
that everything in that plan would be accomplished “….while protecting the natural 
environment that is such an important part of our heritage and our character as the 
Botanical Arts City.”  Our reading of that commitment reassured us that protection of the 
character of St. Albert, its “small town feel”, and of the natural environment surrounding it 
and running through it, was the overriding caveat on all of the City’s planning. 

In our view, the proposed “Riverbank Landing” development makes a mockery of the cities 
past planning commitments.  The Hon. Lois Hole is, no doubt, rolling in her grave.  Others 
have commented at length about the significant list of development issues with Riverbank 
Landing impacting upon existing property Owners…..from forcing an entire, large section of 
the city to endure at least 10 years of construction, the addition of a significant volume of 
traffic to an already overcapacity roadway, the huge buildings looming over homes that 
citizens bought based upon their understanding of the then approved development plans, 
the lack of supporting infrastructure – especially with regards to emergency services, the 
“vertical sprawl” of the proposed oversized towers which “wall off” the Sturgeon River and 
which are overwhelmingly out of proportion to not just the human scale but to everything 
around them (especially the existing developments and the river valley), the impact to the 
Sturgeon River and its environs to the fact that this proposal is simply out of character with 
St. Albert.  Each of these issues deeply concern us. 

We, however, wish to particularly highlight three matters to you: 

1. Lack of “good faith” on the part of the City.  People, including ourselves, who bought 
property in St. Albert did so, in part, because of the planning and strategic commitments the 
city made to us with respect to the future development of the lands surrounding our 
properties as well as matters such as preservation of the “small town” feel and the “natural 
environment” that supports it.   “Riverbank Landing” flies totally in the face of those 
commitments….no one can honestly say that this project will not negatively impact the 
character of the city and the Sturgeon River Valley.  No one can say with a straight face that 
this project is consistent with commitments made in Area Structure Plans and planning 
documents.  In our view, the City Council owes its fiduciary duty to the CURRENT 
taxpayers/property Owners of the city….not to the future ones or land developers.  It is 
patently unfair to property Owners to change an Area Structure Plan this far after the 
fact. 

Simply put, allowing this degree of change would remove the future ability of anybody to 
rely on past guidelines like Area Structure Plans and Land Use Bylaws and would 
demonstrate a lack of good faith by this council to its current taxpayers.  

As current taxpayers/property Owners, we are requesting you show your good faith to 
all of the existing impacted property Owners by rejecting this proposal. 

2. Impacts to the abutting Environmentally Sensitive Area and Sturgeon River 
Landscape 

Of all the environmentally attractive areas and significant natural scenic landscapes 
crowning St. Albert, one stands out….the Sturgeon River Valley.   

Anchored by Big Lake and Lois Hole Centennial Provincial Park in the west and River Lot 56 
in the east, the Sturgeon River Valley effectively bisects the city…it is clearly the 
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environmental and scenic landscape backbone of our heritage and our character as 
the Botanical Arts City. 

The Cities Strategic Plan promises to protect, embrace and treasure our deeply-rooted 
connections with the natural environment through championing environmental action as 
well as to ensure the vitality of our natural resources for future generations.   Indeed, the 
Cities Recreation Master Plan (2016) states that “We stand united to preserve, protect and 
enjoy our Sturgeon River Valley, natural areas and ravines and their contribution to 
biodiversity.”  

This proposal is right adjacent to, if not in, the Sturgeon River corridor…..the boundaries of 
Riverbank Landing literally touch the boundary of an area the City has classified as 
“Environmentally Sensitive”. 

Surely no one could truly accept that the scale of development being proposed will not 
permanently adversely impact, and have negative environmental consequences on, the local 
ecosystem of the Sturgeon River corridor.  Beyond this, the magnitude of the proposed 
development will visually overwhelm the river valley and create a substantive impact to the 
visual quality of the Sturgeon River Valley for some distance both upstream and 
downstream of the development.  To place this in context, one only needs to imagine the 
R.M.S. Titanic (269 m in length with a total height, measured from the base of the keel to the 
top of the bridge of 32 m) dry docked on the bank of the Sturgeon River!!  Simply put, the 
proposal is grossly out of character with the Sturgeon River Valley if not of the City as 
a whole. 

Moreover, the Sturgeon River Valley is regionally environmentally important since central 
St. Albert is located between two regional core conserved natural areas, Lois Hole 
Centennial Provincial Park to the west and River Lot 56 to the east, which are connected by 
the Sturgeon River Valley.  
 
The Sturgeon River Valley is therefore a valuable ecological corridor allowing for nutrient 
flow, seed dispersal, and wildlife movement for a wide variety of small and large species 
including wide-ranging species such as coyote, deer and moose.   Many species of birds 
migrate through the Sturgeon River Valley and use it in their daily travels.  Together, the 
areas around Big Lake and the downstream Sturgeon River function as a Regional Core 
Area, supporting entire populations of smaller species and contributing to sustainable 
populations of all species at the landscape scale.  Since the Sturgeon River, both upstream 
and downstream of Big Lake extends for many kilometers and across municipal boundaries 
it functions as a Regional Ecological Corridors……impacts to the Sturgeon River corridor 
will thus extend downstream all the way to the North Saskatchewan River.  

Rather than pinching in upon and squeezing further shut the Environmentally Sensitive 
areas of the Sturgeon River corridor, the responsible thing to do would be to ensure the 
continuing integrity of the small remaining portion of the valley in the proposed 
development area.  Skyscrapers and high-rises simply do not belong in the Sturgeon River 
corridor. 

As current taxpayers/property Owners, we are requesting you to do as your strategic 
and planning documents say you will do and protect, embrace and treasure our deeply-
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rooted connections with the natural environment of the crown jewel of our city – the 
Sturgeon River corridor - by rejecting this proposal. 

3. Traffic 

The Boudreau Road/Bellerose Drive intersection is already overcapacity and a serious 
problem to residents.  The development proposal is to dump even more traffic volume (i.e., 
100% of the incremental volume it generates) upon this roadway/intersection and to do so 
very close to the intersection itself.  This will clearly seriously exacerbate an already serious 
problem and make this area more dangerous for pedestrians and cyclists and a challenge 
for Emergency Vehicles. 

As current taxpayers/property Owners, we are requesting you to reject this 
development. 

 

Conclusion 

The proposed Riverbank Landing development creates many significant negative issues for 
the affected property Owners.  We have chosen to highlight only three…..the lack of good 
faith that this council would exhibit towards the impacted property Owners were this 
development to be allowed to proceed, the impacts that would result to the environmental 
integrity of the Sturgeon River Valley and the abutting Environmentally Sensitive Area and 
Sturgeon River Landscape and traffic safety/volume concerns. 

As current taxpayers/property Owners, we are requesting you to show your 
good faith to the existing property Owners, and to do as you say you will do and 
protect the crown jewel of our city - the Sturgeon River corridor - by rejecting 
this proposal. 

Respectfully Submitted, 
 
 
Submitted by e-mail 
 
 
D. C. Thompson, B. Sc., M. Sc.; and  
M. A. Mucha, B. Sc., M.A., G.D. (Education) 
107 Otter Crescent, 
St. Albert, Alberta   T8N 7H3 
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Renee McDonald

From: Donna Fuechtman 
Sent: Tuesday, May 11, 2021 4:46 PM
To: Hearings
Subject: Bourdrea Communities

External Email: Use caution with links and attachments. 

Re;  the Riverbank Landing & Boudreau Communities 
 
As a resident of St. Albert, Oakmont area for 20 + years I have an interest in maintaining the river valley as it is, 
in its natural beauty for everyone to enjoy "as is" . Not for these natural areas to be consumed, obstructed and 
taken over with these massive concrete buildings and/or high rise buildings/condos.  
 
Donna Fuechtman 
dfuechtman@gmail.com 
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Renee McDonald

From: Dean Missins >
Sent: Monday, May 10, 2021 9:56 AM
To: Hearings
Subject: Riverbank Landing

External Email: Use caution with links and attachments. 
 
My Wife and I live a 16 Edward place. We have watched over the years how the City of St Albert has 
allowed the beauty of our river valley to be destroyed. Take a walk by Riverbank Landing. It is just a 
wall of buildings now stopping anyone viewing the river. Only the elite living there can enjoy that 
section of river now. The roads were never built for high density. Now more older trees need to be cut 
down to make room for more and more car traffic. Stop destroying the RIver Valley St Albert. The 
River Valley needs to be protected and Council is not doing that job. Dean Missins 
 
Sent from my iPhone 
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Renee McDonald

From: Photography By Dawn Weir  
Sent: Monday, May 10, 2021 3:17 PM
To: Hearings
Subject: Concerns regarding Boudreau Communities for high density complex

External Email: Use caution with links and attachments. 

To whom this may concern, 
I have several concerns regarding the condos proposed  by the shops of Boudreau and I wanted to make sure my voice 
was heard.  My family and I have lived in St. Albert for over 21 years in Oakmont. 
Here are all the reasons I do not feel this complex should go ahead: 

1. Changing the overall zoning for residential areas after an area has been established for well over 25 years is 
unacceptable.  I moved to St. Albert because of the way St. Albert zoned it’s land for use and keeping buildings 
under 5 storeys and not building along the river, large lots, boulevards with trees.  We are a unique community 
but over the years I have watched this change so that we are similar to any other city in Alberta.  

2. I am a photographer and strongly believe in protecting the river valley from eye sores!!  The shops of boudreau 
complexes have already ruined the site line from the Oakmont walking bridge, and have even affected my 
photography in this area.  We need to protect the beauty that we have and putting up more buildings is just ugly 
and not appealing to look at.  Once this is done you never can go back.  Let’s learn from our mistakes made 
already, and stop moving forward with more! 

3. The traffic is already terrible during rush hours and there is only one way out of Oakmont if you want to go 
downtown St. Albert.  It can take up to 4-5 long light changes to even get onto boudreau or to cross it.  This is 
unacceptable and adding more people will put this intersection at a stand still. 

4. High density issues…this is ridiculous to think how many people are going to go in to this tiny area with very 
limited road access.  Just doesn’t make any sense!   

5. High rise towers are meant to be downtown, not a few feet from the river.  Even Edmonton, doesn’t do this!! 
6. Please stop thinking about dollar signs and protect our community and why St. Albert is special! 

 
Council needs to protect what the citizens of Oakmont want and protect our community. 
 
Thanks you for your time. 
Dawn Weir 

 
Photography By Dawn Weir 
Tel: (780) 458-4715 
Website: http://www.photographybydawn.ca 
Blog:  http://www.photographybydawn.ca/blog 
Facebook Fan page http://facebook.com/PhotographyByDawnWeir 
 





From:
To: Hearings
Subject: Concerns re: Riverbank Landing complex
Date: Saturday, May 15, 2021 3:11:16 PM

External Email: Use caution with links and attachments.

To Whom it May Concern,
I am writing to you today to put forward my concerns regarding the proposed Riverbank Landing residential
complex on Bellerose Drive. My concerns are as follows:

- The existing Land Uses and Zoning of the area should not be changed in an area where development is already
encroaching on nature
- I have waited up to 12 minutes to pass the lights at the intersection of Bellerose and Boudreau, and the rental
complex would only increase this problem and potentially lengthen the wait time up to 15-20 minutes
- The area does not support the amount of people the 360 proposed residential units will bring, or buildings as large
as the ones currently planned
- The proposed 12 and 15 storey high rises will block the view of the river valley
- Further development will result in negative ecological impacts including littering, destruction of fauna, and
uprooting of wildlife

I have lived here for 62 years, and while I recognize that St. Albert is changing I do not believe that this area is
suitable to be packed with so many people.  It is a quiet area with some lovely views and exposure to nature, and
that should be enhanced with developments such as playgrounds for kids rather than destroyed by looming
buildings.  The council is accountable to us, the citizens of the area, and as such I hereby urge the council to veto the
proposed Riverbank Landing residential complex.

Yours truly,
Evelyn M. Grant
14 Enderby Crescent,
St. Albert, AB
T8N 6Y1







From:
To: Hearings
Subject: Boudreaux new towers
Date: Sunday, May 30, 2021 1:04:37 PM

External Email: Use caution with links and attachments.

Have you ever driven on Boudreau and Bellerose?  Crazy busy. And now the city wants to allow twin towers. Wake
up. This is St Albert not New York City.
I’ve been a resident of St Albert for 60 years. Please don’t allow this monstrosity
Fran O’Donnell
65 Oakmont drive

Sent from my iPad







 





We urge you to reject these proposed amendments options. 

Respectfully submitted

Gail Helgason

John Dodd

105 Otter Crescent 
St. Albert, AB T8N 7H3
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Legislative Services and Suzanne Bennett (Planning)     May 18, 2021 
Mayor Heron and City Council Members                      
5 St. Anne Street 
St. Albert, AB  T8N 3Z9 

Proposed Amendments to Oakmont ASP and Land Use Bylaw 
Riverbank Landing (RBL) – Boudreau Communities Ltd (BCL) 

 
I am a long-time St. Albert residential homeowner. I remain extremely concerned about the type of 
development Boudreau Communities Ltd (BCL) is proposing to build on the subject land. I know this has 
been a challenging issue for the City and the public. Please read my letter. It will take just over 10 
minutes of your time. This development will adversely impact our family due to traffic congestion, 
impairment to the Red Willow Trail system and the River Valley, and many other adverse impacts as 
listed below. 

 
A/ Public Consultation by BCL 

BCL is trying to claim they consulted the public to hear ideas and concerns. The public voiced their views 
in multiple ways such as : 

• June 22, 2020 Public Hearing – Extensive verbal and written presentations were presented. BCL 
chose to largely ignore this feedback (including Council’s concerns). 

• Design Information Sessions (via Zoom) – I attended the Oct 8, 2020 meeting. I provided BCL 
with a written presentation and sketch to show what I thought would be suitable for the 
property. They showed little interest in my input.   

• Residents’ Focus Group - At the request of Mayor Heron, a small group of residents met with 
BCL Executive. We provided constructive recommendations and requested that unbiased 
questions be used in the BCL Survey. We outlined reasonable expectations regarding the 
disclosure of the survey results. The Focus Group’s input was basically ignored by BCL.  

• BCL Survey (by Y-Station) – There were around 500 people who responded to the BCL survey. 
Yet when BCL was asked to disclose the full Survey results, they refused to do so. BCL obviously 
did not receive support for their new design option(s).  
 

It is my opinion that BCL did not respond to the public’s feedback from 2020. Instead, they submitted 
the same Zoning change request  and a very similar design concept with two high-rise towers, multiple 
buildings, and extensive residential densification (all issues that caused the previous submission to be 
defeated on June 22, 2020).  
 
BCL held two Zoom meetings in 2021. One meeting focused on Traffic and the second one was a general 
Q&A. Once again it was my impression that BCL used these meeting just for marketing purposes.  
 
At the time of writing this letter,  we still do not know the results of the March 2021 Survey that BCL 
conducted. It was another survey where the public did not hear the results.  
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B/ The New Application for Riverbank Landing 
 
The latest BCL proposal is almost the same as their first application and fails on multiple fronts : 

• Excessive residential density   
• Excessive building heights 
• A confusing traffic impact analysis report 
• Very poor site access (hemmed in on three sides). 
• Irreparable traffic congestion problems 
• Total disregard for compatibility & transitioning to Oakmont and Erin Ridge. 
• An identical request for changes the ASP, LUB and Direct Control zoning  

 
C/ My Vision for the Subject Property 
 
Oakmont Area Structure Plan (ASP)  

• The current ASP and maximum building heights should remain as is. 
 
Land Use Bylaw (LUB) & Direct Control 

• The Land Use Bylaw should remain as is. 
• The property needs to remain under Direct Control (DC). It is a unique parcel of land surrounded 

by low-rise neighbourhoods, congested roadways, a fire station, and the Sturgeon River Valley.  
• Direct Control Mixed use (DCMU) will result in a totally misplaced development and a 

permanent scar along the river valley – not a legacy. If there is a parcel of land in St. Albert that 
requires Direct Control by Council, this is it. 
 

An Appropriate Development Vision under the Current ASP and LUB 
These parameters would respect the surrounding communities, reduce the adverse impact of over-
densification, and add substantial net Tax Revenue for years to come. I suggest that these parameters 
would be supported by a very large number of residents in the surrounding communities, while meeting 
the residents’ transition and compatibility expectations : 
 
300 Orchard Court 

• Low density residential as per the existing ASP land use. 
• Maximum building height of 11 meters as per the existing zoning. 

 
230 & 250 Bellerose Drive 

• Commercial (IE professional, medical, retail) on the main floor of any building. The commercial 
should complement the commercial in The Shops at Boudreau. 

• If the developer applies for discretionary use, IE adding some residential units on the second 
and third floor of a couple buildings with commercial on the main floor, the use and density 
should be carefully reviewed by the City before granting any permission (see comments below). 

• Maximum building height of 15 meters assuming the same zoning (C2) as The Shops at 
Boudreau, and preferably a maximum height of 11 meters beside Bellerose Dr to respect the 
“streetscape” principle. 
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Density  
The property is classed as “infill”, has very poor access, and already faces irreparable traffic congestion. 
The Oakmont density target has already been met.  Flourish, Map 4, shows no intensification targeted 
anywhere near the RBL properties.  
 
Therefore, the total residential unit count for the entire RBL development should be far lower than the 
combined dwelling count for Botanica I & II (252du). Even 150 additional residential units will worsen 
the existing traffic congestion problem and further strain the surrounding communities.  
 
Building Heights 
By maintaining the maximum building heights as stated in the existing ASP & LUB, and the Direct Control 
designation, the City will minimize vertical and horizontal sprawl. Shadowing and excessive densification 
will be avoided. Council will retain control of where and how growth will take place. 
 
D/ My Rationale 

1) Densification  
o This part of St Albert has already reached its targeted density goal.  

2) Building Heights  
o The towers being proposed would be significantly higher than Botanica I & II. Any 

development should be much lower than Botanica I & II. 
3) Transition Requirements  

o A smooth transition to the Oakmont and Erin Ridge residences is essential. 
4) Compatibility  

o A massive multi-building, multi-storey development, wedged in between Botanica II and 
the existing residential areas, is not compatible with the character of the mature 
neighbourhoods. 

5) Shadowing  
o The proposed building heights will cast shadows on Erin Ridge and Oakmont properties 

throughout the day, and especially in the winter months. 
6) Traffic Safety  

o The City’s Safety Report shows that the Boudreau/Bellerose intersection has a 
significant safety problem. The changes underway by the City should improve safety, but 
those changes will reduce efficiency (as per my conversations with Dean Schick, 
Transportation Manager). 

7) Traffic Impact Assessment  
o BCL’s TIA engineer report should have stated how much traffic volume the proposed 

development will add to Bellerose Drive and Boudreau Road. RBL will not reduce traffic 
congestion, it will worsen traffic congestion. The TIA report is comparing a fictional 
development design (under the existing ASP) to the RBL proposal.  

8) Roadway Capacity Restrictions  
o Neither Bellerose Drive nor Boudreau Road can be sufficiently widened (as per Dean 

Schick, Transportation Manager). There is no way to increase capacity. The City has a 
chance right now to avoid a traffic nightmare that will be impossible to fix. 
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9) Artificial Intelligence/Intersections   

o Artificial Intelligence (AI) might help an intersection where one road is heavily travelled, 
and the other road is lightly travelled. However, both Boudreau Rd and Bellerose Dr 
have high volumes therefore AI will not provide an efficiency solution (as stated to me by 
Dean Schick, Transportation Manager). 

10) Evergreen/Bellerose Intersection  
o This is the only fully functional intersection available to the RBL property. To expect this 

single access point to service Botanica I & II, The Shops at Boudreau, the proposed RBL 
development, the Evergreen residential community, and commuters using Bellerose Dr 
is a totally unrealistic expectation. 

11) Right-In/Right-Out Access to Bellerose Dr  
o The proposed right in/right out access to Bellerose Dr will result in U-turns at the traffic 

lights at the Bellerose Dr/Oakmont Dr intersection. Commuters will likely resort to 
cutting through quiet residential areas. Both are unacceptable outcomes. 

12) Mass Transit  
o Mass transit will never be anywhere near this property. Therefore, density at the RBL 

site must be limited to ensure any development aligns to Flourish policies. 
13) Sturgeon River Valley  

o The City must preserve the river valley’s beauty, natural habitat, public access, and the 
watershed. The City’s “Sturgeon River Recommendation” document stresses the 
importance of protecting this watershed.  

14) Historical Value  
o The Holes’ family history, land and orchards at this location should not be replaced with 

high-rise towers and massive sprawling buildings. This is a unique and highly sensitive  
parcel of land that should be protected by Council through Direct Control. 

15) Property Value Impact  
o Residences nearby RBL will be stuck with traffic congestion, safety risks, noise, pollution, 

and a walled-off river valley. Site-lines will be replaced with towers of glass, concrete, 
and steel. As a result, nearby residential property values will be adversely impacted. 

16) Flourish MDP  
o The RBL property is classed as “infill” and it deserves a gentle approach regarding any 

increase in density. Gentle densification was to be a fundamental principle in Flourish 
(as per my conversation with Katie Mahoney, Flourish Planning). 

o There is no text or policies in Flourish that designate any of these three properties as a 
Mixed-use Node. Therefore, the decision about a mixed-use designation for these 
properties remains with Council. The Planning department staff said in the Flourish 
Public Hearing on Apr 19, 2021 that this decision needs to be made at the ASP level, in 
other words by Council on June 9, 2021. 
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17) Flourish MDP Policies 

o The Flourish MDP indicates where growth should take place. Here is a sample of Flourish 
Policies that the BCL application does NOT align to : 
 12.3.1. Ensure general consistency of scale in developments within existing 

Neighbourhoods through complementary built form...  
 12.3.2. Ensure appropriate built form and density transitions between existing 

Neighbourhoods… 
 13.2.6. Focus intensification generally as follows: ... d) The highest density 

developments will be encouraged to be located Downtown … 
 13.2.9. Prepare guidelines for intensification within existing Neighbourhoods, 

in consultation with the community, to facilitate new development that 
contributes positively to Neighbourhoods… 

 14.1.8. Encourage improvements that protect or enhance the ecological 
integrity of Sturgeon River… and enhance public enjoyment of the waterfront. 

 14.1.9. Maintain important public views and vistas of the river and creek and 
protect public access where it exists. 

 14.4.6. Encourage intensification to occur within 400 metres of existing and 
planned Rapid Transit Station Areas… 

 14.6.2. Regulate Neighbourhood redevelopment, through the Land Use Bylaw, 
to achieve the following:  a) Appropriate transitions in height, scale, and 
design with other buildings in the immediate surroundings; … c) A consistent 
streetscape; d) Compatibility with surrounding land uses. 

 14.6.4. Encourage low-rise apartment buildings on lots fronting a crosstown or 
connector street, provided such buildings are oriented to and have their main 
entrance on the street. 

 14.6.6. Develop and maintain Neighbourhood Infill Design Guidelines to 
maintain the attractive characteristics of existing Neighbourhoods. 

o It is staggering to think that Administration is ignoring these types of Flourish policies. 
How could Administration possibly think that the requested bylaw changes and 
conceptual RBL design aligns to Flourish? How could this application possibly be deemed 
“appropriate use” of this land? 

 
18) Environmental Issues  

o A development like this will encroach on the river valley, its wetlands, and wildlife 
habitat. Entertaining the risk of slope stability problems and a future failure of surface 
and sanitary water systems is unthinkable, especially beside the river valley.  

19) EMRB  
o The EMRB has aspirational density targets for infill areas. The density targets for 

Oakmont have been met already with Botanica I & II. Given the restrictions and 
difficulties related to this location, it would be irresponsible to permit this property to 
be used to meet or exceed any aspirational target. Even 84 dwelling units built in 300 
Orchard Court alone would exceed the Oakmont density target. 
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20) Urban Design  

o BCL said they did not want to “wall off the river”. Yet they will in fact wall off the river 
valley and Bellerose Dr. The bottom line is that BCL is trying to jam in as many 
residential units that they can get away with for one purpose – their own profit. 

21) Tax Base  
o BCL has presented tax revenue projections based in part on their own assumptions. My 

own informal tax revenue modelling shows that the City can realize very attractive tax 
revenue with a much smaller development on this land. 

E/ Conclusion 
 
The Bottom Line :  

• Direct Control - This sensitive and unique property needs to remain under Council’s Direct 
Control. If it becomes DCMU, the applicant seemingly does not have to follow their conceptual 
plan.  

• ASP & LUB - The current ASP and LUB need to be retained, including the current maximum 
building heights. 

• Density – The City simply cannot allow over-densification at this location to the determent of 
the community, and for the profit of the developer. It would be a Flourish Failure.   

• Stewardship Responsibility – Homeowners invest their life savings in their homes. We expect 
Council to “have our backs”. We need the City to protect our neighborhoods, our investments, 
and the character of St Albert. To do otherwise would be an unforgiveable breach of trust by 
Council and City Administration.  

• Zoning Changes - BCL bought this land knowing the existing zoning. BCL is not “entitled” to have 
the zoning changed just to meet their profit goals.  
 

As a growing city, we need to be patient and not jump at inappropriate development proposals. The City 
can manage growth to ensure that development is placed in the correct location and supported by the 
required infrastructure. Developers cannot be permitted to change the rules and City’s vision (zoning 
and MDP policies) just to meet their own profit goals. 
 
Here is a quote from Mayor Heron (Jan 2021, St. Albert Gazette) : “I don't want to see the river walled 
off (from) the community – the river belongs to everyone in St. Albert, not just those who can afford a 
balcony overlooking the river.”  I fully agree with Mayor Heron.  
 
Please act in the best interests of the thousands of residents including Oakmont, Erin Ridge, and 
Woodlands, the thousands of residents who use Boudreau Rd and Bellerose Dr, and the citizens who 
cherish and utilize the Red Willow Trail system and the river valley.  Please do the right thing and reject 
this latest BCL application.  
 
Thank you, 
 
Grant Miner  
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drive up the hill to get home at the end of the day, and obstruct their views  and access to the beautiful 
Sturgeon River Valley. 

 
Lastly, while this is not a concrete point, amending the height schedule and approving high rises will change the feel of 
our neighbourhood and St. Albert as it will irrevocably open the door to similar developments. We both grew up in St. 
Albert and are more than happy to pay higher taxes just to enjoy the homey, small-town feeling of St. Albert. If we 
wanted high rises, we would move to downtown Edmonton. We briefly moved to North Edmonton and moved back 
within a few years as we missed the trails, greenery, and feeling of St. Albert. This development is just not appropriate to 
place on the Riverbank Landing site, in between two established neighbourhoods. 
 
Thank you for taking the time to hear our concerns. 
 
Sincerely,  
Grace and Shawn Wilton 
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Renee McDonald

From: Hans Forbrich 
Sent: Tuesday, June 1, 2021 8:50 AM
To: Hearings
Subject: comments on Oakmont Boudreau Developments

Categories:

External Email: Use caution with links and attachments. 
 
Dear St. Albert City Council 
 
I am opposed to the current development plans, especially since a clear direction seems to have 
been given a year ago to avoid very tall structures in the riverbank area. 
 
We have recently witnessed a devastating fire on a 'taller' mixed 
residential and commercial structure at the Citadel Mews complex.   A 
similar fire is possible in the proposed development. 
 
When making your decision on the Oakmont Boudreau Developments, please ensure that sufficient 
emergency equipment capable of handling the size and height of the structure, is available. Traffic 
access to bring in the same equipment (and additional from surrounding regions) while still providing 
safe traffic flow to the remainder of Oakmont and Erin Ridge needs to be considered. As resident of 
Woodlands in St. Albert, I am well aware of the traffic congestion on Boudreau, especially at the 
intersection of Boudreau and Bellerose. 
 
Furthermore, I would encourage Council to set a mandate to enforce any rules related to the 
development.  It appears to be common for developers to mis-measure things like building heights 
and then get variances for additional, 'not originally approved, floors.  It is time to enforce the rules 
instead of encouraging "asking forgiveness when getting permission gets in the way". 
 
Thank you for your consideration 
 
Hans Forbrich 
35 Willowbrook Crescent 
St. Albert, AB T8N 3H9 
 

 
 



From:
To: Hearings
Subject: River Valley Development Concerns
Date: Tuesday, June 1, 2021 7:51:36 AM

External Email: Use caution with links and attachments.

Hello,

I am a St. Albert resident and want to raise my concerns about the newest development in the river valley. The
issues I’m very concerned about are traffic, protecting the river valley, excessive density, and zoning.

The traffic at the intersection of Bellerose Drive and Boudreau Road is already a problem. This is a main artery road
in St. Albert and increasing the density will make this road even more unmanageable.

The newest buildings in the river valley near Canadian Tire are already an eye sore, this next development is not a
priority to enhance our city’s river valley. Protecting our river valley is most important. Residents walk the trails to
being immersed in nature, not to be bombarded with large developments especially so close to the river valley.

The community of Oakmont already meets the City’s density target for multi family residential housing. Riverbank
Landing should be located in a different area that is not at density capacity. This excessive density in the established
neighbourhood will change it for the worse.

The zoning is already set for a reason, this is a quiet neighbourhood. Oakmont residents do not want to become the
next downtown Edmonton area with more multi levels being built, the zoning should remain as is. Drastic zoning
shouldn’t be happening in existing neighbourhoods.

Thank-you,

Hannah Kaup
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Renee McDonald

From: Ila Androschuk 
Sent: Wednesday, May 26, 2021 7:41 AM
To: Hearings
Subject: Riverbank Landing

Categories:

External Email: Use caution with links and attachments. 
 
To Whom it May Concern, 
As a resident of Erin Ridge in St. Albert for the past 7 years, I have loved being a part of the St. Albert 
community, and am especially fond of living in a community that values its parks, paths and botanical 
beauty. 
However, in the Erin Ridge area, I have certainly been aware of the increased traffic, especially on 
Boudreau and Bellerose, and it is inconceivable to me that our city council would even consider 
further development in this area to add to the considerable traffic congestion that is already a problem 
for the residents. 
I do not understand why more high density housing would be considered for an area that is already 
crowded, when there are so many other areas in St. Albert that could support this type of residential 
complex without causing the negative issues in this proposed tight space.  I am especially opposed to 
building anything else along our river valley in this area, when we should be protecting this natural 
space. 
Why is City Council again entertaining the idea of a high density building in this area when it was 
unanimously rejected last year?  Please listen to the public’s outcry against this proposal, as it will 
just just get stronger if it is not rejected by City Council. 
Bob and Ila Androschuk 
 
Sent from my iPad 





speculation never secures the truth only the non-responsive person
knows. While people are scrambling for accuracy, the canny, shrewd
individuals achieve the outcome, they intend through silence.

Residents were told the previous MDP would apply to Riverbank
Landing application. After a long period of no communication, I
discovered the Flourish MDP applies to BCL approval, not the previous
MDP.  Also, the shape or characterization of the mixed use node shown
in Oakmont has changed with almost every version of Flourish without
any explanation.  Silence is Shrewd. However not helpful when building
community trust.  What is needed is clear, timely communication,
especially when the objective is building a holistic approach that
integrates the City’s environmental, social, and cultural aspirations.

Serah Vaughan sings about a holistic approach in, “What Lola wants,
Lola gets” heard often when I was on the Affordable Housing board in
St. Albert. The words were changed out of frustration at that time to,
“What a developer wants, developer gets”.  Serah’s lyrics end with,

“Give in (give in you’ll never win)

Give in”

A sassy, flirty ending with the lover surrendering willingly, however the
developer lyric ends the same way, “Give in (give in you’ll never win). A
totally different tone, not the least bit sassy and leaving no affordable
housing (by the way BCL proposal if not affordable housing), giving
substantial profits to one owner, walking away with no assistance for
city politicians, employees, and volunteers hard at work to provide
affordable housing and reasonable quality of life amenities for its
citizens. Profits give the impression and do at times provide growth, but
strategic development of the city often does not occur but creates a
new kind of poverty of a few “winners” and a lot of “losers.”

The BCL application makes me a loser.  The new Flourish MDP is
committed to respect the scale and character of the area including
minimizing shadow impact. My home, from what I can determine, will
experience shadowing. St. Albert City staff holds the responsibility to
communicate to me and my neighbors time of day and duration of
shadowing, at the same time, explaining how it enhances the character



and vitality of the existing neighborhood and the ecological integrity of
Sturgeon River. 

BCL application should not be approved.  A similar application might be
appropriate located downtown or in another place in the city
determined through rigorous planning for high-rise development, of
course, with attention to adequate transition to surrounding
communities and streetscape character. 



From:
To: Hearings
Subject: Proposed Riverbank Landing Development
Date: Thursday, May 27, 2021 8:50:35 PM

External Email: Use caution with links and attachments.

Attention:  St Albert City Councillors

We do not agree with the proposed Riverbank Landing Development and wish
to register our concerns to be heard at the upcoming Public Hearing
scheduled for June 9, 2021.

Our Concerns:

1. Zoning
     Zoning that is in place for existing neighbourhoods should not be
changed. Council must protect the interests of current St Albert
citizens             and refuse densification that is incompatible with
surrounding neighbourhoods.

2. Proposed High-rise Towers
     Not suitable for a residential area: Botanica I & II are high enough.

3. High Density
     Proposed additional housing units added to existing units of
Botanica are too much.

4. Traffic Congestion
     Traffic is already very congested at the intersection of Bellerose
and Boudreau; proposed Riverbank Landing will greatly increase current
             traffic and safety issues.

As Erin Ridge residents who will be greatly impacted by this proposed
development, St Albert City Council should consider our views.

Sincerely,
Jim & Mary Harland
4 Eastcott Drive St Albert



From:
To: Hearings
Subject: Boudreau development
Date: Monday, May 31, 2021 10:10:13 PM

External Email: Use caution with links and attachments.

To whom it may concern,

My name is Joannie Bernier and I am a resident of Orchard Court in Oakmont. I would like to share with you my
disappointment and opposition to the proposed new development.
These amendments would without a doubt be detrimental to the citizens of St.Albert, more specifically the Oakmont
neighbourhood.

My husband and I recently moved to the beautiful Oakmont neighbourhood. We previously lived in major cities and
we were ready to settle in a quiet neighbourhood far away from tall buildings and traffic. We picked our house in
Oakmont because it was in a cul-de-sac and very quiet, which makes it perfect to raise our future family. The
intersection of Boudreau and Bellerose is already busy and congested during rush hour, I can’t imagine how the
traffic would be at this intersection if the city of St. Albert goes forward with the project.

I beg you to consider the perspective of Oakmont residents in the process, especially the residents of Orchard Court
who are living next to this proposed development project and will live with its multiple consequences : traffic
increase, decrease in property value and endless construction for the next few years with all the noises associated
with such a massive construction project. We have to protect the peaceful river valley. Please take into
considerations our concerns and vote against the new development.

Thank you and have a great day,

Joannie Bernier
Resident of Orchard Court

Sent from my iPhone



From:
To: Hearings; Legislative; Mayor Cathy Heron
Subject: Beaudreau developments
Date: Friday, May 28, 2021 7:29:25 PM

External Email: Use caution with links and attachments.

Hello. I would like to voice my thoughts on the ‘new’ proposal by Dave Haut. I find his new proposal did not take
into consideration any of the fees back that was provided at the last rejected proposal. He is still building high rises
and traffic will still be a problem, the shadowing and over densification of this small area is also still a problem.
I also have concerns with what the narrative has become in this city. It very much feels like it’s ‘us against them’.
Us, meaning residents and ‘them’ being city council, city staff and developers. That’s pretty disappointing to feel
this way about ELECTED individuals. This has been the case in previous proposals residents voiced opposition on.

Cathy, I heard you say a couple times in the last proposal meeting that ‘you don’t want this land to be single family.’
When did this city become strictly your vision?

Jessica Carnovale
1 eden court Stalbert ab





From:
To: Hearings
Subject: Riverbank Dev. Concerns
Date: Friday, May 21, 2021 8:58:42 AM

External Email: Use caution with links and attachments.

Hon. Mayor and members of St.Albert City Council,
Thanks for letting me have an opportunity to speak on the newly proposed Riverbank development.
Here we are again after some months of uncertainty about this project. As I was expecting the developer came back
with a similar scaled down proposal. If feels like a bait and switch or the like. First propose something monstrous so
people will later take the lesser development.

Only ONE problem with this project. IT IS IN THE WRONG LOCATION.

Don’t get me wrong, in principle I welcome a project like this. Look at Bellevue, old Grandin Mall project, etc and
other projects. The main reason I object is that it is in the wrong place. Not the wrong project.

By the way, I volunteered at the Shava Bookstore for 13 years in the Grandin Mall. The nicely proposed
redevelopment of the Grandin Mall area is still an eye sore and not even close to finished. I don’t want that to
happen to this area.

I presume the developer bought the property thinking they could build on it. Maybe they should have considered all
this beforehand. Please request the developer to consider another area of St.Albert, maybe overlooking Big lake in
the Bellevue area. This is less developed yet so people can make a choice to live around it.

The traffic issue and other ramifications are also a concern to us, just like they were with the previous proposal and
this proposal is not going to change this.

So please vote against this proposal for the sake of ALL St.Albert residents. This area can be used as a beautiful
park for ALL the residents to be used.
Thanks for listening to our ranting.
Jan F. Vanveen
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June 1, 2021 

Re: Proposed Amendments to Oakmont ASP and Land Use Bylaw 

This document, with attachments, is my personal submission regarding the proposed 
amendments to the Oakmont Area Structure Plan and the Land Use Bylaw, that being Bylaws 
7/2021, 8/2021 and 9/2021.  I trust that my submission will be provided to Council for their 
review prior to the June 9 Public Hearing. 

For the record, I strongly oppose all three Bylaws for the reasons set herein.  Accordingly, I 
recommend that Council reject these Bylaws as they unanimously did to similar Bylaws on June 
22, 2020. 

Jerry Husar 
17 Orion Close 

1. Council Trust and Expectations 

The Mayor and Councillors are entrusted to act in the best interests of citizens.  We expect that 
Council will not breach that trust and accountability.  We also expect Councillors will be well 
informed and understand major issues before making everlasting decisions on zoning and 
development that adversely affects residents.   

Citizens expect Council will refuse unimaginable infill developments anywhere in the City that 
are incompatible with the surrounding neighbourhoods.     
 
Council does not have a “development” before it. Nor does Council have a conceptual site plan 
before it although such information is included with the application for the proposed 
amendments.  Council has three proposed Bylaws before it for decision and what Council must 
do is determine whether those particular bylaws are appropriate for each of the three properties 
affected on this particular site and location. 

To do that Council must consider the proposed land uses contained in or enabled by the 
Bylaws, the density which Council could create by passing the Bylaws, the potential 
consequences and impacts of the Bylaws, and the potential adverse effects the Bylaws may 
have on the existing neighbourhoods and community. 

Being a statutory delegate also means that Council must make its decision based upon all of the 
information brought before it at the Public Hearing. Council cannot evade this responsibility by 
deferring to Administration thereby allowing staff to make the decision for them. Public 
participation is required for a reason. 

Council must understand that neither the conceptual site plan nor the developer’s proposal for 
density is legally binding on the development whatsoever.  Administration admits as much in its 
May 19, 2020 report, “At the redistricting stage where we are now, the exact configuration, size, 
and heights of the developer’s proposed buildings are not known.”  Council is not being asked to 
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vote on a concept plan; they are being asked to amend the land uses in the ASP and the zoning 
in the LUB for three properties.   

2.  It’s the same application 

“The definition of insanity is doing the same thing over and over again, but expecting different 
results.” (Albert Einstein) 

Bylaw 7/2021.  This bylaw proposes amendments to the Oakmont ASP to create a designation 
of a mixed-use designation and to change the land uses of the subject lands to mixed-use.  It is 
identical to Bylaw 11/2020 that Council unanimously rejected on June 22, 2020.  Council 
should also refuse Bylaw 7/2021. 

Bylaw 8/2021.  This bylaw proposes amendments to the LUB to redistrict the subjects from 
Direct Control (DC) to Direct Control MIxed Use. It is identical to Bylaw 12/2020 that Council 
unanimously rejected on June 22, 2020.  Council should also refuse Bylaw 8/2021. 

Bylaw 9/2021.  This bylaw proposes amendments to the LUB to enact textual changes to the 
Direct Control MIxed Use district, including increasing allowable building heights and the 
addition of a schedule to specify building height locations. It is very similar to Bylaw 13/2020 that 
Council unanimously rejected on June 22, 2020.  In fact, in its report to Council, 
Administration recommended that Council defeat bylaw 13/2020.  Council should also refuse 
Bylaw 9/2021. 

As mentioned above, although Council unanimously refused the previous application to amend 
the Oakmont Area Structure Plan (ASP) and the Land Use Bylaw (LUB), the same developer 
made another application in November 2020 that is identical or very similar in every aspect to 
the previous one. (see Appendix A)  

With reference to the developer’s new application, the City’s Cultivate the Conversation website 
on December 22, 2020 stated, “Based upon regulations with the Municipal Government Act, 
and the Land Use Bylaw section 1.10(7), an applicant cannot re-apply for an amendment to the 
Land Use Bylaw on the same site for the same or a similar proposed use of land within 6 
months of the refusal. Therefore, processing of the application will not commence until after 
December 22, 2020.” 
 
Lo and behold, residents received a letter from the City dated December 23, 2020 saying, “The 
application has been deemed complete December 23, 2020.”  That Administration was able to 
process the new application in less than one day is remarkable. 
  
The Planning Department’s December 23, 2020 letter to homeowners says, “This application 
has several differences from the previous application, including a reduced number of dwelling 
units, reduced building heights, and a different development concept.”  However, the meaning of 
“differences” needs context. 

• “reduced number of dwelling units” – the number of units is less than previously 
proposed but the number still represents high density and are still concentrated in two 
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high-rises.  Furthermore, the proposal for 360 housing units is conceptual only; the 
eventual number of units could actually exceed the previous application. 

• “reduced building heights” – the developer is not asking to reduce building heights.  Like 
the previous application, the developer is asking for an amendment to increase the 
allowable building heights in the LUB by a large margin – about 3½ times higher than the 
probable “commercial” land use allows (15 m) and twice as high as DCMU allows (25 
m).  

• “different development concept” – how is it different? It’s still mixed use with a major 
reduction in commercial space.  The conceptual site plans – previous and current – at 
first glance look alike: two high-rises and roadways in about the same location. In the 
current proposal the foot prints of the high-rises are much larger, the seniors building is 
smaller and there are 13 townhouses instead of a 3-storey mixed-use building.  But, the 
site plan is conceptual only – the developer’s application for a development permit may 
be for something quite different. 

Indeed, the applications are so similar that Administration said in its April 19, 2021 report that 
many of the developer’s documents provided with its new application are simply revisions or 
addendums to the documents provided on the previous application for the same lands.  The 
same report notes that 25.9% of 170 responses from the public indicated that the proposal was 
not sufficiently different from the previous application; and 94.7% of the responses opposed 
the proposed development.  That huge opposition is likely because all of the major issues 
raised by concerned citizens, such as traffic, density, building heights, transition and 
compatibility, still exist.   
 
It’s virtually the same application! Council cannot justify a different decision. 
 
3.  Three properties – distinctly different land uses 
 
Lost in the shuffle is the realization that there are three properties affected by the proposed 
Bylaws.  And when the three properties are combined into one site it’s easy to forget that the 
properties themselves and their current land uses are distinctly different. 
 
Two of the properties – 230 and 250 Bellerose Drive – are similar in that the land use in the 
ASP is “commercial”. They border the Shops at Boudreau and the Botanica condos. 
 
However, in stark contrast, the other property, 300 Orchard Court, has a planned land use of 
“low density residential” in the ASP.  This property borders single-family detached homes. 
 
Changing the land use from low density residential to “mixed-use”, as proposed, clearly has a 
far greater impact on 300 Orchard Court and adjacent properties than the proposed land use 
change for the other two properties. 
 
People make major investments when they buy their homes, doing so based on the land uses 
and zoning set out in the City’s planning documents.  Homeowners adjacent to 300 Orchard 
Court have a right to expect that any changes to the land use will not be extreme and drastic 
and any infill development near their homes will be compatible. BCL’s proposed Riverbank 
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Landing is completely incompatible and out of character with the surrounding communities of 
Oakmont and Erin Ridge. 

On the other hand, the commercial land use (assuming C2 like the Shops at Boudreau) for 230 
and 250 Bellerose Drive allows residential dwellings above commercial (as a discretionary use) 
so there really is no need to change the land use to mixed-use for these two properties.  The 
LUB already facilitates it. 
 
Administration’s May 19, 2020 report to Council stated, “A 1990 Area Structure Plan designated 
the properties as single-family residential and commercial.”, and continued “…the eventual 
development of these lands would be expected to conform to the ASP listed above.”  

Accordingly, perhaps Council should first decide whether these Bylaws are equally appropriate 
for each of the properties considering that the magnitude and impact of the land use change for 
300 Orchard Court is far greater than it is for the other two properties.  Indeed, would Council 
even contemplate these Bylaws if the application only applied to 300 Orchard Court? 
 
In any event, the Direct Control designation should be kept for all three properties to ensure that 
any infill development on these lands would be compatible and transition with the existing land 
uses and improvements on adjacent properties. 
 
4.  EMRB 
 
The Edmonton Metropolitan Region Growth Plan (EMRBGP) includes Urban Centres 
(Downtown) and Transit Oriented Development (TOD) Centres, which are intended to 
accommodate mixed use development at higher densities. The Riverbank Landing site has not 
been identified as an Urban Centre or TOD Centre.  Intensification needs to be directed to areas 
designated by the City, such as Downtown or along St. Albert Trail.   

It should be noted that Oakmont’s ASP was established in 1990, well before the EMRB Growth 
Plan came into effect.  As such, the Oakmont ASP is grandfathered within the Growth Plan, 
which exempts it from the “application of the Growth Plan’s guiding principles, objectives and 
policies”.  

Administration suggests in its April 19, 2021 report that the developer’s proposed amendments 
are supported by the following EMRB Growth Plan policies.  But are they really? (note: my 
comments are italicized in brackets) 

• Guiding principle #4 – The subject site of this proposal is outside of the planned LRT 
alignment 800m radius.  The LRT alignment runs along the St. Albert Trail, which is 
prioritized for high-density infill development. (Contrary to what Administration says, the 
developer’s proposal does not support this guiding principle) 

 
• Policy 3.2.1 - Housing will be planned and developed to address the changing 

demographics in the Region by including housing that offers a diversity of types, forms, 
and levels of affordability to support a variety of lifestyle options, income levels, and to 
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meet the needs of all residents. (the City did plan - those are the current uses in the 
ASP – the developer’s proposal is a drastic change, particularly for 300 Orchard Court. 
The proposal does not offer diversity or affordable housing – 86% of the proposed 
housing stock are condo units in the two towers with an average price point ranging 
between $650,000 and $700,000 (developer’s FIA report)) 

 
• Policy 3.2.2 - Within the built-up urban area and centres, infill development, more 

compact housing forms, and increased density will be encouraged to achieve a more 
diverse housing stock in the Region.  (Administration says the proposal supports this 
policy by providing high-density residential and commercial infill.  The policy says 
“increased density” not high-density) 

 
• Policy 3.2.3 - The greatest density and diversity of housing in terms of type, form and 

availability, including row housing and low, mid and high-rise buildings, will be directed to 
centres and areas with existing or planned regional infrastructure, transit and amenities, 
at a scale appropriate to the community. (Administration says Flourish, Map 3 depicts 
the site as a Mixed-use Node. But it’s wrong to say so. Flourish does not specify which 
properties are in any Mixed-use Node.  The site is outside of intensification zones shown 
in Flourish, Map 4.  And the scale of the proposal is not appropriate for the community)  

 
• Policy 4.2.2 - Intensification will be directed to rural centres, sub regional centres, urban 

centres, TOD centers, the metropolitan core and downtown Edmonton, brownfield sites 
and along transit corridors at a form and scale appropriate to the community and 
corresponding level of service.  (Administration says Flourish, Map 3 depicts the site as 
a Mixed-use Node. Again, it’s wrong to say so. Flourish does not specify which 
properties are in any Mixed-use Node.  The site is outside of intensification zones shown 
in Flourish, Map 4.  And the scale of the proposal is not appropriate for the community)  

 
• Schedule 6 - Aspirational Intensification target: 17% (dwellings to Built-Up Urban Areas) 

is measured as the percentage of new dwelling units that are constructed within the 
built-up area each year. (The City’s 2020 Property Assessment Statistics Report showed 
the addition of 279 new single family and condo units. Even 84 housing units (duplexes) 
built over two years on 300 Orchard Court could exceed the intensification target) 

 
Arguably, the developer’s application for amendments and development proposal does 
not align with the EMRBGP at all. 
 
Then, EMRB Policy 5.1.1 Existing Area Structure Plans says 
Consistent with the CRB Regulation, existing area structure plans that were adopted in 
accordance with the MGA prior to the date this Plan comes into force will remain in effect and 
will be grandfathered.  Substantive amendments to these approved plans will be subject to the 
Regional Evaluation Framework (REF) evaluation, as established through the REF submission 
criteria. 
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Oakmont’s ASP was established in 1990, well before the EMRB Growth Plan came into effect.  
As such, the Oakmont ASP is grandfathered within the Growth Plan, which exempts it from the 
“application of the Growth Plan’s guiding principles, objectives and policies”.  
 
The developer’s application is a substantive amendment to the Oakmont ASP, and may 
be subject to a REF evaluation. 
 
5.  Flourish 
 
Initially, the City informed residents several times that the former MDP, City Plan, would be in 
effect for the proposed amendments to the Oakmont Area Structure Plan and the Land Use 
Bylaw.  Only after questioning did the City tell residents that the new MDP, Flourish, was in 
force as of April 28, 2021 
 
In its April 19, 2021 Legislation Details report the Planning Department suggests several 
Flourish policies align with the developer’s application and conceptual design plan.   
However, most of the policies selected by Administration are instead arguably reasons why the 
Bylaws should be refused.  For example: (note: my comments are italicized in brackets) 
 
Policy 7.1.8. Accommodate a greater mix of housing forms in existing Neighbourhoods that 
respect the existing scale and character of the area. 
(the mix of housing forms is scant since 86% of the total housing stock is condo units contained 
in two towers. Except for 13 townhouses, which may or may not happen, the developer’s 
conceptual design plan completely ignores the existing scale and character of the area by 
proposing 12 and 15 storey towers)  
 
Policy 12.3.1. Ensure general consistency of scale in developments within existing 
Neighbourhoods through complementary built form, while encouraging a greater range of higher 
density built form in and around areas planned for intensification. 
 
Policy 12.3.2. Ensure appropriate built form and density transitions between existing 
Neighbourhoods and priority areas for growth, as identified on Map 4. 
(Re: 12.3.1 and 12.3.2 – again, the developer’s conceptual site plan ignores the scale of 
development within the existing neighbourhoods, the build form is not appropriate and the area 
is not identified as a priority area for growth or an area planned for intensification) 
 
Flourish’s policies direct density and intensification to strategic nodes – Downtown, along the 
future LRT corridor which follows St. Albert Trail, and to the TOD in the north end of the city. 
This is in keeping with the regional direction identified within the Edmonton Metropolitan Region 
Growth Plan.  

Several more Flourish policies do not align with the proposed Bylaw amendments or the 
developer’s conceptual design.  See Appendix B. 
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6.  Map 3 - Mixed Use Node 
 
Nowhere in Flourish does it say that these three properties or the site is in a Mixed-use 
Node.  Nor does it say that the any of the properties shall be in a Mixed-use Node. 

At the April 19, 2021 Flourish Public Hearing, residents asked about Map 3, Urban Structure 
and General Land Use.  Map 3 illustrates, in part, Mixed-use Nodes, which are areas in the City 
designated for mixed-use development in developing and future neighbourhoods.  A Mixed-use 
Node (MUN) is identified by a pink highlighted symbol. 

One of these MUN symbols is located in the mature neighbourhood of Oakmont approximately 
where the Botanica condos and the Shops at Boudreau are located.  Since a MUN symbol 
doesn’t precisely show property boundaries, residents wanted to know whether the three 
properties that form the site of the proposed Riverbank Landing development are included 
within the Oakmont MUN symbol, thus implying those properties are designated as mixed use. 

What Council, and the public, essentially heard from Administration was that Map 3 is high level 
and conceptual; and details, such as which properties were affected by a MUN symbol, would 
be determined through subsequent planning documents. 

Despite what Administration said at the Flourish Public Hearing, it appears that the 
Administration had already determined, and for some time, that the three properties are in the 
Oakmont Mixed-use Node.  Here’s what was residents found after the April 19 Public Hearing: 

• Administration’s Legislation Details report that was part of Council’s briefing  package for the 
April 19 First Reading of the Bylaws related to Riverbank Landing clearly states, more than 
once, “In MDP Flourish, Map 3 ‘Urban Structure and General Use’ depicts the site as a 
Mixed-use Node” (pages 5 & 6) 

• A Development Growth Mixed Use Area map in the City’s website clearly shows the three 
properties planned as mixed use.  Here’s the link (you may have to zoom into the site) 

• Correspondence between Administration and with BCL clearly states, “The land use 
designation for this site in Flourish is Mixed-use Node and the current proposal generally 
satisfies the associated policies”. 

Administration’s statements in the report and correspondence do not appear to represent 
recommendations or advice to Council.  Instead, they seem like established policy statements, 
which we believe is Council’s responsibility to authorize, not Administration’s. 

We also note that when Councillors asked the Flourish Planning team which properties were in 
the Oakmont Mixed-use Node, they did not mention the existence of any of these documents or 
statements.   

We further note that Flourish does not specifically mention which properties are included within 
any of the Mixed-use Nodes in the City.  So, regardless of what Administration has said or 
done, Council has not yet decided whether or not the three properties are included in the 
Oakmont MUN.  
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Why has Planning changed their position from the previous application?  In the Planning 
Department’s January 27, 2020 summary of comments received from internal departments and 
external agencies, the Planning Department said under the topic of growth, “While the existing 
Botanica development has been identified a Mixed Use Node, the Riverbank Landing site has 
not been identified for the proposed level of intensity.” 
 
Residents want assurances that the Public Hearing process will be carried out in a transparent, 
impartial and fair manner, and without undue influences or bias.  Council must retain final 
authority over development governance matters, such as decisions about significant changes 
to land uses in an Area Structure Plan. 

7.  Oakmont Area Structure Plan (ASP) 

The ASP tells all stakeholders how undeveloped land can be expected to develop in well-
planned and contiguous manner.  The City also uses the ASP to ensure that proper 
infrastructure is in place, like utilities and roads that will serve the planned development. 

The developer knew, or should have known, that any development would be subject to the 
planned land uses in the ASP and that any development criteria could be set by Council through 
the Direct Control designation. In fact, the developer stated in a May 27 email that it does 
not want to build on this site given the current zoning but there are plenty of developers 
who are willing to do so. 

Council must not feel sorry for the developer.  The developer purchased the property based 
on the current land use and Direct Control zoning, just like all the homeowners who live next to 
the site did.  If Council supports the proposed amendments they will be handing the developer a 
gift – an immediate and significant increase in property value.  Unfortunately it will have the 
opposite effect on the homeowners.  And, the developer could also profit by flipping the property 
to another developer, who in turn could propose an entirely different multi-use concept. 

The existing Oakmont ASP contemplates low density residential development on 300 Orchard 
Court, and commercial development on 230 and 250 Bellerose Drive. This is what was planned, 
and what all citizens and other stakeholders expected.   Administration’s January 27, 2020 
Circulation Comments report from the previous application states, 

“ASP conformance: There is a lack of definition regarding the commercial development for this 
portion of the site. It is reasonable to expect that the anticipated zoning would align with either 
the C1 or C2 designation, focused on neighborhood commercial. The Botanica site has a 
Regional Commercial district. It is important that any proposed development bridge the gap 
between the intensity of the land uses, as the development gets closer to low density residential 
housing.” 

The Circulation Comments report goes on to say, “The ASP has identified the residential lands 
as low density residential. The application is proposing residential development with heights that 
are not contemplated within this location.  Allocating the type and number of units proposed to 
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this location will reduce St. Albert’s ability to achieve future development in targeted locations 
which are better suited, like along the transit corridor/downtown.” 

What has changed from the previous application to this one?  Shorter high-rises?  They are still 
high-rises within mature neighbourhoods. 

People buy their homes based on what is represented in the City’s Statutory Plans.  They have 
the right to expect that their neighbourhood is not going to be subject to a major makeover, like 
what is proposed with Riverbank Landing.  People are also extremely emotional about the issue 
as their homes represent their vision, their savings and their dreams. The developer’s proposal 
and the bylaws are completely incompatible with the existing neighbourhoods and should not be 
allowed.  Council would be breaking a ‘contract’ that the City made with homeowners who live 
next to the site. 

At the April Riverside Public Hearing regarding a redistricting of residential land, Mayor Heron 
said “this is not a change to the ASP, which is more of a contract with residents, so I will be 
supporting the redistricting” 
 
8.  Direct Control (DC) designation 

As described in administration’s May 19, 2020 report, the current districting of 230 & 250 
Bellerose Drive and 300 Orchard Court is Direct Control, which is a very special land use 
classification, intended to “enable Council to exercise particular control over the use and 
development of land or buildings within the area so designated”. As such, land uses as well as 
development standards and conditions for development applications are totally within the control 
and authority of Council. 

Direct Control zoning gives Council the authority and flexibility to incorporate changes that 
reflect evolving community and economic needs, and that are in the best interests of St 
Albertans, especially residents living near a proposed development.  Direct Control can help 
Council reduce the risk of unintended negative consequences in development approval.  

Council must not change the zoning for these three properties.  Retaining the Direct Control 
designation is crucial, especially for unique properties or developments that may occur over 
several years. Design elements where Council can influence and affect the development include 

• Building heights and types of buildings  
• Permitted uses 
• Transition between buildings 
• Compatibility with surrounding residential properties 
• density 

Obviously, the developer does not want Direct Control because Council would have a say on 
what type of development is suitable for each of the properties, or the site.  Whereas, the 
proposed Direct Control Mixed Use District (DCMU) would have significant implications for the 
process of development approval.  Although the district has the words “direct control” in its 
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name, it operates more like a normal land use district with a list of permitted or discretionary 
uses. For any such use Council has no involvement in the development approval process, 
which is delegated to the development officer.  In effect, the control and decisions over the 
use and development of the land and buildings would transfer from Council to the 
developer, as long as the developer complies with the LUB’s requirements. 

If Council approves the zoning change from Direct Control to DCMU, the developer could apply 
for a development permit for any of the permitted uses, anywhere on the site, and the 
development officer would be compelled to issue a permit, subject only to compliance with 
development regulations such as set-back requirements. Permitted uses can’t be appealed 
unless the land use bylaw is relaxed, varied or misinterpreted. Just as obviously, discretionary 
uses would have to be seriously considered.   

Since the conceptual site plan is not binding on the developer, any of the permitted uses listed 
in the DCMU designation could apply to the whole of the site without the removal of any of them 
or without any restriction as to location. The permitted uses in the DCMU include apartment 
buildings and a range of commercial uses such as general retail store, grocery store, liquor 
store, restaurant up to 100 seats, take-out restaurant and shopping centre.  The developer 
could apply for a development permit to build some undesirable permitted uses near existing 
Oakmont residences. For example, the developer could apply to build a 4-storey apartment 
where the townhouses are shown on the site plan.   

Once the City issues a development permit it’s a forever decision – it can’t be undone. 

The City of St. Albert can benefit from the experience of other municipalities.  For example, 
Edmonton has an initiative underway regarding the use of Direct Control.  The following 
narrative from the report on Edmonton’s initiative could very well apply to the Hole’s land and 
any future infill development on that site: 

“Direct Control zones can be used to sensitively integrate development with surrounding 
properties. They allow for additional community consultation during the rezoning process to help 
identify and mitigate potential impacts of development. Direct Control zones are appropriate in 
the following circumstances:  

• to accommodate development that does not fit within the regulations of a standard zone;  
• to develop a site with unique character, such as a comprehensively planned or major 

redevelopment site, or a site with an irregular shape or physical constraint;  
• to ensure integration and mitigate land use conflicts with surrounding properties;  
• to establish, preserve or enhance areas of environmental concern; or  
• to establish, preserve or enhance areas of significant cultural or historic interest“ 

 
If Council only passes Bylaws 7/2021 and 8/2021 but not Bylaw 9/2021, the developer can still 
build whatever they want (subject to LUB requirements), or they could decide to sell the 
property, or they could let the site sit vacant and decide what to do at a later time.  We’ve all 
seen unfulfilled developments – commercial buildings sit empty, or investors become insolvent; 
it happens, even in St. Albert. 
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Previous Councils had the foresight to ensure the Hole’s lands were planned with the 
appropriate land uses.  This Council must not throw that away.  If Council passes these Bylaws 
it will be boxed into a corner, losing control over the use and development of this site as was 
intended.  The residents of Oakmont and Erin Ridge will have to live with the decision forever.  

The number of dwelling units that can be built on this site is key factor for the developer.  After 
all, the more units they can build on Riverbank Landing; the more they will profit.  The City must 
keep the Direct Control designation to help ensure: 

• That the number of dwelling units are limited, to avoid over-densification and any 
worsening of the traffic congestion problem, 

• Appropriate transitions in height, scale, and design exist with other buildings and 
residences in the immediate surroundings; 

• Heights of buildings are stepped down from Botanica II to the heights of adjacent 
residences with appropriate separation distances between buildings; and 

• A consistent and attractive streetscape design is incorporated. 
 
9.  Bypassing LUB requirements 
 
These amending Bylaws are not an application for development approval.  The developer is 
asking Council to make these amendments as the necessary legislative foundation for a 
particular development concept in respect of which this developer is expected to seek a 
development permit if the Bylaws are passed, possibly this year. 

Council should be made aware of serious unintended consequences if it approves these 
Bylaws, such as these important LUB requirements that will be bypassed because Bylaw 
9/2021 would render them redundant: 

• a building height impact assessment for any building that is proposed to exceed 15 m in 
building height and the impact on either adjacent buildings or adjacent property (LUB 
s.10.6(6)(d)) 

• an External Urban Design Review is required for any development that 
o has a total footprint greater than 2,500 sq m, 
o is greater than ten (10) storeys in height (LUB s.10.6(7)) 

 
10.  Density 

The developer’s proposal is to mostly build a high density residential development adjacent to 
existing single family neighbourhood. However, once again, it is not the developer’s proposal 
that requires your decision, it is the bylaws themselves. That said, even the developer’s 
proposal is too dense for this site. 

At the redistricting stage where we are now, the exact configuration, size, and heights of the 
developer’s proposed buildings are not known.  However, the proposed average unit size of 120 
m2 from the developer’s building #4 can provide scale regarding the number of units possible 
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within the DCMU district even with the Gross Floor Area factor reduced from 3.21 to 1.9.   This 
average unit size would provide about 600 dwelling units within the allowable residential floor 
space; resulting in a projected population of 1,056 residents, more than the number of units in 
the previous application that was refused.   

If a development of this scale and density could be designed to adhere to the minimum 
setbacks and other LUB conditions, the application would meet all the requirements of a 
permitted use within the DCMU District.   So if Council passes the proposed LUB bylaw 
amendments, and if these design requirements could be met, the Development Officer would be 
compelled to issue a development permit - appropriate conditions could be imposed, but the 
permit could not be refused. 

In short, if Council passes the proposed bylaws, it could be approving a density of up to 600 
dwelling units with 1,056 people – over and above the 252 units in Botanica I and II. And if this 
developer or a subsequent developer decides to build something different, the development 
officer would have no option but to approve as long as it falls within the permitted uses and 
regulations  

In addition to the above there is no evidence before Council that this site can 
accommodate a density of 600 units. None of the expert reports submitted by the developer 
even contemplate such numbers let alone try to justify them. Most specifically, neither the 
Servicing Report nor the Traffic Report contemplates the density that these Bylaws would 
authorize. How then could a responsible Council approve these Bylaws? 
 
According to the Proposed Oakmont Development Statistics, the number of medium to 
medium/high density units in Oakmont, including Riverbank Landing, soars to 42.5% of the total 
housing units in Oakmont.  Riverbank Landing and the Botanica condos combined would 
account for almost one-third of all Oakmont residences and have a density of over 125 du/ha, 
which is over densification for this small corner with limited access.  This level of density was 
never contemplated or planned for this site.  This is a drastic change from the original intent for 
300 Orchard Court, which was presumably single family detached residences, which would yield 
about 15 - 17 houses similar to existing adjacent residences. 
 
A possible bait & switch:  The developer is proposing a total of 360 housing units but the 
number is conceptual only.  Based on an average housing unit size of 120 m2, the developer 
could build a many as 600 housing units, resulting in a projected population of 1,056 residents, 
much more than the number of units in the previous application.  This is another reason not to 
change the Direct Control designation 
 
The developer is seeking an amendment to change the land use to “mixed-use”.  But the 
developer is also seeking to reduce the minimum commercial floor space to 5% of the total.  
Riverbank Landing is residential intensive; 86% of the housing units are concentrated in two 
high-rises.  This is not a mixed use infill development – it is a massive condominium complex 
with a “7-11” on the corner.  
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11.  Traffic 

Traffic near the Boudreau Road/Bellerose Drive intersection is already a serious problem; the 
volume has already reached capacity.  Approving this unsuitable infill development will make 
traffic congestion at Boudreau Road and Bellerose Drive a logjam causing havoc for commuters 
and emergency vehicles while increasing risks of collisions and jeopardizing pedestrian safety. 

The Boudreau Road/Bellerose Drive and Bellerose Drive/Evergreen Drive intersections were 
not designed for traffic from high density developments.  To cram high density beyond the 
current zoning at this location will choke the intersections and impact adjacent roadways. 

The Transportation Department recognized that the Boudreau Road/Bellerose Drive intersection 
has reached its capacity and it is a high collision location.  The City prepared a Safety Analysis 
Report to recommend improvements for this intersection, and the City has since begun to make 
some improvements. However, the intersections and roadways cannot be physically widened 
therefore it almost impossible to make any significant or long-lasting improvements to the 
Boudreau Road/Bellerose Drive intersection to accommodate more traffic volume. The capacity 
limit is “fixed”. 
 
There is no mass transit near the Riverbank Landing site and likely never will be. Since 68% of 
the labour force living in St. Albert work outside the City, it is reasonable to conclude that most 
residents from the development will use their vehicles to commute to work and other 
destinations. The Riverbank Landing development proposes a population of 638, but it could be 
more than 1,000.  Increased density means increased traffic that will compound the existing 
traffic congestion problem on Bellerose Drive and the intersections. 
 
The grades of the site’s internal roadways are fairly steep – 7% up towards the northwest corner 
of the site and 3% up to the sidewalk at the new proposed right-in/right-out access point. The 
roadway up to the sidewalk is also curved making poor visibility and traction in the winter a 
major issue.  Prediction: the proposed right-in/right-out access will be a high collision location. 

Furthermore, the developer’s Traffic Impact Analysis (TIA) does not 

o recognize that there is only ONE arterial road for the entire Oakmont neighbourhood and 
for some Erin Ridge communities.  There is no other way in or out.  Vehicles must use or 
cross Bellerose Drive at some point; 

o trace the flow of traffic from the site’s right-in/right-out access points. This traffic must 
head northwards on Bellerose Drive then either do an illegal u-turn at Oakmont Drive; 
navigate through traffic-calmed residential areas and school zones in Oakmont and/or 
Erin Ridge; or drive out to Sturgeon County.  Furthermore, the right-in/right-out access is 
way too close to existing residences; 

o analyze the impact of heavy construction equipment and vehicles during the 5 year or 
more construction period.  Also, construction vehicles will either have to exit the site at 
the Evergreen Drive/Bellerose Drive intersection or follow the same route(s) described in 
#2; 
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o consider pedestrian and cyclist safety. The Boudreau Road/Bellerose Drive intersection 
is on a primary route used by pedestrians and cyclists to get to the trail system, the 
skateboard park or the water park.  As traffic increases so will the risk to pedestrian and 
cyclist safety.  Elderly people and children will require more time to cross the wide roads; 
school bus and public transit pick up/drop off zones may impact traffic flow and affect 
passenger safety. 

The developer’s November 2021 TIA supplemental analysis claims that the Riverbank Landing 
project will actually generate 30-50% fewer trips and reduce traffic volume by 424 trips per day 
compared to the traffic volume from what could be built under the current ASP and LUB.  

First, it is misleading to suggest that Riverbank Landing will reduce traffic volume – any 
development will increase traffic since the land is basically vacant right now.  
However, for their analysis and comparison, the developer created a scenario for only 230 & 
250 Bellerose Drive based on a C2 Commercial zoning. The scenario consists of four 4-storey 
buildings totalling 340,000 square feet of floor area – a massive development compared to 
these other commercial properties in the City:    

a)      the Shops at Boudreau are approximately 59,635 sf of commercial floor area; 
b)      Costco is 149,000 sf of retail area (source: St Albert Today, Oct 24, 2013 edition); 
c)       St. Albert Centre - 80 stores and services is 373,000 sf (source: Wikipedia). 

 
The developer’s TIA scenario illustrates why Council must keep the Direct Control 
designation – to prevent a developer from proposing a preposterous infill development 
along the river valley. 
 
12.  Transition and Compatibility 

In its report to Council for the previous application, Administration emphatically stated that there 
are “aspects of the conceptual design of the proposed site that would not pass muster in respect 
of accepted best practices of urban planning, particularly related to height and transition.”   
 
Astonishingly, for the new application Administration says the “Applicant has addressed the 
concerns” of transition to surrounding properties.  How? The placement of the towers on the 
concept site and their proximity to Oakmont residences is almost the same as before.  And how 
does the transition from the 12-storey tower to the 13 townhouses pass urban planning best 
practices? 
 
The new proposal is very much the same as before and the same issues remain.  The 
developer is still seeking to increase building heights much higher than what is allowed in 
the LUB and there is no transition between the high-rises and the adjacent residences. In fact, 
the 12 storey high-rise (building #4) may actually be closer to the Oakmont residences.  
Furthermore, this tower is extremely close to Bellerose Drive. 
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Policy 14.6.2. of Flourish is notable: 
Regulate Neighbourhood redevelopment, through the Land Use Bylaw, to achieve the following:      

a) Appropriate transitions in height, scale, and design with other buildings in the 
immediate surroundings;   

b) General compatibility in front, side, and rear yard setbacks within the block and along the 
street;  

c) A consistent streetscape;  
d) Compatibility with surrounding land uses; 

 
13.  Preserve the River Valley landscape and vista 

Why does the developer want to build on this site rather than in areas designated by the city for 
intensification? Because of the river valley and views it offers, of course.  Riverbank Landing 
alongside the two Botanica condos could become “a Great Wall of Condos” – a permanent 
blemish on the river valley landscape. 
 
Council must not let development wall off the river valley!  Our river valley must be protected – it 
is a cherished natural habitat and wildlife corridor to be enjoyed by all citizens.  Riverbank 
Landing will be a permanent eyesore for those living nearby or using the park and trail system.  
How could the City truly brand itself as the Botanical Arts City if “the Great Wall of Condos” is 
allowed to be built in the river valley?  This proposed infill development is simply wrong for 
the site and the area.   

In the February 3, 2021 issue of the Gazette, Mayor Heron said, “I do want to see some 
development on that piece of land, and I want to see some intensification of density.  But I don’t 
want to see the river walled off (from) the community – the river belongs to everyone in St. 
Albert, not just those who can afford a balcony overlooking the river.” 
 
14.  Heights and Mass 

Say “No” to the towers!   

If Council passes these Bylaws this small corner of Oakmont near the river valley will have the 
four tallest buildings in St. Albert, including the Botanica condos.   

Even St Albert’s “new” or developing neighbourhoods, like Riverside, Erin Ridge North and 
Jensen Lakes, don’t have many residential buildings more then 3-4 stories in height, if at all.  
Yet, here we have an infill area in the midst of mature, developed neighbourhoods, and we get a 
proposal to build 12-storey and 15-storey high-rises right beside the two 10-storey Botanica 
condos.  Why is the City even considering Bylaw amendments that would allow this scale of 
development in this location when there are no towers in areas the City has designated for high-
density? 

Based on the slope of the land, it appears the grade level of the 15-storey high-rise will be 3 m 
or more higher than the lowest grade of the Botanica condos; the higher grade level is even 
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more pronounced for the 12-storey high-rise.  This means that the relative height of the 
proposed high-rises will appear even higher in proportion to the height of the Botanica condos. 

The developer has already built two high density Botanica condos next to the Sturgeon River 
and one of the city’s busiest intersections.  Now they want to change the land use and zoning to 
cram two more high rises onto a small parcel of land that is left of Hole’s farm and was never 
approved for the proposed type of use. 
 
The proposed high-rises are lower but the building footprint and mass are considerably larger 
than the previous towers.  For example, the gross floor area (GFA) for the proposed 15-storey 
high rise is almost 37% more than the GFA for the previous 26-storey tower in about the same 
spot on the site.  For the proposed 12-storey high rise the GFA is about 4.5% more than the 
other previous tower. 
 
A possible bait & switch:  the developer says its development schedule will be market driven. 
The developer has acknowledged in its market report and elsewhere that the project and the 
pace of construction will be market driven. But the market may not be there at all, or if it is, it 
may well take 20 years of sporadic construction rather than the five years suggested by the 
developer, and the lengthy construction period will also come with significant disruption for 
existing residents and further loss of property value. But perhaps that will not be critical for the 
developer. If Council passes these bylaws they will have provided the developer with a gift: a 
significant increase in property value which they can realize by flipping the property to another 
developer who might have a completely different high density concept.  More importantly if 
market conditions change the developer can change its plans and reapply for a development 
permit for any permitted use. 

A possible bait & switch:  BCL’s conceptual site plan for Riverbank Landing shows an 11 m (3 
storey) seniors building and two-storey townhouses adjacent to existing Oakmont homes, but 
the proposed height schedule shows 15 m as the allowable building height.  BCL is not obliged 
to follow their conceptual plan.  If BCL gets the amendments to the Land Use Bylaw they want, 
they could apply for a development permit to instead build 15 m (4 storey) buildings, including 
apartments and a variety of non-residential uses, right next to those homes.  

A possible bait & switch: BCL’s conceptual site plan for Riverbank Landing shows the buildings 
along the river valley as 18 m (5 stories), but the proposed height schedule shows 25 m as the 
allowable building height.  BCL is not obliged to follow their conceptual plan.  If BCL gets the 
amendments to the Land Use Bylaw they want, they could apply for a development permit 
to instead build 25 m high (7 – 8 stories) buildings across the entire river valley side of the site. 

Dave Haut was asked about this 18 m vs 25 m height discrepancy at the March 24 Q&A 
session.  His response was “We don’t know exactly the height of the main floor commercial.  
Maybe commercial wants a lot more height.  Maybe purchasers want 9’ or 10’ ceilings.  We 
want to provide as much certainty as possible.” And, “the plan is for 18 m but to restrict to 25 m.”  
7 m is quite the difference – we can guess what height the development application will be.   
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15.  Shadowing & privacy 

Shadowing is an incurable physical issue that will adversely affect numerous residential 
properties in Oakmont and Erin Ridge.  Homeowners in Oakmont and the Evergreens will face 
shadowing constantly from the proposed 50 m and 40m high rises.  Over 20% of the 170 people 
who responded to the City’s December 23 letter indicated excessive shadows on surrounding 
properties as a concern.  

Even though the high-rises are not as high as in the previous proposal they are much “bulkier” 
and still ridiculously high for the area – and they are way too close to existing homes.  In fact, 
building #4 (12-storey) actually appears to be closer to the Oakmont residences then the tower 
in the previous application. Since the high-rises are “bulkier”, shadows may not stretch as far 
but the shadows will be wider and will linger for much longer periods of time.  Houses closest to 
the site could be cloaked in shade for much of the day. 

The 15-storey high-rise (building #2) will definitely casts shadows over nearby houses in 
Orchard Court.  Attached is a photograph (January 8 at 4:00pm) that shows the shadow from 
Botanica II casting towards the residences.  The shadows from the larger 15-storey tower and 
its 25 m extension will obviously extend much further over Oakmont. 
 
The 12-story high-rise (building #4) is extremely close to existing homes, which will affect the 
privacy of the residents. Furthermore, the height and the mass of the two high-rises will be an 
eyesore for anyone who lives near or uses the river valley.  The landscape of the area will be 
dramatically altered forever. 

16.  Housing Diversity 

BCL’s conceptual site plan includes a total of 360 housing units.  Of the total, there are 309 
condo units planned to be located in the two high-rises, which represents 86% of the total 
housing stock.  The remainder of the housing units are a token attempt to show the City some 
housing diversity.  No matter how you slice it, this infill development is a massive condominium 
complex with a narrow target market. 

The consumer market for this development appears to be geared to singles, urban 
professionals and couples in their mature income earning years given the average estimated 
assessment values, unit sizes, the number of proposed bedrooms, and estimated number of 
persons/dwelling.  Other than 13 conceptual townhouses, none of the proposed housing stock 
has more than 2 bedrooms, which indicates that housing will not be suitable for families.  

17.  Impact on Adjacent Property Value  
 
The developer has filed a Market Report with the City which suggests that the project would 
increase the property values of existing residences. However, the studies referred to in the 
report were conducted by researchers at the University of Washington and a South Korean 
university, hardly comparable to St. Albert. 
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At the March 24 virtual Q&A session, the developer spoke of comparable scale mixed use 
developments in cities like Vancouver, Toronto, Montreal and Calgary – none in Edmonton.  
The developer said these developments would be posted on their website, but it never was. 

However, for the previous application, a report produced by an experienced Alberta Appraiser 
for residents, indicated that property values near Riverbank Landing can be expected to decline 
by 5% to 9%. 
 
18.  Fiscal Impact Analysis 

According to Administration’s April 19 Legislation Details report, Economic Development has 
indicated that the development will provide significant tax benefit to the City of St. Albert, as it is 
estimated to contribute approximately $1.6 million in municipal taxes annually. 
 
However, the tax estimate was actually produced by the developer’s consultant in a Fiscal 
Impact Analysis (FIA) “based on information provided by the developer”; not validated data.  For 
example, the developer’s information includes “price points” for condominiums that are up to 
300% higher than the average apartment condo assessed value shown in the City’s 2020 
Property Assessment Statistics Report.  
 
The FIA shows that the proposed development is residential-oriented, which does not support 
the City’s objective of a 70% residential/30% commercial split.  Approximately 91% of the 
projected assessment is residential with non-residential compromising 9% of the total estimated 
assessment. 
 
Furthermore, the FIA does not include cost impacts of the proposed development on existing municipal 
infrastructure (e.g. wear and tear on existing roads in the City), which may be significant through the 
construction period. The analysis does not address the timing of development and the impact future 
development will have on property tax rates over time. For the purposes of conducting the analysis, the 
fiscal impacts are based on full development and current municipal property tax rates. 
 
Council should understand that any development on the site will provide significant tax benefit to 
the City.  Intuitively, larger developments will usually generate more assessment.  But an overly 
large development in the wrong location does not make it right.   
 
Using the same information and statistics found in the FIA, the tax benefit to the City can be 
reasonably estimated for other “development” scenarios based on the current ASP land uses 
and the current zoning (Direct Control): 
 
 Scenario A – current ASP and LUB 
Property  Building type Tax benefit estimate 
300 Orchard Court 80 dwelling units (duplexes) 

$475,000 230 & 250 Bellerose Drive Commercial floor area 6,481 m2 
No residential 

 Scenario B – current ASP and LUB with discretionary residential use approved 
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Property  Building type Tax benefit estimate 
300 Orchard Court 80 dwelling units (duplexes) 

$847,800 
230 & 250 Bellerose Drive Commercial floor area 6,481 m2 

103 dwelling units above  
commercial (reference C2 
Commercial -discretionary use) 

 
The consumer market this development appears to be geared to singles and couples in their 
mature income earning years given the average estimated assessment values, unit sizes, the 
number of proposed bedrooms, and estimated number of persons/dwelling.    

The 2015 National Housing Survey statistics indicates that more people rent apartments above 
five stories than own.  As this development is assumed to be sold as condominiums, there may 
be less of a market for this housing product than assumed, particularly at the proposed unit 
costs.   

19.  Public Consultation and Engagement 

Following the June 22 Public Hearing regarding the Riverbank Landing development, Mayor 
Heron met with Dave Haut of Boudreau Communities Ltd (BCL) and suggested engagement 
with the community would be an important step for them.  Mayor Heron then asked some 
residents who opposed the development to attend a meeting with BCL, which happened soon 
after. 
 
A charrette process was suggested as a means to gather feedback from the community 
regarding potential design options for Riverbank Landing.  BCL then contracted a consultant to 
facilitate the charrettes and gather and process the data. However, the idea of a charrette was 
abandoned by BCL and the consultant largely due to COVID-19 risks and restrictions.   The 
idea of a virtual charrette, or a virtual process that incorporated key charrette principles, was 
summarily dismissed.  
 
Instead, in September 2020, BCL and their consultant produced a survey as the method to 
engage the public and receive their input.  The residents group felt BCL’s survey did not 
adequately or in a balanced manner address the major issues raised by residents in 
submissions to the City and at the June 22 Public Hearing, such as traffic congestion, over-
densification, building height, and whether this development is right for the site and area.  
 
BCL unilaterally put forward two development options for the public’s consideration.  Both 
options proposed between 360 to 399 dwelling units and building heights up to 50 metres. The 
residents group felt the survey was structured in a way to try to produce a predetermined 
outcome towards either one of the options.   In other words, it appeared BCL was only 
interested in getting feedback on their options rather than trying to gather open and honest 
feedback from the public for what could be considered an appropriate development. 
The residents could not endorse a survey that only focused on BCL’s options and decided not to 
proceed further along a path where meaningful public engagement was neither effective nor 
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productive.   BCL has never made the survey results public or provided any substantive findings 
supported by data. 
 
BCL claimed that they listened to residents.  But had BCL really listened to the public they 
would not be seeking approval again to increase the heights of buildings more than is currently 
allowed.  And they would not be proposing a design concept with high-rise buildings and 
densities that are out of line with the characteristics of adjacent communities, and which are 
inappropriate in the river valley.   
 
At the October 6 public meeting residents asked to see to-scale elevation drawings of Riverbank 
Landing from the river valley view and from the Bellerose Drive view to get a more accurate 
perspective of what the proposed buildings, particularly the high-rises, might look like compared 
to the mass and height of existing structures such as Botanica II and adjacent residences. The 
developer agreed to provide those drawings but never did.  

Councillors should go to the site and try to imagine what the 15-storey tower (building #2) would 
look like next to the 7 storey Botanica II (view from Bellerose Drive).  Or imagine how the 12-
storey tower (building #4) would like a few steps from the Bellerose Drive sidewalk next to 
Oakmont residences. 

BCL held an information session on November 10 that was not an “official” public meeting 
according to the City’s public consultation policy.  At this session BCL introduced the current 
conceptual site plan and other changes.  The general public was not aware or informed of the 
current proposal until the City deemed BCL’s application complete on December 23. 

BCL conducted a second survey from March 15 – 19, 2021.  The public has yet to hear the 
results or findings.  

BCL held other informal virtual public meetings with minimal notice. But with all these sessions 
and the feedback, BCL has not made one relevant change to their conceptual design plan. 

20.  My Vision for a Practical Development at this site 

My vision of a vibrant practical development for the site is below.  The density is more than the 
current ASP’s plan of single family detached residences on 300 Orchard Court but it is still 
within the parameters of the current land use.  The Direct Control designation is necessary to 
ensure compatibility and transition with existing structures. 
 
There are many recent articles and examples of creative and attractive infill developments, 
which offer reasonable and practical solutions for a development that most residents could 
probably find acceptable.  Even as the developer said in the May 27 email “there are plenty of 
developers who are willing to do so.” 

300 Orchard Court 
 Land use: low density residential, the current land use in the ASP. 
 Zoning: Direct Control (DC), the current zoning in the LUB.  
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 Permitted uses:  compatible with adjacent residences, and may include duplexes, patio 
homes, townhouses (e.g., brownstone) and/or single family detached (reference R1, R2 
or RX). 

 Maximum density: 39 dwelling units per hectare (approximately 84 dwelling units 
maximum). 

 Building height: maximum 11 meters (i.e., two stories). 
 Building setbacks: consistent with low density residential (R2). 
 Landscaping: a buffer zone between existing Oakmont residences and proposed 

housing on 300 Orchard Court. 
 Housing styles and diversity: recommend 20 patio homes for seniors plus approximately 

40 duplexes and/or townhouses for families.  
 

230 & 250 Bellerose Drive 
 Land use: commercial, the current land use in the ASP. 
 Zoning: Direct Control (DC), which is the current zoning in the LUB.  
 Permitted uses: commercial/services/office uses on main floor. Residential dwelling units 

on floors above commercial (currently a discretionary use) may be approved subject to 
density limits, and if applied for by the developer. (reference C2 commercial) 

 Maximum density: Council sets a maximum of 55 residential dwelling units per gross 
hectare, inclusive of any site bonuses including underground parking bonus 
(approximately 103 residential dwelling units maximum), 

 Building height: maximum 15 meters (i.e., 3 – 4 stories), except the maximum height for 
buildings adjacent to the river valley and buildings adjacent to Bellerose Drive (to retain 
“streetscape” with the Shops at Boudreau) is 11 meters (i.e., 2 stories).  Transition 
between building heights in 300 Orchard Court. 

 Building setbacks: consistent with commercial (C2). 
 Total gross floor area: total floor area and ratio of commercial and residential floor area 

to be determined by the Council, including residential bonus for underground parking**.  
Commercial floor area is a minimum 25% of total floor area. 

 Building styles and diversity:  buildings must not be ordinary, long barrack style 
structures.  Integrate exterior design of Shops at Boudreau or create a distinctive 
architectural design on all sides is encouraged to create a sense of community.  
Residential types might include affordable housing, rental units, lofts, and luxury condos 
near the river valley. 

 
The entire site 
 Maximum 187 residential dwelling units for the 4.0 ha site (125 – 150 du is preferred). 
 Views from and towards the river valley are not blocked off by a continuous “wall of 

buildings”.  Terracing away from the river valley may be acceptable subject to height 
restrictions. 

 The development concept plan must be pedestrian friendly. 
 Areas with native trees and bushes will be kept natural or replaced with similar growth.  
 Wildlife corridors and habitation adjacent to the site must be protected. 
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 The buffer zone between existing Oakmont residences and proposed housing on 300 
Orchard Court may include a landscaped pathway that connects to the pathway behind 
the Botanica condos. 

 Construction and design should be sustainable and built-green certified. 
 It is recommended that Holes’ homestead be declared a historical site and the “green” 

house is restored and converted into a restaurant for all citizens to enjoy. 
 Underground parking is recommended  
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Appendix A - Proposed Amendments* - Previous Application vs Current Application 

*Amendments to the Oakmont Area Structure Plan and the Land Use Bylaw proposed by Boudreau 
Communities Ltd in applications submitted to the City of St. Albert 
 

Proposed amendments - previous application1  
Submitted December 2, 2019 

Proposed amendments – current application2  
Submitted about November 21, 2020 

Subject land – 230 and 250 Bellerose Drive, and 300 
Orchard Court 

Identical 

Bylaw 11/2020 Creation of mixed-use designation 
within the Oakmont Area Structure Plan (ASP) 

Bylaw 7/2021 Identical 

Bylaw 11/2020 Amendment of the Oakmont ASP 
Future Land Use at 230 & 250 Bellerose Drive (from 
commercial), and 300 Orchard Court (from low 
density residential), to a mixed-use designation.  
There are corresponding textual changes to the ASP 

Bylaw 7/2021 Identical 

Bylaw 12/2020 Amendment of the Land Use Bylaw 
(LUB), Schedule A (Land Use Districts Map) to 
redistrict 230 & 250 Bellerose Drive, and 300 
Orchard Court, from Direct Control (DC) District to 
Direct Control Mixed Use (DCMU) District 

Bylaw 8/2021 Identical 

Bylaw 13/2020 LUB text amendment to the Direct 
Control Mixed Use (DCMU) District to increase the 
maximum allowable building heights for this site 
only.  Maximum height requested = 100 meters 

Bylaw 9/2021 Same request; i.e., to increase the 
maximum allowable building heights for this site only.  
Maximum height requested = 50 meters  

Bylaw 13/2020 LUB amendment to create Map 2 of 
Schedule F to allow for increased building heights, 
and to restrict the locations of those increased 
heights for this site only 

Bylaw 9/2021 Same request – Map 2 illustration 
reflects the  re-submitted application’s requested 
maximum height increases, the site locations and the 
building footprints of those increased heights 

Bylaw 13/2020 LUB text amendment to the DCMU 
district to lower the minimum commercial floor area 
from 25% of the total gross floor area to 5% for this 
site only 

Bylaw 9/2021 Identical 
 

Conceptual plan total gross floor area = 78,330 m2 

Bylaw 9/2021 Land Use Bylaw text amendment to the 
DCMU district – lower the maximum gross floor area 
factor from 3.21 to 1.9 for this site only 
Conceptual plan total gross floor area = 73,421 m2 

Conceptual plan density = 466 dwelling units (du).  
The number of du is conceptual only; the 
development permit application may have more 

Conceptual plan density = 360 dwelling units.  The 
number of du is conceptual only; the development 
permit application may have more 

June 22, 2020 Public Hearing: Council’s decision – 
proposed amendments unanimously refused  

June 9 Public Hearing:  Will Council’s decision be 
identical???  

 
1 Source: Planning Department Legislation Report to City Council.  April 19, 2020 
2 Based on information presented by Boudreau Communities 
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Appendix B – Flourish Policies 
Flourish contains several “policies” that establish how St. Albert should be developed and grow.  In my 
opinion, the application for the proposed massive Riverbank Landing development fails to align with the 
following Flourish policies.  The policies are more reasons why this infill development is completely 
wrong for these properties and for the surrounding communities. 
 
Note: These policies are taken exactly from Flourish.  Bold text has been added for emphasis. 
7.1.8. Accommodate a greater mix of housing forms in existing Neighbourhoods that respect the scale 
and character of the area. 
 
12.2.4. Ensure streetscape design supports a consistent streetscape character. 
 
12.3.1. Ensure general consistency of scale in developments within existing Neighbourhoods through 
complementary built form, while encouraging a greater range of higher density built form in and 
around areas planned for intensification.  
 
12.3.2. Ensure appropriate built form and density transitions between existing Neighbourhoods and 
priority areas for growth, as identified on Map 4. 
 
12.3.4. Encourage a building’s siting and design to maximize views of significant natural features and 
existing landmark buildings.  
 
12.3.5. Assess and minimize the shadow impacts, through building design and setbacks, of proposed 
new mid-rise and high-rise buildings on public open spaces and private amenity spaces in abutting 
properties and Neighbourhoods. 
 
13.1.6. Strive to achieve a tax revenue split of 70% residential assessment and 30% non-residential 
assessment, to promote sustainability and reduce the reliance on residential taxes.  
 
13.2.1. Support growth and change in established areas to enhance their character and vitality. 
 
13.2.6. Focus intensification generally as follows:  
   d) The highest density developments will be encouraged to be located Downtown to support an 
overall minimum aspirational density target of 100 dwelling units per net hectare Downtown. 
 
13.2.9. Prepare guidelines for intensification within existing Neighbourhoods, in consultation with the 
community, to facilitate new development that contributes positively to Neighbourhoods and the city 
as a whole. 
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14.1.8. Encourage improvements that protect or enhance the ecological integrity of Sturgeon River and 
Carrot Creek and enhance public enjoyment of the waterfront. 
 
14.1.9. Maintain important public views and vistas of the river and creek and protect public access 
where it exists. 
 
14.4.6. Encourage intensification to occur within 400 metres of existing and planned Rapid Transit 
Station Areas, as shown on Map 3, and include medium- or high-density forms, or both. 
 
14.6.2. Regulate Neighbourhood redevelopment, through the Land Use Bylaw, to achieve the following:      
     a) Appropriate transitions in height, scale, and design with other buildings in the immediate 
surroundings;   
     b) General compatibility in front, side, and rear yard setbacks within the block and along the street;  
     c) A consistent streetscape;  
     d) Compatibility with surrounding land uses; 
 
14.6.4. Encourage low-rise apartment buildings on lots fronting a crosstown or connector street, 
provided such buildings are oriented to and have their main entrance on the street. 
 
14.6.5. Encourage mixed-use development that consists of residential units and neighbourhood oriented 
commercial uses at grade on corner lots, providing appropriate transition to, and minimizing impacts 
on, neighbouring properties through landscape. 
 
14.6.6. Develop and maintain Neighbourhood Infill Design Guidelines to maintain the attractive 
characteristics of existing Neighbourhoods. 
 
14.6.7. Encourage the redevelopment of commercial sites within Neighbourhoods to accommodate 
mixed-use development that:  
    c) Includes appropriate transitions and screening from neighbouring uses; and  
    d) Incorporates complementary built form with the surrounding neighbourhood. 
 
16.1.2. Prior to completing a comprehensive review of the Land Use Bylaw, the City will support Land 
Use Bylaw amendments that align with the policies in Flourish. (Note – this policy says “align with the 
policies in Flourish”; it does not say align with Map 3, which is for “general illustrative purposes”). 
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Mayor Cathy Heron        May 12, 2021 

St. Albert City Council 

(submitted via email) 

 

Important Information from Residents 
Re: Flourish, Map 3 – Mixed-use Node 
 

Dear Mayor Heron and Councillors, 

 

The purpose of this letter is to bring to your attention some serious time sensitive matters arising from 

and after the April 19 Public Hearing for Flourish, and from FOIP information.  These matters relate to 

possible contradictory information that may be factors in Council’s deliberation at the June 9 Public 

Hearing regarding amendments to the Oakmont Area Structure Plan and the Land Use Bylaw.  

 

We hope you review this letter constructively – it is not intended to create any friction between the 

residents of St. Albert and the City or its administration; instead we felt it was crucial that you be aware 

that these matters exist and are of concern and high importance. 

 

Map 3 - Urban Structure and General Land Use 

Residents noticed that “Map 3 – Urban Structure and General Land Use” went through various versions 

from November 2020 through to March 15, 2021. The March 15, 2021 version (the final version) shows 

a pink dot (“blob”) as a Mixed-use Node in the area of the southeast corner of Boudreau Road and 

Bellerose Drive. 

 

The December 15, 2020 version presented to Council showed the Mixed-use Node in Oakmont as having 

a “boundary” that arguably included the three properties that are subject to the Public Hearing on June 

9, 2021, and we believe it is the version that was approved by the EMRB. 

 

If the pink dot in the final version of Map 3 is intended to designate the three Riverbank Landing 

properties as part of the Mixed-use Node, then it is a very significant issue because it pre-supposes what 

Council wants and limits Council’s options for future development on the site.  Furthermore, it impacts 

the rights and ability of residents to argue whether any mixed use development is appropriate or 

suitable for this land.   And, it may influence Council’s decision regarding “mixed use” at the June 9 

Public Hearing for the following amendments, which were read by Council for a first time on April 19, 

2021: 

 

 Bylaw 7/2021, which is amendment to the Oakmont Area Structure Plan to create a designation 

within the ASP for ‘Mixed-Use’, and to change the land use designation of the three properties 

from ‘Commercial’ and ‘Low Density Residential’ designations to ‘Mixed-Use’ designation.  

 Bylaw 8/2021, which is an amendment to the Land Use Bylaw to redistrict the properties from 

Direct Control to Direct Control Mixed Use.  

 

Council Questions to Planning Team on April 19 

At the April 19 Flourish Public Hearing, residents wanted to ask for clarification regarding the Mixed-use 

Node highlighting, and which properties were represented by the pink dot and considered to be “mixed 
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use”.  We felt that this was a relevant and material question for the Flourish Public Hearing because it 

directly affected residents and their property.  Although we were not allowed to speak to these issues, 

thankfully, Councillors did ask Planning staff to clarify the Mixed-use Node designation and whether the 

Riverbank Landing properties were included.  The responses from Planning staff were basically as 

follows: 

 “The new Map 3 is higher level and conceptual, and details would be dealt with through the 

ASP”. 

 “In this general area shown as Mixed-use Node, The Shops at Boudreau and Botanica somewhat 

influenced showing the area as Mixed-use Node. If Flourish is adopted, the Oakmont ASP would 

be looked at”. 

 “It is an area, not a specific area. The extent as to how big the (pink) blob grows is to be decided 

at the ASP level, using policies to guide the matter”. 

 

Legislation Details Report – First Reading of Bylaws 7/2021, 8/2021 & 9/2021 

This April 19, 2021 report (attached) is included in the agenda package for the April 19 First Reading of 

Bylaws 7/2021, 8/2021 & 9/2021. Notwithstanding the above responses from staff, the report, which is 

available on the City’s website, includes the following statements with regards to Flourish and the three 

Riverbank Landing properties: 

 

“In MDP Flourish, Map 3 ‘Urban Structure and General Use’ depicts the site as a Mixed-use Node” (twice 

on page 5), and 

“Map 3 ‘Urban Structure and General Land Use’ indicates a Mixed-use Node at the subject site” (page 6). 

 

FOIP Information 

The City provided the first package of documents arising from the FOIP application on April 19. Upon 

reviewing the documents the following two are relevant: 

 An internal memo (attached)between Planning staff dated January 25, 2021 regarding the Riverbank 

Landing site states, in part “The land use designation for this site in Flourish is Mixed-use Node and 

the current proposal generally satisfies the associated policies.”, and 

 A February 9, 2021 letter (attached) from Planning to Boudreau Communities Ltd provides a 

summary of comments received from internal departments and external agencies.  On page 11 of 

15, it states “The land use designation for this site in Flourish is Mixed-use Node and the current 

proposal generally satisfies the associated policies.”.  This assertion in this letter is particularly 

troubling because BCL could interpret the statement in such a way to believe that the Bylaws and 

amendments related to “mixed use”  will be passed on June 9. 

We note that the statements in the Legislation Details report and the FOIP documents are not described 

as recommendations or advice to Council. Instead, they seem like established policy statements, which 

we believe is Council’s responsibility, not Administration’s.  We also note that when Councillors asked 

the Flourish Planning team which properties were in the Oakmont Mixed-use Node, they did not 

mention any of the aforementioned documents or statements, all of which appear to be pre-determined 

declarations that the three properties are in the Mixed-use Node in Map 3.  Naturally, we are very 

concerned with this omission before Council during a public hearing. 
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Furthermore, in BCL’s previous application, Administration’s January 27, 2020 summary of comments 
received from internal departments and external agencies included this statement from Planning (page 
14 of 16):  “While the existing Botanica development has been identified a Mixed Use Node, the 
Riverbank Landing site has not been identified for the proposed level of intensity.”  So it appears the 
City’s position has changed dramatically since then – why?  
 

Nonetheless, limited by what was heard at the April 19 Public Hearing, it appears Council moved 

forward with Administration’s explanations about Map 3 and the intent of the Mixed-use Node.  It 

seemed that Council and Administration were intent on seeing Flourish passed on April 19, and 

eventually Bylaw 20/2020 received Third Reading. 

Again, please try to understand why we tried to raise the concern about Map 3 at the Flourish Public 

Hearing.  Map 3 and Administration’s comments potentially have a profound effect on neighboring 

properties.   

Summary 

With consideration to the above information, it is our opinion that: 

 

 Map 3 is for “general illustrative purposes” only.   The ”pink dot”  symbol does not indicate 

which properties are represented in a particular area or location. 

 There is no text in Flourish or any of its policies that specify properties or legal lots for any of the 

Mixed-use Nodes in Map 3. 

 The version of Map 3 on file with the EMRB should be updated to correspond with Flourish. 

 The definition of Mixed-use Node in the Flourish Glossary specifically states “new 

neighbourhoods”.  Our interpretation of the definition is that a Mixed-use Node is intended for 

new areas of the City that are being developed from greenfield land, and not for infill properties.  

We believe the three properties are deemed Infill as they are located in an existing 

neighborhood – Oakmont is almost 35 years old. As such, these properties should not be 

designated as Mixed-use Node, and they do not align with the definition. 

 Comments made by the Planning team at the Flourish Public Hearing seem to indicate that any 

decisions about which properties are in a Mixed-use Node will be decided through the ASP and 

LUB amendment process.  However, for certainty and impartiality, we ask that the statements in 

the Legislation Details report be retracted, that a letter be sent to BCL clarifying that statements 

in the February 9 letter are not binding on Council, and that any internal or external documents 

also clarify that these three properties were not, and are not, within the Oakmont Mixed-use 

Node before, or at the time, Flourish was passed.  

 On June 22, 2020 Council unanimously refused the applicant’s previous request for a mixed-use 

designation. The applicant’s new application is for the same site, for the same land use and 

virtually the same size and concept.  Nothing has changed in a material way. 

 

This letter is not an attempt to debate 2nd and 3rd Reading or delay the June 9 Public Hearing. We simply 

want to know how Flourish affects us and our properties; and assurances that the process will be carried 

out in a transparent, impartial and fair manner, and without undue influences or bias.  We also trust 

that Council will retain final authority over development governance matters.  
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We endeavor to focus on facts and remain professional in how we raise issues, and how we represent 

ourselves at the Public Hearing. We have tried to temper emotions, recognizing that this is a complex 

matter for all parties – we want to have informed and productive dialogue with Council.  

In closing, we feel it is extremely important that Council be aware of these facts.  In the hope that our 

concerns about Map 3 and the Mixed-use Node can be addressed before the May 17 Council Meeting 

(re: Council Motion, Map 3 of MDP amendment), and the June 9 Public Hearing, we respectfully request 

a timely response. 

Sincerely, 

 

Jerry Husar  

(for the Oakmont-Erin Ridge Residents Group) 

Cc: Kevin Scoble and David Leflar 

Note: three attachments 
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Suzanne Bennett

From: Katie Mahoney
Sent: Monday, January 25, 2021 3:48 PM
To: Suzanne Bennett
Subject: RE: Referred for comments - Oakmont 230 - Due Jan 25th

Hi Suzanne, 
 
Thanks for the friendly reminder! It’s been a busy year so far. 
 
While Flourish is not in full effect yet, given that Council gave the MDP 1st reading prior to this 
application being deemed complete, I have highlighted some policy areas which you may wish to 
review. 
 
Overall, I think the proposal has come a long way from the proposal submitted last spring. The land 
use designation for this site in Flourish is “Mixed-use Node” and the current proposal generally 
satisfies the associated policies. However, there are two areas which could use some improvement: 

 Connectivity to the existing Oakmont neighbourhood. At a minimum, I would suggest a trail 
connection between the new development and Orchard Court to enable residents to easily 
walk or cycle to the commercial and service uses.  

 Addressing Bellerose Drive: Through the DP/site plan process, there will be opportunity to 
ensure that the built form addresses the street. This can be done by having building entrances 
fronting onto Bellerose and through the building elevation design. While the Shops of 
Boudreau development is of high architectural and landscaping standards, the development 
essentially turns its back on the public street. There is opportunity through the new 
development to avoid this condition.  

 
The site plan submitted did not contain some crucial site stats like proposed units, density, and site 
area, which made my review more challenging than usual. While I don’t expect detailed site plan stats 
(like parking) at this stage, the applicant should be including a summary of these stats somewhere in 
their application package. Ideally, on the site plan or concept plan. As such, I estimated the gross 
density to be around 90 dwelling units per hectare. The net density will be bit higher when the 
commercial building parcel for #1 is removed from the calculation. I wasn’t able to find the parcel area 
for building #1, but perhaps this is something that the applicant can confirm so the net density can be 
calculated. Once the net density is confirmed, you may wish to review Section 13.2.6 of Flourish, as it 
contains policies about generally guiding infill development based on net density.  
 
Let me know if you have any questions. 
 
Thanks! 
 
Katie 
 

From: Suzanne Bennett  
Sent: January 22, 2021 9:09 AM 
To:
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Subject: RE: Referred for comments ‐ Oakmont 230 ‐ Due Jan 25th 
 
Good morning, 
This is a friendly reminder to send along any comments or concerns regarding the revised Oakmont development. 
Public comments have been extended until February 2nd, but if you have concerns to discuss, please send them at your 
earliest convenience. No response will be interpreted as no concerns. 
 
Thank you for your time, 

Suzanne Bennett 
Planner  
Phone: 780-418-6055 ext. 4340 
Mistahi Sâkahikan |  St. Albert, AB   
2nd Floor, 5 St. Anne Street  |  T8N 3Z9  
 

 
 

From: Suzanne Bennett  
Sent: December 23, 2020 4:05 PM 
To:   

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
Subject: Referred for comments ‐ Oakmont 230 ‐ Due Jan 25th 
 
Good afternoon, 
Attached for your reference is a circulation memo. Boudreau Communities has applied to amend the Oakmont Area 
Structure Plan and the Land Use Bylaw for a development project they are calling “Riverbank Landing”. 
As you will see in the memo, documents will be available online. However, if you have difficulty accessing these, or need 
additional information, please reach me at this email address.  
 
The comment period is open until January 25, 2021. This is an extended circulation timeframe to accommodate the 
holiday closures of administrative offices, including Planning. 
Thank you for your time, and happy holidays! 
 

Suzanne Bennett 
Planner  
Phone: 780-418-6055 ext. 4340 
Mistahi Sâkahikan |  St. Albert, AB   
2nd Floor, 5 St. Anne Street  |  T8N 3Z9  
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Bylaws 7/2021, 8/2021 & 9/2021 Oakmont Area Structure Plan (1st Reading)
Presented by: Suzanne Bennett, Planner, Planning & Development

RECOMMENDATION(S)

1. Bylaw 7/2021 Oakmont Area Structure Plan Amendment
That Bylaw 7/2021, being amendment 5 to the Oakmont Area Structure Plan Bylaw 12/97, re-
designating the subject lands from Commercial and Low Density Residential to Mixed Use, be
read a first time.

2. Bylaw 8/2021 Land Use Bylaw Schedule A Amendment
That Bylaw 8/2021, being amendment 186 to the Land Use Bylaw 9/2005, to redistrict the
subject property from Direct Control to Direct Control Mixed Use, be read a first time.

3. Bylaw 9/2021 Land Use Bylaw Text and Schedule F Amendment
That Bylaw 9/2021, being amendment 187 to the Land Use Bylaw 9/2005, to enact textual
changes to the Direct Control Mixed Use District, and amendments to Schedule F ‘Building
Heights for Redevelopment’ be read a first time.

4. Public Hearing
That a Public Hearing for Bylaws 7/2021, Bylaw 8/2021, and Bylaw 9/2021 be scheduled on
May 18, 2021 at 9:00 a.m. MDT.

PURPOSE OF REPORT

This report discusses proposed amendments to the Oakmont Area Structure Plan, and the Land Use
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Bylaw.  The amendments include the creation of a Mixed-Use Designation within the Oakmont ASP,
and the re-designation of lands to this Mixed-Use designation. The Land Use Bylaw amendments
include redistricting the site from Direct Control (DC) to Direct Control Mixed Use (DCMU), textual
changes to the Direct Control Mixed Use (DCMU) District, and the addition of a height schedule.

These amendments have been written as three bylaws.  Each of these bylaws require a Public
Hearing and three Readings to be enacted.  All three bylaws can be reviewed in the same Public
Hearing.

ALIGNMENT TO PRIORITIES IN COUNCIL’S STRATEGIC PLAN

St. Albert Council Strategic Plan
Strategic Priority #5: Housing:  Enhance housing options.
Facilitate an increase in the variety of housing types in St. Albert to respond to market demands and
accommodate the diverse needs of residents.

ALIGNMENT TO LEVELS OF SERVICE DELIVERY

Current Planning Application Processing:  Processing and coordination of the approval of Statutory
plans and amendments, subdivision, and condominiums applications.

ALIGNMENT TO COUNCIL DIRECTION OR MANDATORY STATUTORY PROVISION

The Municipal Government Act, Planning Bylaws, Section 692(1) states:
Before giving second reading to…

(b) a proposed bylaw to adopt a municipal development plan,
(c) a proposed bylaw to adopt an area structure plan,
(d) a proposed bylaw to adopt land use bylaw
(e) a proposed bylaw amending a statutory plan or land use bylaw referred to in clauses (a) to (e)

…
a council must hold a public hearing with respect to the proposed bylaw in accordance with section
230 after giving notice of it in accordance with section 606.

BACKGROUND AND DISCUSSION

The subject lands of this application are 230 and 250 Bellerose Drive, and 300 Orchard Court.  A
previous application on these same lands was brought to a Public Hearing on June 22, 2020.  Within
this public hearing, Council unanimously defeated the amendments proposed at the time.

Boudreau Communities has applied to amend the Oakmont Area Structure Plan (ASP) to allow for
Mixed Use future development on the lands, as well as to redistrict to Direct Control Mixed Use
(DCMU), and to make text changes to the DCMU District to allow, for these lots only, building heights
over the current maximum of 25 metres.

Address Legal Description ASP Land Use Land Use Bylaw Zoni

Current Proposed Current Proposed

230 Bellerose Dr Plan 122 4934 Block
1, Lot 5

Commercial Mixed Use DC DCMU
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250 Bellerose Dr Plan 122 4934 Block
1, Lot 1B

Commercial Mixed Use DC DCMU

300 Orchard Crt Plan 102 1490 Block
1, Lot 2A

Low Density
Residential

Mixed Use DC DCMU

The development site area is located between Bellerose Drive and the Sturgeon River, and east of
Boudreau Road, and is approximately 4 hectares (9.8 acres±) in total.  See the attached Location
Map.

The attached Conceptual Site Plan shows the following:
· up to 360 residential units with an expected population of 640 residents

o assuming the average household size of 1.76 residents per multi-family unit
o assuming the average household size of 2.23 residents per townhouse

· 6,481 m² (69,760 ft²) of commercial floor space
· 13 townhouses on 300 Orchard Court;
· Heights to a maximum of 15 m near Orchard Court;
· Mixed Use buildings (residential and commercial) of 40 (approx. 12 storeys) and 50 metres

(approx. 15 storeys) in height.

Although the amending bylaws are not an application for development approval, the Applicant is
asking Council to make these amendments as the necessary legislative foundation for future
development.  If the bylaws are passed, the Applicant is expected to seek a development permit for a
mixed-use development that reflects the amendments.

The Applicant’s concept for the development of the lands is illustrated within the attached Conceptual
Site Plan.  It is important to note that what is presented now is a concept which will be refined in the
Development Permit application.  Therefore, what Council is now being asked to consider is whether
the subject site is suitable for this style of development and the proposed building heights in these
general locations.

The following documents were provided to the City of St. Albert by the Applicant, per the Area
Structure Plan Terms of Reference:

·   Conceptual Site Plan and Aerial Images
·   Oakmont Area Structure Plan (ASP) Technical Report
·   Land Use Redistricting map
·   Proposed text amendments to the DCMU District
·   Proposed height schedule
· Sun/Shadow Study
·   Fiscal Impact Assessment (FIA)
· Topographical Survey
·   Slope Stability Analysis
·   Traffic Impact Assessment (TIA)
·   Servicing Design Brief
·   Environmental Site Assessment Level 1
· Open house transcript.
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Some of these documents provided were revisions or addendums to the documents provided on the
previous application for the same lands.  The Traffic Impact Assessment utilized traffic counts from
June 2019, prior to the COVID-19 public health threat.

Site History:
These lands are locally known as the Hole family homestead, and were annexed into the City of St
Albert in 1980.  A 1990 Area Structure Plan designated the properties as single-family residential and
commercial.

Prior to 2009, the subject lands were a mix of General Commercial (C2), Low Density Residential
(R1), and Urban Reserve (UR) Districts.  In 2009, the subject lands, as well as the land developed as
Botanica residences and the Shops at Boudreau, were districted by Bylaw 12/2009 as Direct Control
(DC).  Through Bylaws 13/2013 and 16/2013, the shops of Boudreau were districted to Medium/High
Density Residential (R4) and General Commercial (C2).

Administration Analysis of Conformance to Statutory Plans:

EMRB Growth Plan
The proposed amendments did not require circulation to the EMRB.  The application submitted would
result in anticipated development of greater intensity than what exists, and the subject lands are
outside of the 400 m radius surrounding future LRT alignment.  This amendment can be supported by
some of the ERMB Growth Plan policies.

· Guiding Principle #4 - “Achieve compact growth that optimizes infrastructure investment.  We
will make the most efficient use of our infrastructure investments by prioritizing growth where
infrastructure exists and optimizing use of new and planned infrastructure”.

§ The subject site is outside of the 400 m radius around the planned LRT
alignment.  The LRT alignment runs along the St. Albert Trail, which is prioritized
for high-density infill development.  A bus transit route runs along the north side
of the site, on Bellerose Drive.  The proposal utilizes existing available utility
infrastructure.

· Objective 3.2 - Plan for and promote a range of housing options
§ The concept proposed does provide a type of high-density housing not widely

available in St. Albert at this time, thereby supporting this objective.
· Table 1B - Metropolitan Area - Growth Directions

o Encourage intensification of built-up urban areas including brownfield sites to optimize
existing and planned infrastructure;
§ proposal supports this policy by utilizing existing infrastructure and localizing

intensification.
· Policies:

o 3.2.1 - Housing will be planned and developed to address the changing demographics
in the Region by including housing that offers a diversity of types, forms, and levels of
affordability to support a variety of lifestyle options, income levels, and to meet to meet
the needs of all residents.
§ Proposal supports this policy.

o 3.2.2 - Within the built-up urban area and centres, infill development, more compact
housing forms, and increased density will be encouraged to achieve a more diverse
housing stock in the Region.
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§ Proposal supports this policy by providing high-density residential and
commercial infill.

o 3.2.3 - The greatest density and diversity of housing in terms of type, form and
availability, including row housing and low, mid and high-rise buildings, will be directed
to centres and areas with existing or planned regional infrastructure, transit and
amenities, at a scale appropriate to the community.
§ In MDP CityPlan, the subject is outside of current intensification zones such as

the downtown core and TOD centre.
§ In MDP Flourish, Map 3 ‘Urban Structure and General Use’ depicts the site as a

Mixed Use Node.
o 4.2.2 - Intensification will be directed to rural centres, sub regional centres, urban

centres, TOD centers, the metropolitan core and downtown Edmonton, brownfield sites
and along transit corridors at a form and scale appropriate to the community and
corresponding level of service.
§ In MDP CityPlan, the subject is outside of current intensification zones such as

the downtown core and TOD centre.
§ In MDP Flourish, Map 3 ‘Urban Structure and General Use’ depicts the site as a

Mixed-use Node.

· Schedule 6 - Aspirational Intensification target:
o 17% (dwellings to Built-Up Urban Areas) is measured as the percentage of new

dwelling units that are constructed within the built-up area each year.

Municipal Development Plan (MDP):
MDP CityPlan
The Future Land Use Map 2 of the CityPlan MDP depicts the area where built form intensification
should be directed to.  Per section 4.12 of the MDP, these nodes are where medium and high-density
residential should be centralized.  The subject site of the proposed amendment is not identified as an
intensification point on the Future Land Use map.

Policy 4.11 Neighbourhood Design Principles
The proposed application conforms with this policy, as the application ensures that the
neighbourhood includes a minimum of 30% of the dwelling units as medium and or high density
residential.  The application is proposing to maintain the ravine and tree stand within the
development, and provides a focal point for interaction within the site.

Policy 4.12 Locations for Medium and High-Density Residential
The MDP identifies evaluation criteria for medium-density residential sites within Section 4.12.  The
City is to consider the criteria when recommending locations for medium and high density residential
locations.

When applying the criteria, the application supports the following:
· Proximity to open space, shopping, and commercial and community facilities,

· Compatibility with the existing Botanica/Shops at Boudreau, and

· Minimizing traffic impacts

· Proximity to public transportation
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However, it should be noted that the application does not support other aspects of policy 4.12 criteria,
specifically “Location in downtown, urban village centres, and neighbourhood activity centres”.

Policy 13.1 Provisions for New Developments
The City of St. Albert shall ensure that new development is consistent with the efficient, economic,
and coordinated provision of municipal infrastructure, human services, and public utilities.  This
application supports this policy within the MDP.

Policy 18.4 Residential Densities
The City of St. Albert requires that the developments meet the Edmonton Metropolitan Growth Plan
density targets for new development.  The intent of these density targets is to reduce the amount of
land consumed by low-density residential development and reduce the need to consume
undeveloped lands prematurely.  The density proposed within the amendment subject area is 98.6
du/nrha (dwelling units per net residential hectare), resulting in an overall increase of the Oakmont
ASP density from 21.5 du/nrha to 25.57 du/nrha.  This application supports the residential density
policy within the MDP.

MDP Flourish
The application was received under MDP CityPlan and evaluated against those policies that existed
at the time of application.  However, as the draft of MDP Flourish was available and under review,
some policies which the current application aligns with have been listed below.  Map 3:  Urban
Structure and General Land Use indicates a Mixed-use Node at the subject site.

Mixed-use Node is an area that contains a range of commercial uses, apartment buildings,
townhouses, and community services, all arranged within a cohesive, pedestrian-oriented network of
streets and open spaces.

6.1.6. Encourage the redevelopment and revitalization of commercial shopping areas, transforming
them into mixed-use sites with new residential development and complementary uses.

7.1.8. Accommodate a greater mix of housing forms in existing Neighbourhoods that respect the
existing scale and character of the area.

7.1.9. Require new high- and medium-density, multi-unit residential development to provide common
private amenity spaces.

12.3.1. Ensure general consistency of scale in developments within existing Neighbourhoods through
complementary built form, while encouraging a greater range of higher density built form in and
around areas planned for intensification.

12.3.2. Ensure appropriate built form and density transitions between existing Neighbourhoods and
priority areas for growth, as identified on Map 4.

12.3.3. Encourage apartment, office, and institutional buildings within existing commercial or planned
mixed-use areas to include commercial or public uses on the ground floors along public streets.

14.1.3. Locate and design buildings that facilitate public access to Major Open Spaces and to
existing and planned trail systems.
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14.1.4. Ensure that development along Major Open Spaces facilitates a connected, sensitive, and
complementary relationship between buildings and Major Open Spaces.

14.1.7. Encourage high quality, visually attractive built form, development standards, and landscaping
along Major Open Spaces.

14.5.1. Ensure a range of uses in Mixed-use Nodes, such as retail, restaurants, personal and
businesses services, medium-density housing, institutions, parks, and public spaces.

14.5.4. Encourage vertical mixed-use buildings to have commercial or institutional uses on the
ground floor and residential dwellings or office space on upper floors.

14.5.5. Ensure Mixed-use Nodes can be easily accessed from adjacent neighbourhoods by walking
or cycling and are designed to have a compact, pedestrian-friendly form that encourages active
transportation. Buildings should be oriented to and have their main entrances on a public street.

Bylaw 7/2021 - Oakmont Area Structure Plan Amendment

Within the current Oakmont ASP, the subject lands are designated as Low Density Residential on
300 Orchard Court, and Commercial on both 230 & 250 Bellerose Drive (see attached Amendments
Map).  The parcel designated as Low Density Residential is 2.16 hectares.  A typical low-density
development of 39 dwellings per hectare on this site would produce up to 84 dwellings.  The
remaining 1.87 hectares, per the ASP, could be constructed as a commercial development.

The Oakmont ASP does not currently have a Mixed-Use designation.  The proposed amendment,
attached as Oakmont ASP - Redline − Changes Tracked, has the proposed new designation
included within the text, and revised maps have been provided to show the entire subject site as the
Mixed-Use designation.

The Applicant is proposing that the development would accommodate 360 residential units, 13 of
which are townhouses, and the rest as apartment style units.  This results in a projected population of
640 residents.  The previous application for this site contained 466 residential units, all of which were
apartment style units, and projected a population of 820 residents.  The proposed amendment would
alter the existing development statistics, and these have been revised to include the new designation.
Administration has also added an Aerial Map and Former Historic River Lots to the figures.

Bylaw 8/2021 - Land Use Bylaw Schedule ‘A’ Amendment

The current districting on all three lots, being 230 & 250 Bellerose Drive and 300 Orchard Court is
Direct Control (DC) District.  This District is intended to “enable Council to exercise particular control
over the use and development of land or buildings within the area so designated”.  As such, land
uses as well as development standards and conditions for development applications are at the full
discretion and authority of Council, so long as the Municipal Development Plan and the Area
Structure Plan are complied with.  There is virtually no scope for any appeal once Council has made
a lawful decision about what will happen, and on what conditions, in a DC District.

The proposed map change to Schedule A is changing Direct Control (DC) to Direct Control Mixed
Use District (DCMU).  Direct Control Mixed Use District (DCMU) regulations specify permitted and
discretionary land uses which may be approved by the Development Officer.  Any use not listed in
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either of these sections may be approved at the discretion of Council, so long as it is consistent with
the ASP and MDP.

As with any redistricting application, the DCMU district provides regulations for development
setbacks, building and site design, and land uses.  The purpose of the DCMU district is to provide an
area for a mixture of commercial, institutional and medium to high density residential land uses.
Bylaw 9/2021 - Land Use Bylaw Text and Schedule F Amendment

Bylaw 9/2021 contains the applied-for textual changes to the Direct Control Mixed Use (DCMU)
District, and the addition of Map 2 to Schedule F ‘Building Heights for Redevelopment’.

The standard height allowance within the DMCU District is 25 metres.  A height exception was written
into the DCMU District for the Grandin developments, located within downtown St. Albert.  These
heights are written into Section 9 of the DCMU District and depicted within Schedule F of the Land
Use Bylaw.  The Applicant is requesting that a similar exception be written into the DCMU District,
and that a second map be added to Schedule F to allow for increased heights on specific portions of
the site.

The DCMU District allows a maximum floor area that is 3.21 times the size of the parcel and requires
a minimum of 25% of this floor area must be dedicated to commercial purposes.  The Applicant
proposed a reduction of the maximum floor area ratio to 1.9 times the parcel size and lowering the
minimum commercial to residential ratio from 25% to 5%, on these three properties.

Other Considerations:
The internal roadways are proposed to be condominium common property.  There is still a right-
in/right-out access and egress at the north east portion of the site, onto Bellerose Drive. Internal
roadways will connect across the site to the access of Botanica and Shops at Boudreau, which
intersects with Bellerose Drive and sits across from Evergreen Drive.

The Transportation Department indicated that a safety assessment of the Boudreau Road/Bellerose
Drive intersection had been carried out by Administration, separate from any landowner applications.
This safety assessment came to similar conclusions as the Traffic Impact Analysis of the previous
application made by Boudreau Communities.  However, as the previous application was denied,
Administration continued to pursue providing appropriate upgrades to the Boudreau Road/Bellerose
Drive intersection without developer collaboration.  St. Albert opened an invitation to tender on
February 10, 2021.

The site plan indicates a “Utility Corridor” on the City-owned land at 290 Orchard Court, which was a
matter of concern for some residents.  There is a Utility Right of Way registered on 290 Orchard
Court, by the City and for the City.  There have been no discussions of the Applicant placing utilities
or services on City-owned land, and there are no services depicted crossing 290 Orchard Court in
the Servicing Report.

Heights

Direct Control DCMU - as
written

June 2020 Proposal Current Proposal
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Height regulations
are not described

25 m max.
Exceptions
for Grandin
Park

83 m towers 31 m seniors
apartments 15 m & 20 m
bases

40 m & 50 m towers 15 m
seniors apartments 20 m
& 25 m bases

Sun / Shadow
A Sun/Shadow study was delivered by the Applicant to show the shadow effects of the proposal at
various times of day, on both equinoxes and solstices.  This report was made available to the public
via the Cultivate the Conversation platform.  The lower building heights proposed show to reduce the
offsite shadow impacts by the shadow study provided.  Most shadows remain on the site, or fall on
Bellerose Drive.

Fiscal Impact Analysis (FIA)
Economic Development has indicated that the development will provide significant tax benefit to the
City of St. Albert, as it is estimated to contribute approximately $1.6 million in municipal taxes
annually.  This is equal to roughly 1.5% of the City’s total annual taxes.

The density of this development is also beneficial from a municipal tax and financial sustainability
perspective, providing an estimated over $12 million in assessment per acre and $160,000 in taxes
per acre annually.  This represents almost double the assessment per acre of most high-density
industrial areas.

Construction Phasing Plan
The Applicant has provided a Construction Phasing Plan.  The phasing plan identifies the order which
the proposed developments will be constructed in, as well as the locations of trades worker parking,
and laydown yards.  The Constructure Phase Plan includes dirt and mud mitigation measures to
reduce the amount of dirt and mud tracked off the construction site by vehicles and equipment.

Trail Development
Recreation and Parks is undertaking a feasibility assessment on the Oakmont portion of the Red
Willow Trail system.  If the application is approved by Council, Recreation and Parks are willing to
enter into discussions with the Applicant to bring that segment of trail above the top of bank, onto the
Applicant’s site.

STAKEHOLDER COMMUNICATIONS OR ENGAGEMENT

Based upon the City of St. Albert’s public participation requirements, the Applicant held a virtual
public meeting (Zoom), on the evening of October 6, 2020.  Based on public feedback collected, the
Applicant discussed changes made to the June 22, 2020 application that Council heard.  The online
meeting was recorded and posted on the Applicant’s website.  A copy of the recording was also
provided to Administration, which was placed on the Cultivate the Conversation website.  The
Applicant accepted comments for one week after the event.

The application was submitted to Administration in November of 2020.  However, the application was
not deemed complete and suitable for circulation until December 23, 2020.  The application was
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circulated to property owners within a 100 m radius.  A further notification letter was sent to residents
outside of the 100 m radius, who had participated in the public engagement of the previous
application.  This included all attendees of open houses, and those who provided their mailing
address in written comments.

The circulation period started on December 23, 2020, and all the documents which would normally
be available in person at the Planning office were uploaded to the Cultivate the Conversation
website.  A standard circulation period for Area Structure Plan amendments would be 21 days.  The
notification letters were mailed on December 23, 2021, however due to the winter holidays, the 21-
day timeline was initiated on January 4, 2021.  The initial comment period lasted until January 25,
2021, with an extension being agreed upon between the Applicant and Administration, which lasted
until February 2, 2021. It should be noted that the comment period was extended beyond the normal
City processes due to the interest in the application. Further, the 21 days notification period is not a
legislative requirement but an internal process for good planning practice.

From December 23, 2020 to February 2, 2021, Administration received 170 responses from the
public via email and through Cultivate the Conversation website.  Of the responses received by
Administration, the most prevalent comments are listed below.  The percentages provided are the
calculation of the number of responses received which included each of the identified concerns.
Many of the responses received from the public contained multiple concerns:

The proposed concept will exacerbate traffic and congestion issues 73.5%
The heights of the development proposal are too tall 52.3%
The density of the development proposal is too high for the area 40.6%
The development will cast excessive shadows on surrounding properties 20.6%
The development will negatively effect the environmental health
and public use of the river and banks 40%
Property values will be negatively affected 6.5%

Of the correspondence received, 25.9% indicated that the proposal was not sufficiently different from
the previous application, and had not addressed the concerns raised by the public.  Of the
correspondence received, 5.3% were in support of the proposed development.

The responses received from the public are provided as Public Correspondence attachment.  The
personal information such as names and addresses have been removed as per Freedom of
Information (FOIP) to protect the privacy of individuals.

IMPLICATIONS OF RECOMMENDATION(S)

Administration is recommending at this time that all three bylaws representing the proposed
amendments be given First Reading and taken to Public Hearing, as to follow the legislative process.

Within the report of the previous application, which was reviewed by Council in a public hearing June
22, 2020, Administration indicated that there was concern that the proposed development did not
adequately transition to the surrounding development.  The Applicant have addressed the concerns
raised by Administration in the previous reports.

Financial:
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Economic Development Department has indicated that the development will provide significant tax
benefit to the City of St. Albert, as it is estimated to contribute approximately $1.6 million in municipal
taxes annually.

Legal / Risk:
None at this time.

Program or Service:
None at this time.

Organizational:
None at this time.

ALTERNATIVES AND IMPLICATIONS CONSIDERED

There are no alternatives to giving these bylaws first reading, since an Applicant has a right to have
Council consider their proposals for amendments to the Oakmont Area Structure Plan and the Land
Use Bylaw, affecting their property.  First reading is simply a mechanism to move the matter to the
stage where such consideration occurs:  public hearing and second reading.

Report Date: April 19, 2021
Author: Suzanne Bennett
Committee/Department:  Planning & Development
Deputy Chief Administrative Officer: Kerry Hilts
Chief Administrative Officer:  Kevin Scoble
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City Departments 
Below are general comments from some City departments based on the overall 
Riverbank Landing application. Numbered items need to be addressed prior to the 
application being brought to Council. Bulleted comments are either information, or can 
be addressed at development agreement or permit applications. 
 
Engineering: 

Servicing Report Comments: 

1. In our 2020 comments it was stated that with regards to Section 3.3.2., Engineering 
Services does not agree that the 35 L/s/ha discharge is appropriate.  While 230 and 
250 Bellerose Drive were developed as commercial properties, 300 Orchard Court 
has not been developed – with the first residence being constructed in the 1950’s.  A 
2.5 L/s/ha release rate is appropriate and required for 300 Orchard Court.  As such, 
stormwater infrastructure shall be designed for a release rate of 71.1 L/s, which is the 
summation of the allowable release rates for the 3 parcels at their appropriate 
release rate ((0.65 ha + 1.23 ha) x 35 L/s/ha + 2.12 ha x 2.5 L/s/ha). This has not 
been addressed in the updated servicing report. 
 

2. Section 3.3.3.  There is no need to deviate from the St. Albert Municipal Engineering 
Standard of 0.70 as the Runoff Coefficient for multifamily and commercial land-use.  
If anything, the proposed value validates that the Municipal Engineering Standard is 
reasonable.   
 

3. In our 2020 comments it was stated that Engineering saw no reason why expected 
flows should be reduced by 5% because of flow monitoring completed for Botanica.  
These are conceptual designs at this point – while flows may be expected to be 
similar in nature there is no reason to change the standards at this stage of design.  
Revise peak wet weather flow based on no reduction of flow based on flow 
monitoring from Botanica – which will be higher than presented in the report (~ 16.16 
l/s) and review design considerations.  
 
The City requires sewer capacity to be increased by dividing the design flow by 0.86 
(refer to Standard 6.2.4).  As such, please have the consultant confirm the pipe 
section between MH07 and MH06 will be adequate to convey flows from this 
development along with incremental flows from Botanica and whether it needs to be 
upgraded. While the design peak flow has been updated to include the reduced 
density and population of the new design, our earlier comment of following the design 
standard has not been addressed in the updated servicing report. 
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Riverbank Landing is planning to connect and convey sewage through the Botanica 
site. Currently there is a sag in this pipe leading from Botanica which leads to 
ponding in the pipe. Development engineering is aware of this issue and is working 
with the developer to ensure the defect is repaired in 2021. However, because this is 
a known issue it is imperative that the design calculation be in accordance with the 
City’s Engineering Standards in the event Riverbank Landing development proceeds 
ahead of this repair. 
 
 
General Comments: 

• No updated comment on the water servicing.   
 

• Note that under Section 1.0 of the Preliminary Geotechnical Assessment, that Shelby 
Engineering states that “a development specific Geotechnical Investigation must be 
undertaken when additional details of the proposed development are known”.  The 
City will require subsequent geotechnical investigation(s) be completed once 
additional development details have been confirmed.  
 

• Engineering acknowledges in Section 5.2. it is noted that Shelby Engineering has 
issued an addendum to their geotechnical report dated November 2019. The 
addendum clarifies that their recommendation for no aboveground or underground 
retention is intended to apply to structures which would permanently retain water 
(such as swimming pools or wet ponds). This requirement does not apply to 
stormwater management methods which are intended to temporarily store or 
attenuate runoff from rainfall events.  
 
a) As a permanent stormwater management facility is not permitted for geotechnical 

considerations, an Oil and Grit Interceptor will be required upstream of the tie-in to 
the storm outfall.   

 

• Parcels should be serviced directly where possible. Servicing through adjacent 
properties, although within City-interest utility right of ways, is not ideal. It is 
acknowledged that there is a mutual utilities agreement registered as instrument 152 
309 734 on these lots in the proposed development and the lots in the adjacent 
development granting each of them the right to construct public utilities through each 
other’s lots to accommodate the orderly future development of each lot.  
 

• The report states all existing water services will be abandoned back to the public 
watermain and new water services will be constructed.  Where applicable, existing 
watermains must also be removed if they are within a City URW. All costs associated 
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with this work will be borne solely by the developer. All plans for abandonment and 
removal to the main must be to the satisfaction of the City at the time of development. 
 

• The servicing report notes the existing homes are serviced by septic tanks and that 
all unused existing infrastructure must be abandoned. All plans for abandonment 
must be to the satisfaction of the City at the time of development. Please have the 
consultant provide details on how any used existing infrastructure will be managed on 
the site. 
 

• The stormwater design at the time of development needs to account for the existing 
outfall, Sturgeon River, and the stability of the embankment. On page 21 of the 
updated Technical Report under Slope Stability and Building-Setback Assessment, it 
advises that surface water management at the top of the embankment is one of the 
critical factors to maintaining the long-term stability of the embankment.  
 

• In addition to the minimum requirements set forth in the Engineering Standards, the 
provincial requirements and guidelines for stormwater management must be duly 
addressed by the design at the time of development. Wherever feasible and 
applicable, the province’s stormwater quality best management practices (BMPs) 
shall be applied within the design. 
 

• There is a mutual crossing agreement registered as instrument 152 309 733 on these 
lots in the proposed development and the lots in the adjacent development granting 
each of them the right to cross over and through each others’ lots for both vehicular 
and pedestrian access.   
 

• IPAM has no comments on the proposed changes to the Direct Control Mixed Use 
(DCMU) land use district or the Proposed Height schedule. 

 

• Based on the original Shelby Engineering Slope Stability and Building Setback 
Assessment report, a restrictive covenant for slope stability is to be registered on all 
impacted lots at the time of development. 
 

• Additionally, a restrictive covenant related to the development and building setback 
lines from the crest of the slope must be registered on all impacted lots at the time of 
development. These setbacks must be shown on all engineering drawings. 

 
 
Environment: 
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• Shelby report mentions that “no water retention structures shall be constructed or 
installed…” on the site, while the AE servicing report mentions requiring the on-site 
storage of 1,420 m3 of stormwater. How will this be accomplished? 
 

• A stormwater management plan is required (i.e. where is the stormwater being 
channelled to?). An EPEA permit may be required depending on stormwater 
discharge. 
 

• Based on the historical records review, the Site has three petroleum hydrocarbon 
aboveground storage tanks (ASTs) that were in use for many year, and may have 
contained septic fields (historical agriculture use). These items were flagged in the 
Phase I ESA, the City strongly suggests the completion of a Phase II Environmental 
Site Assessment, consisting of soil and groundwater testing be conducted to assess 
these potential environmental concerns. The Phase II ESA will also assist in 
determining if soil can be stockpiled and re-used on-Site or will require off-Site 
disposal at a landfill.  
 

• Stormwater pre-treatment should be mandatory due to proximity to the Sturgeon 
River. 
 

• It is imperative that no tree removal be done at the top of bank and down the slope 
due to bank stabilization (i.e. the roots to stabilize the bank, and decrease the 
impacts to wildlife). 
 

• During construction activities, proper erosion and sedimentation control is required 
(due to proximity to the Sturgeon River) and may be inspected by the City. 
 

• An ECO Plan will be required to be submitted and approved prior to onsite 
construction. The City reserves the right to inspect the site in adherence to the ECO 
plan. The ECO plan must be reviewed by all onsite staff. 

 
Utilities: 

• The current Oakmont 230 and 250 lot both have private outfalls that drains to the 
riverbank. The developer has avoided such area which is good, but with the 
development the flow rate will be increased. The post-develop flow rate should be 2.5 
L/s/ha or to match pre-development runoff flows, whichever is lower. The final 
discharge rate at outfalls should not be changed. Also, please check with 
Environment group to see if they have any concerns regarding to the outfalls. 

• Among all three lots, only Oakmont 230 has an existing 200mm sanitary connection. 
This may not be sufficient for the proposed development with the layout shown in the 
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memo. Also, there is no sanitary line along Bellerose Drive. In case this existing 
200mm sanitary line needs upsizing, Utilities would assume the developer is 
responsible for such cost or decrease their discharge rate to match current. 

Transportation: 

Action Items: 
1. As per Section 3.3; internal connectivity will be provided for active modes with 

sidewalk connections and the development site must be connected to Bellerose 
Drive and is identified to be connected with sidewalk to Orchard Court. 
a. The site may be benefited to consider future trail connectivity to the south-east, 

to the potential trail network adjacent to the river. 
b. As per the City’s TIA Guidelines, Administration would request a supplemental 

Active Transportation Circulation Plan; highlighting the sidewalk / trail links. This 
plan would confirm verbiage used in Section 3.3 and identify any potential site 
gaps (if any). 

c. Within the Active Transportation Circulation Plan; please identify: 
i. Sidewalk / trail segments 
ii. With internal sidewalk connectivity, signed and marked crosswalks should 

be provided and identified 
iii. At crossing sites, please identify accessibility ramps 
iv. Identify potential bicycle parking, as it would highlight the development’s 

commitment to supporting active modes. 
 
2. Administration requests the print outs of the Synchro analysis to assist in:  

a. Confirmation of background assumptions / parameters used with the synchro 
analysis 

b. Review of the applied split phasing the accommodation of necessary pedestrian 
phasing, to evaluate the intersection LOS. 

 
General Comments: 

 

• The analysis captures review of the existing lane designations, along with analysis of 
the proposed improvements from the Intersection Safety Assessment at Boudreau 
and Bellerose – which are anticipated for construction in 2021; this is a good 
analysis performed. 
 

• For clarity and confirmation, Administration accepts traffic counts from June 2019 for 
use in the analysis due to influence of covid on travel patterns through 2020. And 
confirms the report applied June traffic counts at a point when schools were still in 
session.  
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• Administration acknowledges the review performed for the site traffic analysis 
accounted for both weekday and weekend (Saturday) review of possible “peak” for 
further review.  

o Administration is confident that as the report identifies, the weekday am / 
pm peak periods represent the network highest demands and thus is 
appropriate for analysis. 

o Note – the site generated traffic was slightly higher during the weekend 
period, however, the network volumes and demand were lower. 

 

• Administration confirms support in the proposed right in / right out access, subject 
to the final location being beyond the minimum TAC standards and at the 
proposed 130m from the Evergreen intersection. 

o As Bellerose Drive is currently proposed to be increased in speed limit from 
50 km/h to 60 km/h from Evergreen Drive to the north-east city limit, the 
proposed right in / right out access to the site should be conditioned to be 
designed with a deceleration lane. 

 

• Subject to the final approval of the ASP; Administration will require the following 
from the applicant prior to any further support of permitting: 

o Construction traffic management plan 
▪ In the past, Administration has dealt with multiple neighbouring area 

concerns / issues with construction site traffic management. A 
formal plan (staging of construction actions, estimated volume and 
accommodation plan) will need to be submitted and approved. 

o Noise / Debris management plan 
▪ Confirmation of actions during construction to manage and maintain 

site debris and noise mitigation efforts. 
o With detailed design plans – confirmation and showing of truck circulation / 

EMS circulation on site 
 

Supplemental Traffic Analysis 

• The supplemental information, dated November 10, 2020, was also received to 
which the review compares the scenarios of: 

o Proposed (updated proposal) Development + Existing Traffic 
o Current Zoning (allowed development) + Existing 

 

• Additional review captured the influence of traffic in the area – background / 
existing traffic and site development traffic. 
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• The review identifies that background traffic is a major influence to the 
intersection of Boudreau and Bellerose, as well as the intersection of Bellerose 
and Evergreen. 

• What is missed in the analysis is that the intersection of Bellerose and Evergreen 
is not a network connection and is aligned to access to development. 

• In comparison, the intersection of Boudreau and Bellerose is a substantial 
network intersection of two arterial corridors; therefore improvements may be 
more so aligned to network accommodation versus site access and influence. 

• The above is supported by the 2020 / 2021 planned improvements of the 
Boudreau and Bellerose intersection which is being delivered by the City. 

• Improvements to the intersection of Bellerose and Evergreen would be anticipated 
to be influenced by the development(s) and would likely be anticipated to be 
conditions of development support. 
 

• The review also concludes that the proposed development is resulting in less traffic 
impact than what could be developed under the approved zoning for the area.  This 
is a fair statement, and is acknowledged for consideration under planning land uses 
adjacent to key arterial network sites. 

 

• A supplemental Traffic Analysis (dated November 10, 2020) and titled Riverbank 
Landing Supplemental Traffic Analysis was provided and reviewed with the 
submitted package. 

 
a) The review is appreciated as a comparator of approved existing land use to that 

of the proposed development; however, Administration struggles with the 
influence of comparing an annual growth rate of 0.8% against existing traffic of an 
arterial (high volume) corridor to evaluate background growth demands versus the 
proposed development. It is assumed the analysis was performed to identify the 
influence of non-development traffic and highlight corridor / intersection influence 
outside the applicable realm of the development site. 
 

b) Based upon the historical traffic volumes, the reduced values are more so 
outliers, with perhaps the highest value being an outlier as well (1.93%); with 
those outliers removed the average growth would be 1.1% 
i) This change isn’t substantial from the 0.8% growth rate and not likely to 

influence the final LOS from analysis; however, keep in mind for future 
consideration on reviews performed. 

 
c) Administration would recommend that should supplemental review be supported 

from the applicant; a comparison of predicted traffic impact from the first phase 
development (The Shops at Boudreau) that was utilized to inform on the initial TIA 
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be performed to provide confidence to stakeholders of the reported values in the 
development’s TIA report (2013).  
i) Such a review and update of estimated volumes in comparison to current 

volumes would lead to confirmation of appropriate assumptions to the 
development site and could benefit public confidence of the TIA report. 

 

• Administration confirms that prior to receiving an updated application and TIA report, 
work had advanced to design improvements of the intersection of Boudreau and 
Bellerose, as a result of recommendations from and In-Service Safety Assessment. 
The following are improvements intended to be completed with construction in 2021 
to the intersection: 

Note: for purposes of the directional information; Bellerose Drive is assumed to be 
north and southbound and Boudreau Road is assumed to be east and 
westbound. 

a) Conversion of an existing southbound thru lane to a dedicated left turn lane; 
resulting in a dual southbound left turn movement with split signal phasing. 

b) Widening and creation of a southbound right turn lane. 
c) Widening and creation of a northbound right turn lane. 
d) Redesign of three (3) of four (4) turn bay islands from the existing design to a 

smart channel right turn design. The three (3) islands to be redesigned are on the 
following intersection corners: 
i) NW 
ii) NE 
iii) SE 

e) Signal timing changes incidental to deliver the dual southbound left turn lane and 
reflect up to date traffic volumes / demand. 

 
It is noted that the TIA analysis does not account for these improvements, which had 
been developed and advanced based upon the In-Service Safety review; however, 
recommendations resulting from the performed analysis align to planned 
improvements, such as: 
o A dedicated left turn lane is going to be delivered, versus a shared thru / left. 
o The City’s analysis identifies adequate LOS for the thru movement with a single 

thru lane. 
o Development of a northbound right turn lane 
o Improved signal timings and coordination between Boudreau @ Bellerose and 

Bellerose @ Evergreen. 
 

• Administration confirms that a 3rd Party review was conducted of the November 10, 
2020 TIA, by Associated Engineering. Results of the 3rd Party review identified the 
following technical analysis comments, deemed relevant for comment / discussion 
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(note – the full 3rd Party TIA Review Report may be provided as an attachment to this 
letter): 

 
Trip Generation: Background Traffic 

Using the Institute of Transportation Engineers (ITE) Trip Generation Manual (TGM) 10th 
Edition, the following trips were added to the counted data to form the overall background 
traffic in the TIA:  

• For the second building of Botanica, which was under construction at the time of 
traffic counts, the Land Use Code (LUC) 221 – Multifamily Housing (Mid-rise) was 
used.  

• For 600 Bellerose Drive, planned as a multi-family townhouse site, the LUC 220 – 
Multifamily Housing (Low-rise) was used.  

 
We completed a check of the background growth traffic and it does not seem to 
correspond with the new trips anticipated to be added from the Botanica 
development. The inconsistencies are small enough that updating this would not 
cause the recommendations to change so the City may wish to accept the 
background traffic anyways. 

 
 

Trip Generation: Background Traffic 
 

The site plan shown in Exhibit 3-1 should be clarified. Some of the buildings appear to be 
overlaid on top of others and some buildings are not labelled, so it is unclear which land 
use applies to which building. There is also a label showing a “seniors building”, which 
has not been identified or analyzed as a land use applicable to this development in the 
report. 
  
The study used the trip generation rates and splits in accordance with those presented in 
the TGM, 10th Edition. Though the Riverbank Landing TIA is proposed to be a mixed-use 
development, ITE manuals have only recently introduced mixed use sites to the TGM 
10th Edition; studies are limited in quantity and represent developments observed in 
large American cities. For example, the ITE TGM 10th Edition notes that caution should 
be used due to the small sample size. Bunt used separate land use codes for each 
development type, which is appropriate given the uncertainty in the mixed-use LUC data.  
 
The LUC’s used for the various land use types of townhouses, medium-density 
residential, commercial, restaurant, and office are appropriate. However, it was noted that 
the percentage split listed in Table 4-1 for the AM peak hour for the commercial land use 
is incorrect and should be 62% in, 38% out, according to the ITE Manual.  

  
 
 
Planning: 
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The applicant is proposing development which is in general conformance with the 
Municipal Development Plan and the Oakmont Area Structure Plan. 

• The MDP currently designates the south-western portion of the site as 
Commercial.  This application identifies commercial/retail buildings on the ground 
floor, with some of the buildings including residential uses above the retail uses.  It is 
important to note that the MDP does not have a future land use designation for mixed-
use development. 

• The MDP currently designates the north-eastern portion of the site as 
Residential.  This application identifies two residential buildings, which is in keeping 
with the future land use designation.  

• The scale of the application has been significantly reduced from the previous 
application contemplated in June 2020.  The scale and intensity of the development 
on the south-western portion of the site is complementary to existing built form 
encompassed of high rise apartments and commercial uses.  The scale and intensity 
of the development on the north-eastern portion of the site is complementary to the 
existing built form of low-rise residential units, as the application proposes 
townhouses and a seniors building with maximum heights of 11 meters.  This is the 
same height maximum as enabled within the R1 District for a single detached product 
within the Oakmont. It is noted that with this site design, the application has 
accommodated a transition of uses and heights between the existing built form and 
their proposal. 

• This application as proposed, aligns with the Neighbourhood Activity Centre definition 
within the MDP.  This application proposes an alternative to St. Albert’s conventional 
commercial development and creates a development with a variety of housing 
choices, goods and services.  The application also supports St. Albert’s MDP goals of 
tax base diversification and jobs/housing balance. 

• The application requires an ASP amendment to clean up the mapping and provide 
more specific details regarding the development.  However, much like the MDP, the 
ASP identifies a portion of the site as commercial and a portion as residential and is in 
general conformance to the ASP.  To ensure better compliance, the proposed ASP 
amendment should reflect additional wording regarding mixed use development. 

• The land use designation for this site in Flourish is “Mixed-use Node” and the current 
proposal generally satisfies the associated policies. 

 
Land Use Bylaw 

• Based upon the type and scale of the development, the application for DCMU 
districting is the most appropriate choice within the St. Albert Land Use 
Bylaw.  Currently, the City of St. Albert has limited mixed use districts, and this 
district is the most appropriate choice based upon the proposal.  The DCMU district 
has similar density/height regulations to the R4 Residential District (which is what is 
currently approved in the Botanica development).  However, as proposed, the 
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development will be limited the heights enabled within Orchard Court (11m) on the 
northeastern portion of the site, to the maximum heights found within the Residential 
1 District (without Council approval).  This enables certainty for the Orchard Court 
low density housing product which are enabled already. 

 
Site Design 

• Ideally, a local road connection between Orchard Court and this site would be 
created.  However, due to the slopes, this makes this connection challenging.  As 
such, it is recommended that the site design include a direct pedestrian connection 
at Orchard Court, as this would enable a walking destination from the Oakmont 
community to the neighbourhood activity centre, without having to circle the 
development. 

• The site design provides a variety of housing types and commercial units.  The high 
density residential product is located within the middle portion of the development, 
which provides a transition between the existing development.  The height variance 
to 50 m (from 35 m) roughly equates to a 15 storey building.  With changes to the 
Canada Building Code, mass timber construction is enabled up to 12 storeys (up 
from 6 storeys).  Buildings which are greater than 12 storeys will be traditional 
concrete building structures. 

• Addressing Bellerose Drive: Through the DP/site plan process, there will be 
opportunity to ensure that the built form addresses the street. This can be done by 
having building entrances fronting onto Bellerose and through the building elevation 
design. While the Shops of Boudreau development is of high architectural and 
landscaping standards, the development essentially turns its back on the public 
street. There is opportunity through the new development to avoid this condition.  

 
In general, the proposal generally conforms with the statuary plans, a development 
transition has been incorporated, and the applicant has made changes to the site design 
based upon public feedback, and the transportation/servicing networks can support the 
development. 
 
Recreation & Parks: 

• Pedestrian connectivity within the site is excellent but off-street connections to the 
surrounding community seem more limited. We would recommend assessing: 

• An additional pedestrian access to Bellerose. A walkway from Bellerose 
Drive towards the small traffic circle and two plaza areas would increase 
walkability and visibility into the amenity areas.  

• Adding a pedestrian access east to Orchard Court, linking to the existing 
sidewalk network  

• Looking at orientation and pedestrian connection across building 1 south 
towards Botanica Phase 2 to ensure walking paths reflect natural patterns 
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of movement and don’t present unnecessary barriers to access (e.g. 
uncontrolled crossing through the garage area) 

• Recreation and Parks would like to have further conversation with the developer on 
connecting the trail along the south edge of the development. The proposed 
Oakmont Trail project is to run parallel to the development within the existing utility 
corridor and environmental reserve. There are efficiencies and opportunities to bring 
residents using the Red Willow Trail System into Riverbank Landing that we would 
like to explore and potentially show on the ASP documents, similar to how the Red 
Willow Trails are shown in the Riverside ASP.  

• Note that the Oakmont trail project has been funded for detailed design in 
2021 and has become higher priority than previous. 

 
Fire: 

• No Concerns. If the buildings are serviceable there is no issues with 50m buildings in 
height. 

Economic Development: 

• Major Private Sector Capital Investment  

 

• This development, with a construction cost estimated at over $125 million, 
represents one of the largest private sector, non-infrastructure, capital investments in 
St. Albert in several years.  
 

• Catalyst for additional High Density and Mixed-use Investments 

Investment often spurs additional investment, as it both demonstrates a confidence 
in the local market and indicates to the development industry that a municipality is 
open to this type of development. This project presents the opportunity to attract and 
accelerate additional high-density mixed-use development within St. Albert.  
 

• Tax Benefit & Tax Density 

The development will provide significant tax benefit to the City of St. Albert, as it is 
estimated to contribute approximately $1.6 million in municipal taxes annually. This 
is equal to roughly 1.5% of the City’s total annual taxes.  
 

• The density of this development is also beneficial from a municipal tax and financial 
sustainability perspective, providing an estimated over $12 million in assessment per 
acre and $160,000 in taxes per acre annually. This represents almost double the 
assessment per acre of most high-density industrial areas.  
 

• Local Business Opportunities & Job Creation 
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This development proposes to create new office, retail and restaurant space, which 
provide the opportunity for local businesses and associated employment. In addition, 
the construction of this project will result in numerous short-term construction-related 
jobs, with an opportunity for local procurement and sub-contracting.  
 

• Diversity of Housing Product Offered 

The proposed development offers a variety of housing product types to serve a 

diverse group of residents, including condominium units, micro lofts, single-family 

townhomes, as well as a seniors housing building.  

 

Once you have had a chance to review the comments, a meeting with your team and 
City departments can be arranged so that issues and possible solutions raised in this 
letter can be discussed before your team undertakes revisions.  
 
By February 19, 2021, all information must be submitted to City staff with no further 
changes to the application, so that staff can meet their internal deadlines.  The Public 
Hearing date with Council has been tentatively scheduled for May 17, 2021 or the Public 
Hearing can be scheduled once the changes have been provided by the applicant, then 
reviewed and accept by City staff. 
 
If you have any comments or questions, please contact me at 780-418-6055 ext 4340, or 
by email at sbennett@stalbert.ca. 
 
Sincerely, 
 

 
 
Suzanne Bennett, BCD  
Planner 
 
 
Enclosure or Attachment(s)  
1. Public comments from Cultivate the Conversation 
2. Public Comments received by direct correspondence 
3. Responses from External Agencies 
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City Council  
St. Albert 
 
 
Dear City Councillors, 
 
 Re: Concerns about the proposed “Riverbank Landing” in Oakmont 
 
I am writing to you to express my concerns about the impending and potentially negative impact 
of the proposed Riverbank Landing.  
 
Increased and congested traffic, not only as a result of the project but during the nine years of 
construction activities and traffic will be particularly tough to navigate in our community. If 
traffic is already close to gridlock on Bellerose and Beaudreau, how will this affect it further? 
Does City Council have a plan to mitigate increased traffic either during construction or after its 
completion? Zoning to high density would be a disaster, even with the developers proposed 
changes. 
 
The size and scope of the project is unnecessarily large. Nothing else in St. Albert even comes 
close to this projects size. In my view, this project will take away from St. Alberts valuable green 
space. St. Albert is the “botanical art city.” It’s earned that name for a reason, and this project is 
the antithesis to everything St. Albert stands for. Even its name. Are there potentially smaller, 
green-focused projects to better balance St. Alberts botanical and agricultural distinctiveness? Is 
Has city council considered other alternatives? 
 
Also, fellow residents will suffer from obstructed views of the river and the green spaces, 
traditionally a St. Albert feature. Our neighbors will potentially leave St. Albert seeking another 
residence, which contributes to unstable community relations and tension. In a recent open 
house, a fellow neighbor expressed his discontent and suggested he may move his family. He 
stated, “If this tower goes up – I know I’m just one person – but you’re forcing my family out. I 
built my dream home there. It’s an eyesore.” This hit particular at home for me as I moved to St. 
Albert for its inclusive community. I certainly do not want to move my family, either to another 
St. Albert location or out of the city.  
 
Sincerely,  
St. Albert resident 
 
 
[1] https://www.stalberttoday.ca/local-news/tensions-high-over-possible-28-and-25-storey-
towers-as-part-of-oakmont-development-1688184 
 
[2] https://www.stalberttoday.ca/polls/are-you-in-favour-of-the-proposed-oakmont-development-
13354 
 
 
 

https://www.stalberttoday.ca/local-news/tensions-high-over-possible-28-and-25-storey-towers-as-part-of-oakmont-development-1688184
https://www.stalberttoday.ca/local-news/tensions-high-over-possible-28-and-25-storey-towers-as-part-of-oakmont-development-1688184
https://www.stalberttoday.ca/polls/are-you-in-favour-of-the-proposed-oakmont-development-13354
https://www.stalberttoday.ca/polls/are-you-in-favour-of-the-proposed-oakmont-development-13354
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Renee McDonald

From: Joe Marshall < >
Sent: Monday, May 10, 2021 8:57 AM
To: Hearings
Subject: Fw: Riverbank Landing development

External Email: Use caution with links and attachments. 

 
Good morning, 
 
I would like to add my dissent along with the many others you will receive respecting the placement of high density 
housing along the riverbank, especially in the area known as Riverbank Landing. 
 
When my wife and I moved from Edmonton to Erin Ridge, the well designed, low density, low traffic neighbourhoods were 
a major element of our choice.  Since moving to the area the addition of the two Botanica apartment-style buildings has 
already had a negative impact on traffic flow in the area.  In my opinion, construction of highrise apartment-style buildings 
in the area is neither realistic nor desirable for this area. 
 
Whilst I could go on at length expounding reasons not to develop Riverbank Landing in the way that the developer would 
like, I'll leave it at this with my simple vote against the proposal. 
 
This matter may merit another referendum to settle for once and for all. 
 
Respectfully, Joe Marshall 







From:
To: Legislative; Hearings
Subject: Riverbank proposal
Date: Friday, May 28, 2021 7:34:33 PM

External Email: Use caution with links and attachments.

Hello
I would like to add my name to the list of residents opposing the riverbank development. The height of this proposal
is unacceptable. The walking off the river and the already congested area are just some  of the reasons council
should not allow this to go forward.
John Robertson 3o Eastcott drive





zoning decisions made by council in the past.

- We also realize that BCL has the right to drive their business forward and make money, but
not at the expense of everyone else. What’s wrong with lower towers such as those they
already built? It could exist as a compromise and, although it would mean less money to be
made, perhaps the goodwill it entails would be worth it.

- Council listened to what the people said last time and made the right decision. Please don’t
give in to a project that will not only forever change the area but will act as a foot in the door
for other developers who want to do the same thing in other desirable areas of St. Albert.
Please do not change our quality of life!

Johanne and Ted Yakula

#18, Oakmont Drive St Albert
T8N6S3



From:
To: Hearings
Subject: Stop the Riverbank Landing!!
Date: Thursday, May 20, 2021 6:12:32 PM

External Email: Use caution with links and attachments.

We are absolutely not in favour of any more huge buildings along the river. There are far too many ruining our river
valley. The traffic in and around our area, Braeside, is horrible. There are long line ups on Boudreau throughout the
day. These large high rise complexes should be built in new areas on the outskirts of town, for example by Costco or
out by Salisbury Greenhouse/Holes. There is no need to add more ugly big buildings anywhere along our river! 
Enough is enough. Council needs to start listening to us.

Sent from my iPhone







over the past several weeks with the new 2021 sidewalk and intersection
construction, how disruptive this construction can and will potentially be
over many many years.

Please St. Albert City Council, respect the values and the opinions of the many
citizens of Oakmont and Erin Ridge who have chosen to live the rest of their lives in
this area . You have many residents here that are opposing this scale of
development. Again, we are not against putting up development here, but at a scale
that represents the balance of the neighborhood.  We would only ask what you would
like to have added to your St. Albert neighborhood that would keep you confident in
the core values to be a 'Botanical Arts City'.   We are not against having this type of a
commercial addition to the City of St. Albert, but please be reasonable about shoe-
horning this type of configuration into a well-developed area that has been
functioning well for a very long time.  There are many other locations in St. Albert
that could afford this type of new development.

We urge Council to refuse the three Bylaws that are before them
requesting to change this area from how it should remain.

Respectfully,

Kelly and Dennis Montpetit (





From:
To: Legislative
Cc:  
Subject: 300 Orchard Court et all
Date: Wednesday, April 14, 2021 7:55:06 PM

External Email: Use caution with links and attachments.

Good evening,

As a tax paying resident of St. Albert and home owner in the area of Oakmont/Oakridge Drive South, I am writing
to object to the mixed node designation for 300 Orchard Court for the following reason.

- Current zoning allows low density housing and I object to any designations or re-designations outside of low
density housing (save and accept for green space allotment) for this particular municipal address.

Further to my objection listed above, I object to any re-zoning of 230 and 250 Bellerose Drive and 300 Orchard
Court to anything other than residential.

I wish for my above objections to be read out loud and added to any and all readings before St. Albert council,
municipal planning and development committees and for my objection/s to “tag along” with any planning and
development meetings with respect to 300 Orchard Court, 230 Bellerose Drive and 250 Bellerose Drive.

If the view, property value, current traffic flows or current sun/shade changes as a result of any action taken by the
City of St. Albert council or municipal planning/zoning department due to the passing of any new zoning, by-law,
node changes or other acts, errors or omissions, a formal civil action will be filed with the court of jurisdiction.

Further to the above, I wish to formally address council on or about April 19, 2021 to have my objections entered
into the record for this and any other proceedings which may follow with respect to 300 Orchard Court, 230
Bellerose Drive and 250 Bellerose Drive.

Respectfully,

Kris Dueck
18 Oakridge Drive South
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Renee McDonald

From: K. Mantle 
Sent: Saturday, May 22, 2021 4:00 PM
To: Hearings
Subject: Riverbank Landing

Categories:

External Email: Use caution with links and attachments. 
 
Hi, 
 
I’ve lived in Oakmont for over 23 years and I’m against this massive, high density residential complex 
as it will be a nightmare for this area.   The traffic congestion will cause not only major  traffic delays 
but safety as well.  The area is too small for such a high density of people living in this area with 
severely poor access.   The height is ridiculous!   This would over shadow existing properties! 
 
Council must protect and speak for all in the Oakmont and surrounding areas.   The area being 
proposed is too small.    There must be other areas that have a lower density area that could house 
such a massive complex. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Kathleen Mantle.   Oakmont resident since 1997. 











From:
To: Hearings
Subject: Riverbank Landing
Date: Monday, May 17, 2021 2:22:38 PM

External Email: Use caution with links and attachments.

As long time residents of St. Albert and current residents in the neighborhood of Oakmont,  we have major concerns
regarding  councils’ approval for the Riverbank Landing complex.
Our concerns are as follows:

1. Traffic congestion at Boudreau Road and Bellerose Drive. The proposed high density residential complex will
add to the already serious traffic concerns getting in and out of the existing neighborhoods of Oakmont and Erin
Ridge as well as  emergency access to the hospital. There is also a fire station and police station at that intersection,
emergency services requiring quick and easy access in and out of the area. It is unreasonable to consider adding
more high density to this critical issue!

2.  Approved land use and zoning for existing neighbourhoods in St. Albert must be protected.

3.  Council must be accountable for  citizens’ interests, investments  and quality of life in these existing
neighbourhoods.  New proposals for high density development should only be considered for new areas during the
land use and zoning decisions.

Trusting our concerns will be seriously and carefully considered by council,
Lee and Noreen Lucente

Sent from Noreen’s iPad



From:
To: Hearings
Subject: Input re: Riverbank Landing - high density development
Date: Friday, May 14, 2021 4:13:53 PM

External Email: Use caution with links and attachments.

Good day - We have recently moved to Enderby Crescent in Erin Ridge.
Never did we imagine that any development would happen in this area at any time.
The intersection on Belrose and Boudreau barely handles the traffic flow now, let alone having way more people
added to the population.
The access to this development will be similar to the access to the developments already there; that is so close to the
intersection of Belrose and Boudreau coming from the south.
The cost to redevelop and change the intersection would be astronomical and still would not alleviate all issues, due
to the close proximity to the corner.
It is already difficult to turn off of Boudreau onto Belrose to access the shopping area that currently exists.

Let’s turn the page on this one and say ’no’!!

Lorraine & Doug Demers
42 Enderby Crescent
St  Albert T8N 6Y2





May 26, 2021 

 

 

Mayor Cathy Heron 

Councillors: Wes Brodhead, Jacquie Hansen, Sheena Hughes, Natalie Joly, Ken MacKay, Ray Watkins 

 

 

Dear members of St. Albert City Council: 

 

Re: Written submission respecting Oakmont ASP/Riverbank Landing 

 

This is the third letter we have written (our previous letters of January 22, 2020 and February 1, 2021 are 

attached) respecting the intentions of Boudreau Communities to attempt, a second time, to build high-rise 

residential towers in our area that are ill suited in many ways. 

 

Thank you for considering the voices of residents in voting down Boudreau’s application for amendments 

the first time. In this second public hearing, however, we are deeply concerned about what appears to be 

Administration’s attempts to support Boudreau’s interests in ways that are not transparent; an example of 

this is with respect to the Oakmont MUN (Flourish) which was represented as Mixed-Node when it has 

not yet been formally established. Having moved from Edmonton to St. Albert 1.5 years ago, it is 

disappointing to see that the same inappropriate actions within municipal administration occur on a 

smaller scale here. As our elected representatives, we expect you to protect our interests and ensure that 

administration does not lead you or the citizens astray. 

 

To be clear, we do not support Boudreau’s application for amendments to bylaws. 
 

We do support condensed residential, but we oppose higher towers than what is currently permitted. 

Higher towers will exacerbate current traffic problems, cause shadowing on many homes, and are 

incongruent with the area’s landscape. We have seen no evidence from Boudreau that these concerns will 

be addressed in any sufficient way. Boudreau’s only goal is financial gain, and the concerns of residents 

are an obstacle to their goal. In our opinion, voting no to these amendments will still permit Boudreau to 

build towers of an appropriate size to the area while allowing St. Albert to benefit from taxation and 

satisfy the concerns from residents like us. We believe this would be the most appropriate course of action 

that Council should take. 
 

Respectfully, 

 

Leanne & Robert Rosinski 

24 Everest Crescent 

 

 

 

 

Attachments: Letters of January 22, 2020 and February 1, 2021 



January 22, 2020 

 

Mayor Cathy Heron 

Councillors: Wes Brodhead, Jacquie Hansen, Sheena Hughes, Natalie Joly, Ken MacKay, Ray Watkins 

 

Dear members of St. Albert City Council: 

 

Re: Comments on Oakmont ASP/Riverbank Landing 

 

We moved to St. Albert from Edmonton mid-November 2019 as we found a house and neighborhood that 

appealed to our search for a “forever” home. We now reside in Erin Ridge and more specifically, 

Evergreen, which is directly impacted by the proposed development. 

 

We have taken the time to review the online documents as well as the strategic direction of Council on 

behalf of all residents. We understand the need to generate taxes as well as the need to reduce “urban 

sprawl” that has impacts on City infrastructure. Additionally, we see the benefits of a multi-use 

development in that it condenses residential land use and creates its own little neighborhood with stores 

and amenities; this is evident in the current Shops at Boudreau. 

 

As newcomers to the area, we feel particularly poised to submit feedback on what has been a negative 

aspect of moving into the Evergreen area of Erin Ridge – the traffic volume. Residents in Evergreen are 

limited to one entry/exit point, Evergreen Drive, which has been challenging to navigate to say the least. 

During peak periods and even some non-peak periods, we have had to wait longer than what is reasonable 

to turn onto Bellerose Drive in an attempt to get onto the Boudreau Road turning lane. We can see that 

this will only get worse when phase two of the Botanica development is complete. 

 

Therefore, our feedback is: 

 

1. We oppose the additional heights of the residential towers due to the negative impact on traffic, 

shadowing on current homes (there are conflicting reports on this so a second assessment should be 

completed), and their incongruency with the landscape of the area. The towers should be limited to 11 

stories as originally proposed. 

 

2. The options in the Traffic Impact Assessment should be put into place immediately, not when 

Riverbank Landing is complete. Namely, the Bellerose to Boudreau traffic lights should be a double-

turning lane instead of one turning lane. Additionally, the traffic lights at Evergreen Drive should 

allow for a 10 second delay for Evergreen residents attempting to get onto Bellerose to Boudreau. 

 

We would ask Council to personally experience the traffic in the area during peak periods instead of 

relying solely on written assessments from parties who do not live in the area. We would welcome you 

into our home on a weekday morning and after having a nice coffee, we would drive out together on 

Evergreen Drive and attempt to get on Boudreau so you can personally experience what your constituents 

are concerned about. If any of you do live the area, then you know what the concerns are. Add shadowing 

on our home into the mix and we fear we will lose the feel of what brought us to St. Albert to begin with. 

 

Respectfully, 

 

Leanne & Robert Rosinski 

24 Everest Crescent 

 

 







From:
To: Hearings
Subject: Public Hearing June 9
Date: Monday, May 31, 2021 3:58:12 PM

External Email: Use caution with links and attachments.

To City Council,
I have been a resident of St. Albert for many years and I am very opposed to changing the Bylaws that would affect
the development of the former Hole’s property.  The land is currently zoned Direct Control and must remain such.
Council must retain control over the land and building density and height.  Building height must remain at the 15
metres set for Commercial and Low Density.
To change the zoning would allow a high density development including 50 metre towers.  This would destroy the
landscape of the river valley which belongs to all St. Albertans, not just those living at this future site.
A development of this size would cram too many people into a very small area.  All the resultant traffic on
Boudreaux Road and Bellerose Dr. would have to filter down to one narrow bridge.
Developments of this size belong belong in designated high density areas along or near to the St. Albert Trail.  They
are definitely not infill in quiet residential areas and should not be on a Riverbank Landing.
Please vote no to the proposed Bylaw changes.

Thank you,
L. G.  Halliday

Sent from my iPad
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Renee McDonald

From: Linda Scouten 
Sent: Thursday, May 20, 2021 2:16 PM
To: Hearings
Subject: Riverbank Proposal

Categories: Renee

External Email: Use caution with links and attachments. 
 
Dear City Council: 
 
I am submitting my email in regards to the proposed Riverbank Landing development. I am strongly 
opposed to the development. The impact on my family and I will be primarily the increased traffic and 
bottlenecks on Boudreau and Bellerose. In non-Covid times, this comment take multiple sets of light 
just to inch my way down the hill towards St. Albert Trail. I don’t even try to turn left because 
Boudreau is so jammed full of traffic and lights that it takes 20 minutes to get to the Anthony Henday. 
We have a terrible problem at that intersection as it is without introducing hundreds of additional cars 
onto those streets. 
 
The area is not equipped for additional high density housing. With the ambulance and fire hall right 
there, the last thing we need is a whole glut of traffic impeding the ability of first responders to make 
their way out of their stations. 
 
A nice shopping plaza would be wonderful. However we cannot have hundreds of additional residents 
and cars in this area as it is just simply not feasible. 
 
 
 
 
Linda Scouten 
E.C.E.Dipl.  B.Ed., M.Ed. Educational Policy Studies Ph. 780-293-3894 
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Renee McDonald

From: Linda 
Sent: Wednesday, May 12, 2021 8:17 PM
To: Hearings
Subject: Riverbank Landing Development

External Email: Use caution with links and attachments. 

 
 
Sent from Mail for Windows 10 
 
ST ALBERT CITY COUNCIL 
Today,  my husband and I received information  
Regarding the re submission  of the massive development at Riverbank landing by Boudreau Communities LTD 
There are a multitude reasons why we are totally against this development. 
Examples 
1. major traffic congestion 
2. Very high density 
3. Blockage of the river valley view from our neighbours 
4.Making drastic changes to land uses and Zoning already approved within existing neighbourhoods( that’s why we 
bought here.)   
We moved into these neighbourhoods  because of the beauty of the landscape and less traffic congestion keeping our 
children and grandchildren safe. 
Why is council reopening talks of this massive complex ? The people in these surrounding neighbourhoods a couple of 
years ago, strongly disagreed with this project! The community believed at that point it would only proceed with low rise 
buildings that complimented the area avoiding a massive complex. 
We would hope The City Of St Albert keeps their promise to these neighbourhoods and please refrain from re opening 
talks on this matter. 
 
Yours truly 
Linda and dale Thiesen 29 Edward Way 
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From:
To: Hearings
Subject: Concerns about the proposed Riverbank Landing development
Date: Sunday, May 30, 2021 12:31:54 PM

External Email: Use caution with links and attachments.

To the St. Albert Council,

My husband and I were both born and raised in St.Albert. We are happy to still call St. Albert home after we
purchased our first home in St. Albert just over 2 years ago. This is the home that we planned to start a family and
raise our children in. Our home is in Oakmont, and we are extremely concerned about the proposed Riverbank
Landing development. This development will provide so many negative complications for us, our neighbours and St.
Albert as a whole. The height of the proposed buildings will shade many houses, backyards and our beautiful river
valley. Our house is one of the ones that would be shaded by the buildings, which will affect the enjoyment of our
backyard (one of the main reasons we bought the house), as well as the re-sale value of our house should we choose
to move in the future. As well, the traffic congestion on Bellerose is already high, especially at certain times of the
day. Adding another 360 housing units will increase the traffic through Bellerose and the associated intersections.
The roads are not equipped to handle this volume which will lead to more traffic delays, accidents, and
environmental and noise pollution. We have such a beautiful river valley and adding high-rise buildings will be an
eyesore on our beautiful city. Finally, I am very concerned about the Council’s decisions to make drastic changes to
the Land Uses and Zoning in the area, and that the Council is not protecting the interest of the current residents and
tax-payers of St. Albert. I am a pharmacist who chooses to live and work in St. Albert; in my career, I take care of
the people in this community. I am asking the Council to also take care of their community and to refuse the
Riverbank Landing development application as it is very much not in the best interests of the people of St. Albert.

From a concerned citizen,
Lauren Thompson





Please do not accept this submission.

Recipients Main Switchboard and Webmaster

IP Address

Sent by The City of St. Albert at 2:40pm on May 22, 2021







From:
To: Hearings
Subject: Riverbank Landing
Date: Wednesday, May 12, 2021 7:11:27 PM

External Email: Use caution with links and attachments.

There should be no more high rises at the intersection of Boudreau and Bellerose.
Too high and too little road access.  This will create even more congestion.

If the land was not zoned for this development it should not be changed.  The developer and city should get together
and PLAN where this development should go.
West side around the elevator area seems to need more development.

Zoning is planning.  Changing zoning = bad to no planning

Mark Kimakowich





From:
To: Hearings
Subject: Opposition to the Riverbank Landing development
Date: Tuesday, May 11, 2021 12:46:26 PM

External Email: Use caution with links and attachments.

Hello St. Albert City Council.

I am writing to express my strong concern regarding the proposed Riverbank Landing development proposed for
Bellerose Drive.

As a 50 year resident of St. Albert, I have seen significant growth in our community – much of it positive. However,
it is my position that this extremely high density development is completely inappropriate for the neighbourhood.

The access and egress for Oakmont is already unacceptable, and this development will make the situation even
worse. During rush hour, the intersection at Boudreau Road and Bellerose Drive is already a big challenge. Traffic is
sometimes backed up all the way up the hill to Oakmont Drive. Traffic trying to enter Bellerose Drive from
Evergreen Drive often has difficulty doing so because of this congestion. Serious congestion is also common at
other parts of the day. To intentionally make an unsafe situation worse would be contrary to the role a City Council.

High density developments such as this belong in areas with proper access / egress and with careful regard for
compatible zoning. Downtown would be a much better location.

Our household strongly opposes the Riverbank Landing development in its current location.

Regards,

Marvin Polis
14 Outlook Place
St. Albert
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Flourish Policy 12.3.5. “Assess and minimize the shadow impacts, through building design and setbacks…in 
abutting properties and neighborhoods”. The established neighborhoods of Orchard Court and Orion Close will 
have this development at their doorsteps.   Please consider the following: Orchard Court 300, 2.16 hectares, must 
remain LOW DENSITY RESIDENTIAL at all costs, this honors the ASP contract with the City and 
homeowners.  

Flourish Policy 14.1.9. “Maintain important public views of the river and creek and protect public access where it exists” 
and in Policy 14.1.8. “Encourage improvements that protect of enhance the ecological integrity of Sturgeon River…and 
enhance public enjoyment of the waterfront”. It is unsettling when I see the existing Botanica buildings built so close to 
and into the river basin and I am astonished that this was approved.  From the river view perspective, these buildings look 
like a mistake. I do believe that if this developer is granted more control of our river valley, he will proceed in similar 
fashion to complete to wall off the river.    

Unfortunately, and to no one’s surprise NO attempts from BCL to acknowledge the opportunity to preserve a 
portion of the site to commemorate and pay tribute to the previous land owner and former Governor General of 
Alberta, Lois Hole. How many citizens will ever receive that title and distinction?   Wouldn’t it have struck a chord 
with the people of St. Albert that Lois’s homestead, preserved in its natural setting would serve as a gathering spot 
along the riverbank; a tea house, restaurant, a museum, a legacy?  Instead, if approved to change the zoning bylaws, 
the developer plans to keep nothing that reflects a historical connection to this land for St. Albert and with that will 
come the remove of buildings on site and mature perimeter and landscaped trees and vegetation to make way for a 
massive concrete pad to accommodate apartment blocks, towers and parking stalls for hundreds.  This 
development will indeed complete the walling off the river, no doubt an infringement on our spectacular river 
valley vista.  

Flourish Policy 13.1.6. “Strive to achieve a tax revenue split of 70% residential and 30% non-residential 
assessment, to promote sustainability and reduce the reliance on residential taxes”.  BCL endorses a 94% 
residential burden and a mere 6% commercial base.  At this rate, the City would be on the hook for providing 
services to hundreds of COSTLY residents.   

Flourish Policy 14.4.6. “Encourage intensification to occur within 400 metres of existing and planned Rapid Transit 
Station Areas…” Clearly, there is no access to a mass public transit hub, these hubs are appropriately situated along 
the St. Albert Trail corridor to accommodate the physical growth of the city, not located or planned in the heart of 
established neighborhoods.  
  
The Botanica development and the commercial shops have placed undue strain on the intersection of Bellerose and 
Boudreau. The City (paid by taxpayers) is currently working to provide improvements to address the existing at 
capacity traffic congestion, this is however, not to pave the way for the developer to proceed. Riverbank Landing’s 
(RBL) exponential residential, commercial and construction traffic will mix with all area residents needing to 
commute through this area.  
  
Bellerose Drive is also the only road for the community of Oakmont and for parts of Erin Ridge, namely Evergreen 
Drive. BCL once again is recommending a right in right out road access half way up Bellerose Drive.  At the Public 
Hearing in June 2020, council members raised valid concerns and questioned where drivers would go once existing 
the right out on to Bellerose Drive.  For those who are familiar with the intersection at Edward Way and Oakmont 
Drive at the top of the hill will anticipate a great number of drivers to perform risky U-turns to travel back down 
Bellerose Drive or may opt to venture into the established community of Erin Ridge, wrought with its own traffic 
and speed concerns for area schools, in order to find access to an arterial road.  RBL hosted a Q@A Zoom forum in 
March of this year and Dave Haut with BCL, casually acknowledged that this type of driver behavior is expected.  
There will be heightened driver and pedestrian safety concerns once Bellerose Drive becomes 60 km. Traffic 
concerns remain ultimately as one of the most restricting factors for a development of this magnitude with frank 
limitations to access.  
.     
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St. Albert prides itself on effort to contribute to the climate change cause and on a global stage, isn’t it the goal to 
minimize the carbon print?  How will it appear to have this development actually smother the corner of Bellerose 
and Boudreau?  People STILL move here for the small town feel which does include the natural setting our city is 
fortunate to possess. Preserving and protecting the Sturgeon River Valley is in the City’s Strategic Plan, but 
allowing BCL to over-build outside the current zoning will further threaten the Sturgeon Valley’s green space, 
fragile waterways and wildlife corridor.    
  
Dave Haut claims that many of the Botanica residents are in favor of more development. So this would imply that 
residents have voiced no concerns and will tolerate more traffic congestion and gridlock, limited access to their 
residences, more density, noise, years of construction drilling and dirt, potential loss of their river view, 
devaluation of properties with the mention of affordable condos in the 200 K range, infringement on privacy once a 
trail is built at the bottom the Botanica condominiums, less attractive and convenient commercial development 
(6%), SO OVERALL, LESS “luxury in nature”.  
  
If the prolonged efforts of St. Albertans who continue to oppose this development haven’t done enough or haven’t 
been clear on the issues, then I really don’t know how much more it would take to make our voices heard. The 
development of this magnitude is entirely inappropriate for this site.  I ask that you vote to oppose Bylaws: 
7/2021, 8/2021, and 9/2021.  Thank you for the opportunity to submit my concerns to you.  
  
Sincerely  
  
Margot LeClair Upfold  
13 Osprey Pt  
  
  

  

 







People wanting to exit Riverbank Landing will no doubt want to turn left towards 
Boudreau Rd., so their only exit option is at Evergreen Dr.  Exiting at the new 
intersection by turning right will only take people further up Bellerose Dr. towards the 
subdivisions of Oakmont and Erin Ridge, and as I’ve said this would only be a small 
minority of visitors to Riverbank Landing.

All of this will contribute to a higher volume of traffic at the intersection of Boudreau and 
Bellerose than it can safely handle.  This intersection is bordered on two sides by housing 
subdivisions, the RCMP station and Botanica; it cannot be expanded or altered in any way 
to allow for higher traffic volumes as there is no room to expand the size or number of lanes 
serviced at the intersection.

It is for these reasons that I urge St. Albert City Council to reject the proposed amendments 
to the current land use by-laws that would allow Riverbank Landing to be built in its 
currently proposed form.

Norm Baxandall
28 Outlook Place

On Mon, May 31, 2021 at 8:36 AM Hearings <Hearings@stalbert.ca> wrote:

Good Day,

 

Thank you for your submission regarding the June 9, 2021 Public Hearing: Bylaws 6/2021,
7/2021 & 8/2021 Oakmont Area Structure Plan, Land Use Bylaw Amendments (2nd & 3rd
readings). It will form part of the public agenda package.

 

This public hearing is scheduled for June 9, 2021 at 9:00 am through the Zoom platform.
You may watch the Hearing live here: https://stalbert.ca/cosa/leadership/meetings/council-
live/.

 

Your submission is being collected under the authority of Section 33 (c) of the Freedom of Information and
Protection of Privacy Act, R.S.A., 2000. and will be included as a written submission for the Public Hearing to
Bylaws 6/2021, 7/2021 & 8/2021 Oakmont Area Structure Plan, Land Use Bylaw Amendments (2nd & 3rd
readings). Please know that unless otherwise directed by yourself, your complete submission will be included and
viewable in the public agenda. It will be treated in accordance with the privacy protection provisions of Part 2 of
the Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act. If you have any questions about the collection, contact
the FOIP Coordinator at 780-418-6663.

 









under ground parking.

Re-zoning could allow BCL to be in construction in this restricted area for up to five
years to complete all the phases they are proposing. This is not acceptable to any of
the residents that paid premium prices for their properties due to their amazing views
and the quiet of the river valley.  This should not be acceptable to anyone that has to
drive by the construction site or walk the river valley trails. 

Although I don’t live directly on the river I enjoy its serenity, wildlife and beauty.  The
height of the buildings at one to one and one half times the height of Botanica and
including the adjacent complexes would not only wall off the valley but would
dominate the horizon for everyone.  I have calculated these building would be visible
from Ray Gibbon Drive and would be visible from the second floor of my house in the
north east of Oakmont. 

St Albert claims to be the “Botanic Arts City”. To approve this proposal would be a
direct contradiction to the label.  Please keep OUR river valley for the enjoyment of all
citizens. 

Peter & Sharron Wooldridge
15 Osborne Close
St Albert, Alberta T8N 6T1
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Renee McDonald

From: Hearings
Sent: Wednesday, May 26, 2021 1:43 PM
To: Hearings
Subject: Fw: Stalbert.ca / Contact City Council Form Submission

Categories:

From: no-reply@stalbert.ca <no-reply@stalbert.ca> 
Sent: Tuesday, May 25, 2021 9:11 AM 
To: Mayor Cathy Heron <mayorheron@stalbert.ca>
Subject: Stalbert.ca / Contact City Council Form Submission 

External Email: Use caution with links and attachments. 

The following email was sent to you from the City of St. Albert website. 

Name  Robert Cyr 

Organization 

Email 

Phone 

Message  To the Mayor and Council Members. 
I strongly urge you, as elected representatives of the good citizens of St. Albert, to 
reject Boudreau Development Ltd’s requests to amend the Area Structure Plan 
(ASP) and the Land Use Bylaw (LUB) at the Public Hearing on June 9, 2021. For a host
of reasons, not the least being significant traffic issues, the proposed development
is not suitable for these lands.  

Thank you,\!

Attachment(s)

Preferred response method? 

Recipients All Members of Council 

IP Address 

Sent by The City of St. Albert at 9:10am on May 25, 2021

NOTICE - This communication is intended only for the addressee and may contain information that is 
confidential, protected or legally privileged. If you are not the addressee, any use, distribution, or 
copying of this communication or the information contained in it is strictly prohibited. If you have 
received this communication in error, please notify the sender immediately by telephone and then destroy or delete 
this communication, or return it by mail as the sender requests.  
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Renee McDonald

From: Rebecca Edmunds 
Sent: Thursday, May 20, 2021 11:49 AM
To: Hearings
Subject: Riverbank landing 

Categories: Renee

External Email: Use caution with links and attachments. 
 
Dear St. Albert council 
 
As a 40 year resident of St. Albert, my family amd I would like to strongly express our opinions in 
regards to the proposed Riverbank Landing complex. 
This type of massive, high density development would only create significant congestion, traffic jams 
and noise in this lovely part of St. Albert, so close to the river. This area is NOT equipped to handle 
this proposal, and it would be much better to build this  in a different location which would not impact 
so many people in so many negative ways. 
Thank you for your consideration and thoughtful decisions. 
 
Rebecca Edmunds 
37 Berrymore Drive 
St. Albert 
 
Sent from my iPhone 

















From:
To: Hearings
Subject: Objections to Riverbank Landing
Date: Tuesday, May 18, 2021 2:54:16 PM

External Email: Use caution with links and attachments.

Please be advised we the under signed are totally opposed to the proposed massive complex  on Bellerose  Drive or
any place in St Albert.  More traffic or congestion is not a proper use in this area of the property to be further
developed.

Shirley and Geoffrey Park
#43-20 Ironwood Point

Sent from my iPad







Protect our river valley, the river belongs to everyone in St. Albert, not just
those who can afford a balcony overlooking the river, said Mayor Heron  in
the Gazette (February 3, 2021) we must preserve the natural landscape and
environment of the river valley and Red Willow Park system. Riverbank
Landing  will be a permanent eyesore, wrecking the valley landscape for miles
The City’s tallest buildings should not be built in the river valley within
existing neighbourhoods.

 
To recap concerned about 1)shadowing, 2)traffic Boudreau Road/Bellrose Drive
intersection 3) too much density, - it should be reasonable and practical. 4)
environmental, protect our river valley.
 
I ask that council vote AGAINST the zoning. Say no to the Towers- BCL is
proposing to build 15 story and 12 story high-rises that are one and a half times to
two times higher then the Botanica condos, creating a major shadowing issue for
adjacent residences. Council must refuse this unimaginable infill that is
incompatible with the surrounding neighbourhoods, as they previously did.

This version of Riverbank Landing is very much the same as the previous proposal
that was refused by council.

I’m also very concerned with “Bait and Switch” If counsel approves the proposed
amendments, BCL could apply to build way more than 360 housing units if they
want. BCL’s concept plan shows particular building heights next to existing
Oakmont residences and along the river valley but they’re asking for amendments
for higher buildings. BCL does not have to follow it’s concept plan. Beware of the
bait and switch it can happen. 
 
Respectfully
Sam Bartucci

Sam Bartucci 















 
 
Sent from Mail for Windows 10
 



From:
To: Hearings
Subject: Boudreau Communities Riverbank Landing Development
Date: Monday, May 31, 2021 10:01:41 AM

External Email: Use caution with links and attachments.

Good morning,
As a resident of Oakmont for the last ten years, I am writing to express my opposition to the proposed development
application from Boudreau Communities and to strongly encourage you to vote no once again on this revised
proposal.
When Boudreau Communities purchased the land it was not designated by the Oakmont Area Structure Plan and the
Land Use Bylaw as Mixed Use or Direct Control Mixed Use. They hoped to sway City Council and St. Albert
residents to accept a massive development that would change our river valley and the adjoining already established
neighbourhoods forever. I attended one of the early information sessions held by Boudreau Communities and was
told that this kind of development is “happening everywhere” and “people should get on board with it”.  While I
appreciate that a segment of our population embraces this type of living I seriously question why we have to accept
this location for this development. If it were proposed for a part of our city that is yet undeveloped individuals
would be able to make their own decision as to purchasing in adjoining neighbourhoods, knowing what they were
buying into.
I also agree with the arguments regarding traffic congestion, high density for the area, overshadowing of residences
and protection of the river valley that continue to be large impediments to this development in this location.
I note that widening of the existing intersection of Boudreau and Bellerose is taking place at this time but no amount
of reengineering will take the increased traffic. We are already experiencing high volumes and adding 360 units and
numerous businesses will overwhelm the intersection.
To ask existing residents to sit idly by and “just get on board” is self serving on the part of the developer and is not
considerate of those of us who live in the adjoining neighbourhoods and purchased under the existing zoning. It will
also have financial impacts for homeowners.
Please continue to protect the interests of St. Albert citizens and vote no to this development proposal.
Thank you for your careful consideration on June 9th.

Sheila McGowan
75 Oak Vista Drive
St. Albert



From:
To: Hearings
Subject: Riverbank Landing
Date: Tuesday, June 1, 2021 4:51:27 PM

External Email: Use caution with links and attachments.

Hello,

I am a resident of The Evergreens in Erin Ridge, across the street from the proposed towers at Riverbank Landing. I
strongly feel the project proposed at Riverbank Landing is not appropriate for this location. It is my hope that the
city does not approve any rezoning of this land or changes to the height restrictions currently in place.

We selected this neighbourhood to call home based on its appeal from having restaurants and amenities nearby
while maintaining a suburban feel. The proximity to the river valley was a major draw for us, however an increase to
the height restrictions of buildings at this location would impair my enjoyment of river valley and become and eye
sore in contrast to its natural beauty. This would not only impact our neighbourhood but our entire community as
Red Willow Park and the ball diamonds across the river would be largely impacted as well. Allowing this project to
push through with 12- and 15-storey buildings would lead me to question if this is an area I still wish to call home.

I am hopeful that the current traffic issues at the Bellerose Drive and Boudreau Road intersection will be solved with
the ongoing road work of an additional turning lane. I am however skeptical of this addition being capable of
handling the extra traffic volume that would come with the currently proposed Riverbank Landing residents. It is
also my understanding that Bellerose Drive will become more of a major artery with the future of addition 127th St.
A row of trees has already been removed behind my house to accommodate current traffic, I don’t think we should
be aiming to drastically increase this neighbourhoods population past what the city planners have already zoned for
knowing the roads capacity. I do not want to push this area to a point we are forced to remove all remaining green
space to accommodate traffic.

City council has an opportunity to protect the best interest of our community by not amending land use designation
or height schedule in this area. The developer had the opportunity to see the zoning restriction prior to purchasing
this land same as everyone else in the surrounding area; it would be unfair to make a change to benefit the developer
that hurts existing residents.

Sarah Sinclair



From: no-reply@stalbert.ca <no-reply@stalbert.ca> 
Sent: June 2, 2021 13:51 
To: Adryan Slaght <aslaght@stalbert.ca> 
Subject: Stalbert.ca / Planning & Development Contact Form Submission  
  

External Email: Use caution with links and attachments. 

The following email was sent to you from the City of St. Albert website. 

Name  Sharon D. Tchir 

Organization  none - private citizen 

Address  #26 - 20 Ironwood Point 

  

Phone   

Message  My concern is the Riverside Landing development being proposed east of 
Boudreau Road. While I agree with some development there, I object to 
a tall building. We already have Botanica and the apartment building 
next to Canadian Tire providing housing density along the river. Traffic at 
Bellerose and Boudreau is already very dense and problematical, without 
320 housing units being added to that traffic flow. High rise buildings 
could be built on flat, stable land north and west of current subdivisions 
in St. Albert. 

Preferred response method?  Email 

Recipients  Main Switchboard and A. Slaght 

  

Sent by The City of St. Albert at 1:51pm on June 2, 2021 

 



From:
To: Hearings
Subject: Against new construction
Date: Tuesday, June 1, 2021 6:46:53 AM

External Email: Use caution with links and attachments.

We are long term residents and voters in St.Albert and are very concerned about the new river valley construction in
the old Holes location.
Perhaps the council could prove that some things are more important than money  and protect a section of our river
valley instead of selling out to the highest bidder.
The members of the adjacent communities are already struggling with crazy traffic in these areas.
MANY concerned voters will be watching this decision, and if that’s not incentive enough, look at the obvious
concerns we all have and make the right decision not to build another ugly building in an already congested section
that we cherish.

- Family of long term residents and voters in St.Albert
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Renee McDonald

From: Troy Bender < >
Sent: Sunday, May 9, 2021 5:09 PM
To: Hearings
Subject: Riverbank Landing

External Email: Use caution with links and attachments. 
 
To whom it may concern, I am writing to express my concern over the proposed construction within 
the Oakmont neighborhood. 
 
My family have been in St Albert for over 25 years and we live in Oakmont. 
The addition of a high rise of this proportion given there is already upward pressure due to Botanica I 
and II isn’t feasible. 
 
The riverfront is a key part of the city scape and Oakmont has been impacted enough. It doesn’t have 
the resources or infrastructure to support more density of this type. 
 
I do not usually voice opinions of this nature but as a home owner I just can’t imagine purchasing a 
home along the river to have a 12 or 15 story building impeding my view and literally blocking out the 
sun. 
 
Ask yourself if it was you and it was your neighbourhood, would you support the proposed 
development? 
 
No way! 
 
Protect our city. 
 
Thanks for your consideration 
 
Troy and Gina Bender. 
 
 
Sent from my iPhone 
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Renee McDonald

From: Hillaby, Terry < >
Sent: Wednesday, May 12, 2021 8:11 AM
To: Hearings
Subject: Riverbank Landing

External Email: Use caution with links and attachments. 

I am pleased to provide this input to the public hearings regarding Riverbank Landing. Generally I am not aligned with 
the “not in my backyard” rhetoric as we would never be able to move forward and have planned and managed progress. 
However, in my opinion this development stands out as something that is absolutely not aligned with land use and 
zoning, traffic congestion and most importantly the culture of our amazing city. This density on this small footprint is 
absurd for our city. The city is already falling behind with adequate traffic infrastructure to manage our current density 
and this development will not be adequately managed with a few intersection redevelopments. I am strongly opposed 
to this development in the current form.  
 
Thank you for the opportunity to provide this input and please contact me if I can be of any assistance in this matter. 
 
Terry G Hillaby  
7 Elmwood Place 
St. Albert AB 

 
 

 



From:
To: Hearings
Subject: The BCL proposal
Date: Friday, May 28, 2021 8:11:00 AM

External Email: Use caution with links and attachments.

Dear Mayor and councillors,

People admire St. Albert because we have nature  trails and walkways that make our city beautiful and easy to
enjoy. Cities that agree to developer proposals to stick high rises up in the city’s most beautiful areas, allowing
developers to get the best price for their concrete tower because of “the view” while ruining the area for the rest of
the city, have got to be either getting kickbacks from the developers that make it worth facing the city’s wrath, or
short sighted, because the residents that once moved here for the beauty will decide it’s not worth the tax rate to see
concrete along the river and will go elsewhere. Soon, the once beautiful community is nothing but another ugly
mismatch of buildings with higher and higher taxes due to an insufficient tax base.

I like to think the collective IQ of my city council is high enough to not fall for any developer’s sales pitch
containing many incidences of “might”, “possibly” “make effort” and “likely” where it should just say “will” or
“will not”.  Nor should council approve a proposal that states the city must change their density plans! Density plans
are based on significant research which determine the characteristics that make a city function well, and are the basis
for transportation and utilities in an area. They represent hours upon hours of work by city planners, paid for by
taxpayers.  No intelligent city councillor would simply disregard the city’s density plans in order to accommodate a
developer’s desire to build.

Vancouver council faced a similar situation and made the wrong decision in 1986; they allowed developers to build
along False Creek, which used to be a popular nature and water recreation area for the residents. Concrete towers
went up, long-time residents moved out, and it became a sea of concrete enjoyed only by those who could afford it:
primarily, rich foreigners. Then the inevitable happens: commercial/multi family buildings convert to rentals, and all
too often become slums, ignored by landlords. Go to any city and look at the high rises that were a new
residential/commercial development in 1990-2000 and see what they look like now: eyesores in what used to be a
beautiful area. It could happen here, too.

Before approving development along the valley, ask: Has an independent third party environmental impact study
been done and shared, or is council expected to blindly accept the developers claims of a “no impact” outcome? Has
any research been conducted to address the effect the building will have on neighbouring area property values or
enjoyment of property?  Has a study been done on how increased traffic in that location will impact commuters and
response time for fire, police or ambulance for the rest of the area?

The only winners in approval of this proposal would be the developers as they walk away rich while leaving the
residents and council to deal with the long term impact. PLEASE, allow them build it in an area needing more
population, or just vote “No.”

Thank you

-TA Smiley
Eastwood Place







From:
To: Hearings
Subject: Riverbank Landing
Date: Thursday, May 27, 2021 1:49:11 PM

External Email: Use caution with links and attachments.

We are writing to express our concerns about the latest proposed development of Riverbank Landing on Bellerose
Drive.

This massive complex simply does not fit in this neighbourhood. It does not fit because:
* The area is not zoned for this.
*These structures will create another blockage to the view of the river valley.
*Traffic congestion on Bellerose Drive is bad enough. This huge development will only increase it.
*High rise business and residential towers do not belong in a residential neighbourhood. This densification is totally
incompatible with surrounding the neighbourhoods of Erin Ridge and Oakmont.

We have lived in St. Albert since 1975. We remember buying vegetables from the wonderful Lois Hole on their
farm and later, Hole's Greenhouse. We also remember Jim Hole, when they moved Hole’s Greenhouse to their new
development of The Enjoy Centre saying in the St. Albert Gazette he would like the old greenhouse site to be
donated to the City for development of a riverside park in honour of his mother, Lois. The park never happened. The
land was sold and Botanica Phase 1 and Phase 2 were developed resulting in increased density and traffic in Erin
Ridge and Oakmont. The remaining Hole’s land is now in the possession of Beaudreau Communities Ltd. with the
new controversial development proposal.

Please do not allow this development.

Sincerely,
Warren & Dianne Wrigglesworth
34 Enderby crescent
St. Albert
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Submission to City Council  

 
Concerning the proposed development and request for multiple Bylaw amendments by 
Boudreau Communities Ltd. (the proponent), for public hearing on June 9, 2021 
 

We make this submission to Council in order to intervene in this matter, to request that 
Council reject the proponent’s application.  We oppose the proposed “Riverbank Landing” 
development. 

Standing 

Given that there will be direct and far reaching impacts on immediate neighbourhoods if this 
development were allowed, any property owners within the adjacent Oakmont or Erin Ridge 
residential districts should be considered to be parties affected. 

Considering the broader implications of development of high intensity use and dense population 
developments within a city the size of St. Albert, when they would not be located at or along a 
main transportation corridor such as St. Albert Trail or contiguous to a transportation hub such as 
the main St Albert Transit centre or a potential future end point of the Edmonton Light Rail 
Transit system (as has occurred in development of such uses within the City of Edmonton), all 
residents of the City of St. Albert should be considered to be parties affected. 

Introduction 

Your intervenors are residents in the Oakmont district, property owners at Olivier Close.  We 
have been residents of the City of St. Albert for approximately 28 of the last 39 years, previously 
homeowners living on Morgan Crescent (1980-82), Lancaster Crescent (1990-2014) and now 
Olivier Close (2019-2021).  We are a semi-retired lawyer and retired teachers ‘aide/school 
librarian by occupation.  We have no association with the proponent nor any other known 
intervenor. 

We made a conscious decision to return from the City of Edmonton, where we lived from 2014 
to 2019, because of the character and amenities of the City of St Albert as a mid-sized city with 
low intensity development, well- designed and predominant residential areas intermixed with 
parkland and green space.  In particular we were aware of and relied upon then existing zoning 
and long-term land use planning as shown in the Area Structure Plan (Oakmont Area Structure 
Plan Bylaw 12/97) that would restrict development of the subject lots to single family 
residential (in lot 300 which represents approximately one-half or more of the entire subject area) 
or low level commercial (in lots 204 and 205). 

Background 

It must be noted from the outset that the previous development proposal made by this proponent 
was rejected by Council on June 22, 2020.  None of the reports or evidence filed to date and 
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available on the public website demonstrate that the bases for that rejection have been addressed 
nor has the proposal changed in any fundamental way so as to address those bases.  As a result, 
the proposal should be rejected upon not having met the required threshold. 

A proposed development that involves a significant and intensive land use, which departs from 
existing land use regulation (including an Area Structure Plan and existing Zoning Bylaw), as 
this proposal does, requires that the proponent meet a high and onerous burden of demonstrating 
either that there has been a fundamental change in the character of the neighbourhood which now 
allows for the proposed use to be seen as compatible, or that there has been a fundamental 
change in the proposal to show that it conforms with existing regulation.  Neither has been 
shown in this case. 

Bases for objection 

Key points that should prompt Council to reject the proposal as inconsistent with the public 
interest are as follows: 

1. Overprovision of high density use:  There are already significant high density 
developments within a short distance along Bellerose Drive, adjacent to the green area of 
the Sturgeon River, being the Botanica 1 and 2 (indicated to have approximately 252 
units – see https://www.buzzbuzzhome.com ) and the Careadon Village (indicated to 
have approximately 163 suites – see https://www.stalberttoday.ca/local-news/careadon-
village-high-hopes-finish-year-1297993 ).  Based on the occupancy forecasts for the 
proposed development, as shown in the Legislation Details for the proposed Bylaws (File 
BL-21-003) prepared by the City Planner (at p. 3 of 11), a total of 415 units in those two 
developments would house from a low of 730 to a high of 925 occupants.  

Riverbank Landing would add 360 units (noted to be reduced from 466 in the 2019 
proposal)( https://riverbanklanding.com/design/).  Even assuming only on average two 
persons per unit occupancy, at full capacity this development would add a total 
population of 720 people to the Oakmont district1, an increase of approximately 21 % 
over current levels in Oakmont( published information about the Oakmont District 
indicates a total population of 3,390 
https://stalbert.ca/home/move/neighbourhoods/oakmont/#:~:text=Oakmont's%20populati
on%2) .   

This proposed development would almost double the concentration of population 
represented by multi-residential units along the Bellerose Drive corridor from the 
Canadian Tire store to the edge of the single family residential area at Orchard Court.  It 
targets that increased density immediately adjacent to the existing Oakmont single family 
residential district (and in particular, Orchard Court) AND partly upon lands (Lot 300 
Orchard Court) meant only for single family residential development.   

 
1 The Legislation Details report indicates a projected population of 640 residents (at p. 7 of 11). 

https://www.buzzbuzzhome.com/
https://www.stalberttoday.ca/local-news/careadon-village-high-hopes-finish-year-1297993
https://www.stalberttoday.ca/local-news/careadon-village-high-hopes-finish-year-1297993
https://riverbanklanding.com/design/
https://stalbert.ca/home/move/neighbourhoods/oakmont/#:%7E:text=Oakmont's%20population%252
https://stalbert.ca/home/move/neighbourhoods/oakmont/#:%7E:text=Oakmont's%20population%252
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As noted in the Legislation Details report concerning the Municipal Development Plan, 
the Future Land Use Map shows the area where intensification of use including medium 
and high density residential should be centralized, and states “The subject site of the 
proposed amendment is not identified as an intensification point on the Future Land Use 
map.” (emphasis added) 

The proposal is extravagant and far from respecting the need for low intensity uses in a 
residential area. 

2. Radical departure from planning norms:   

The long-term plan for the Oakmont district as shown by the Area Structure Plan (Bylaw 
12/97) was primarily single family R1 residential development.  Residents past and 
present who chose to reside in a district of this character are entitled to have the integrity 
of such planning respected.  As indicated in the Area Structure Plan (s. 3.1 at p. 3 of 
Schedule A), projected development had already achieved the level of medium (or high) 
density development required for the area: 

“The total number of residential units projected for the Oakmont ASP is 1,721. Based on the 
number of residential units, 69.5% of the units are low density residential units and 30.5% are 
multiple family residential units. The Municipal Development Plan Bylaw 15/2007, Section 
4.10 indicates a minimum of 30% of dwelling units must be medium and or high density 
residential.” 

 To rezone to allow the proposed use is an unwarranted and marked departure from the 
area development plan and existing bylaw. 

 

3. The development is not consistent with and nor will maintain the character of the 
neighbourhood: 

 
Council members should take a direct in person view of the three lots as they presently 
stand, to remind themselves of the configuration of tree growth and natural environment 
and the topography of the area.  The lots generally are below elevation of Bellerose Drive 
and are protected by a fully developed tree barrier that is contiguous to the pedestrian 
walkway.  The area is ripe for an extension of housing development as currently exists on 
Orchard Court, which would remain sheltered from Bellerose Drive and be unobtrusive.  
The prospect of 20 and 40-meter-high monolith buildings rising up along that drive, 
together with other building developments within the area between Bellerose Drive and 
the Sturgeon River, create a massive complex totally inconsistent with the neighbourhood 
represented by Orchard Court and the rest of Oakmont.  It was one thing to allow the 
Botanica development on the corner of the busy intersection of Bellerose and Boudreau 
and quite another to allow that degree of development to intrude further into a quiet 
neighbourhood 
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4. Traffic patterns and congestion will create roadway risks 

 
The traffic patterns along Bellerose Drive approaching the intersection with Boudreau 
Road are already problematic without adding more vehicular traffic from the proposed 
development area. 

Anecdotally, it can be noted that long line-ups of traffic occur regularly at the intersection 
during peak hours. The existing two points of access to the Shops at Boudreau are already 
awkward because they are far too constrained (limited space for vehicles to exit to 
Bellerose at the north end; entrance only is permitted at the south end just east of the 
Bellerose corner and so close to the intersection with risk of accidents as vehicles turn on 
to Bellerose and then immediately turn into Botanica).   Congestion will increase at that 
point of access and could be exacerbated by the proposed additional right-turn in/out 
access point to the north of the Evergreen/Bellerose intersection. 2  That point of access 
notably would be only 130 meters north of the existing access, along a sloped and 
curving portion of Bellerose, creating a potentially significant traffic hazard. 

Two further important points arise from the updated traffic study: one is that the actual 
effect of full occupation of the two Botanica residences was not included in the study; 
secondly, the peak hours used to count traffic are in error - traffic flow particularly west 
on Bellerose approaching Boudreau becomes heavy daily from approximately 7 a.m. 
until 9 a.m. and beginning and end of  school hours ( particular those in Woodlands, 
along Boudreau), approximately 3:00 to 4:00 p.m.  Anecdotal evidence indicates very 
high traffic volume buildups westbound on Bellerose at the Boudreau intersection and 
northbound on Boudreau at the Bellerose intersection at one or both of these times.3 

The excessive and highly concerning impact of the proposed development on traffic flow 
in this area is stated quite plainly in the report’s conclusions: 

“6.2  Conclusions  

Based on the assessments completed, a number of movements are approaching or are over capacity at the 
Boudreau Road/Bellerose Drive intersection during the AM and PM peak hours based on existing and 2034 
background traffic volumes. Southbound queues at the Boudreau Road/Bellerose Drive intersection were 
observed spilling back to Evergreen Drive during peak hours. “ 

The authors postulate that improvements in intersection operations and additions of turn 
bays will increase capacity and ameliorate projected 2034 traffic volumes.  This is at best 

 

2  See s. 3.2 of the Riverbank Landing Traffic Impact Assessment Update, Final Report, November 10, 2020   

 
3 Section 2.2.2 and 2.3 of the study. 
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speculative and appears to require intricate use of traffic control systems to control what 
will otherwise be a significant congestion and therefore safety problem.  That is not 
consistent with measured and careful long-term planning for appropriate traffic control in 
a residential area. 

 

Therefore we respectfully ask that Council reject the development proposal. 

 

Signed electronically, 

W. Smart 

K. Smart 

 



From:
To: Hearings
Subject: Reasoning in Oakmont
Date: Tuesday, June 1, 2021 7:33:41 AM

External Email: Use caution with links and attachments.

To whom it may concern,

If there is any concern for our health, environment and children, please stop trying to decimate the green space at the
old Hole’s Farm by the red barns by developing it into more residences.  Enough is enough, and we have enough
residential density and pavement in that area already.

Please, consider health and well-being over money this time.  We need green space, not more reason to create traffic
snarls and man-made structures!

What about a park?  Let the profits be a little more altruistic than economic, for once.
Sincerely,

Abi Henneberry

Sent from my iPhone









From:
To: Hearings
Cc:
Subject: Boudreau Communities Ltd. application
Date: Tuesday, June 1, 2021 1:22:01 PM

External Email: Use caution with links and attachments.

I wish to add my voice to concerns of the rezoning application from BDL.

To rezone a site in a developed neighbourhood significantly impacts the attributes which attracted the existing
residents. This potential negative would affect all residents of St. Albert, permanently. The visuals of building
towers in our park-like river reserve, negative effect on wild animals and birds along with shoreline degradation,
increased traffic congestion and infrastructure loads.  Imagine Edmonton river valley with high rise structures.

The proposed new MDP shows three properties: 300 Orchard Court and 230 and 250 Bellerose Drive are designated
a mixed use node.  This proposal would have an altered land use from the existing residential use in the current
MDP of the Oakmont Area Structure Plan. Oakmont’s existence is based on this existing area structure plan. To
introduce a new mixed use node designation permanently alters the existing neighbourhood negatively.

All long-term residents remember the major contributions of Ted and Lois Hole to the life and culture of our
community.  This proposed rezoning would never meet the “spirit” of their contributions.

Please vote No to this proposed rezoning request by BDL. Thank you.

Arlene Pardee

Sent from my iPad
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Renee McDonald

From: AL & LAURA SCHULTZ 
Sent: Monday, May 10, 2021 2:27 PM
To: Hearings
Subject: Riverbank Landing

External Email: Use caution with links and attachments. 
 
I am opposed to the high density residential complex given the following: 
 
1. Bellerose Drive cannot handle the increased traffic and any proposed traffic circle will not resolve 
this issue. 
2. High rises are being considered in a small area with poor access. 
 
Maximum number of stories should be limited to 4. 
Any further development in this area should result in a new bridge across the Sturgeon linking with 
Sturgeon Road and going between the ball diamonds and the board park with the Developer footing a 
portion of the bill. 
 
Al & Laura Schultz 
14 Edward Way 
 
 
 
Sent from my iPad 





From:
To: Hearings
Cc: Legislative
Subject: Oakmont Area Structure Plan & Land Use Bylaw Amendments
Date: Monday, May 31, 2021 1:50:20 PM

External Email: Use caution with links and attachments.

Mayor Heron and Councillors:

My husband Brian Doran and I Jillian Doran have lived  in The Evergreens of Erin Ridge since 1997 and have
resided in St Albert since 1979.
We are opposed to the three bylaws in front of you on June 9, 2021, Bylaw 7/2021, bylaw 8/2021and bylaw 9/2021. 
I ask Council to again vote unanimously against these three bylaws.

While we acknowledge the city”s need for higher density residential we strongly believe the river valley is not the
appropriate location for high density residential. We need to protect our green space and river valley. There is all
ready significant development in our river valley.   We believe the current zoning for residential and commercial in
the Oakmont Area Structure Plan is appropriate and suitable for the existing neighbourhoods.

We drive Bellerose Drive daily and at times traffic moves at a snail’s pace and is often backed up beyond the
entrance to The Evergreens. We are concerned  higher density and more commercial development will increase
traffic, noise and pollution.  Currently drivers U-Turn in the entrance to our neighborhood and we can see this
increasing if the Area Structure Plan is amended.

It appears to us that these changes have been driven by the city’s administration rather than you, our Mayor and
Council, who the citizens have elected to protect our interests and direct the city’s growth and development.  It is
important to us that the City of St. Albert maintain direct control of any and all development.

We are strongly opposed to the three bylaws in front of you on June 9, 2021 and ask you our Mayor and City
Council to vote unanimously against these three bylaws.

Regards,
Brian D Doran
Jillian M Doran
17 Everest Crescent



From:
To: Hearings
Subject: Riverbank Landings
Date: Monday, May 10, 2021 8:32:00 PM

External Email: Use caution with links and attachments.

St Albert Council Members,
For all the reasons we have been talking about in the past 4 years, we are NOT in favour of the Riverbank Landing
plans for a massive, high density residential complex being proposed for the second time by Boudreau
Communities.  In summary, we are concerned for zoning changes, River Valley development, traffic congestion ,
high density complex , high rise towers and finally for Council to protect the residents of Oakmont who will have to
live with this structure.  We do understand that the City needs sources of revenue so we need to have such
developments but build them in the outer fringes of St Albert where new construction would be welcome.  We
would like to maintain the existing area for at most single or duplex type housing to maintain the exiting theme in
Oakmont development. The Botanica Condos and shops of Boudreau are an excellent addition to the area but  any
other tower structure will simply annnoy Oakmont residents.  It makes no sense to continue to push this
development while there are other options more palatable to be considered.  Council has many hats to wear in this
process but we are looking for the right decision in the interests of the vast majority of residents in the area who
oppose such a project.
We vote “NO” to this project and hope you can support our position.
Thank you for your service to the City of St Albert,
Sincerely,
Brian & Karen Paradis
41 Olivier Close





From:
To: Hearings
Subject: Riverbank Landing Application
Date: Tuesday, June 1, 2021 4:01:02 PM

External Email: Use caution with links and attachments.

The Riverbank Landing new design concept has not been altered significantly from the application that was rejected
by council last year.

I am not anti development and do believe in densification.  However a development of this size simply does not fit
in this area.

The changes to the previous zoning is not fair to existing residents.

Traffic congestion and the high density of the proposed development are not a fit for this parcel.

Of particular concern is the impact on the Sturgeon River valley. Towers of this magnitude are not a fit for the  St
Albert valley.

Council I implore you to consider the impact of this development on the residents of Oakmont.

A rejection of this application is essential.

Thank you for your consideration of my input.

Brian Hryniuk
25 Oakcrest Terr
St Albert



From:
To: Hearings
Subject: Riverbank Landing
Date: Tuesday, June 1, 2021 5:54:20 PM

External Email: Use caution with links and attachments.

We are opposed to the high rise structures at Riverbank Landing.  We are not opposed to the development per se,
just the density and height of the buildings.
Thank you.
Alexandra Allen
St Albert (Akinsdale)

Sent from my iPad





Developers do not pay taxes. Zero. Building/ permit fees maybe and any infrastructure upgrades
they can't lie or mislead their way out of. But no taxes. They do not vote. Dave does not live here nor
does he spend his millions here. Boudreau has diminished the river valley for everyone, reduced
property values for all but their tenants and seriously eroded the sense of community that has put
St. Albert on many "Best Places" list. Yet you are ready to let him devalue the
homes/neighbourhoods even more.  Council needs to say "Sorry, you've taken enough from our city,
no more development at that site...none."

I understand council faces pressure to dense-ify the city. There are so many ways to achieve that
which  do not exact such a high toll on the city. There are also people who support this
development. Most do not live in the affected communities and can't see long term downside that
both the existing development will have and any new development will multiply. Most of my
neighbours are opposed but too resigned to the inevitable. They will likely regret not speaking up
when St. Albert becomes just another faceless/anonymous  city, long forgotten from any "best
places" list.

For the record, I've done a small amount of work for Boudreau Properties and even in that brief time
I can say with certainty, that behind any shiny drawings or other facades, Dave is extremely
aggressive with regards to profits. Have no illusions, he's a clever salesman and will say anything he
thinks council wants to hear to close the deal. How it's "good" for the city. How he's all about
building neighbourhoods (which even you can see fell apart when his previous submission failed).
But that's where council comes in. You need to see past the facades, all the noise about good and
bad. See the vision of a strong community based city.

So, Council must resolve there will be NO MORE DEVELOPMENT AT RIVERBANK LANDING. It's gone
too far already. Dave and Boudreau Developments still need to pay the full 2 Million dollars for the
intersection upgrade (that is non negotiable). That full $2 Million will cover their portion of the
drainage upgrade they owe as well.  Also, it's the businesses that are driving up traffic so Boudreau
also needs to reduce the number of existing business by 20%. Finally, the current vacant land needs
to be developed into a safe usable green space (at Boudreau's expense) for the community, to undo
some of the damage that's already occurred.

Thank You For Listening.

Allen Clark





Proposed Amendments to Oakmont ASP and Land Use Bylaw Amendments  

The revised Riverbank Landing proposal does not fully address the concerns expressed by City 
Council and St Albert residents.  There has been some reduction in units but the form of 
development still introduces too many conflicts into the community.  The proposal would bring 
another 360 units into an already busy location with significant impacts on the surrounding 
neighbourhoods. 

Regional Plan 

The Edmonton Metropolitan Regional Growth Plan provides that the greatest density will be 
directed to centres and areas with existing or planned regional infrastructure, transit and 
amenities, at a scale appropriate to the community.  The site is not in a suitable location for the 
proposed high density because the scale is not appropriate to the neighbourhood and the 
location does not offer sufficient transportation choice and accessibility.  There is no provision 
for affordable housing as part of the plan, where St Albert’s greatest need lies.  

Conflict with St Albert’s policies 

The proposal does not conform to the Municipal Development Plan: it does not align with the 
vision, draft goals nor growth scenarios arising from the public participation and technical work 
on the new plan, “Flourish.”  Although the site is shown as a mixed use area, the MDP directs 
higher density growth to more central locations with good access to transit and services.  The 
proposal would create a new centre of highly concentrated residential development that far 
exceeds the density and built form planned for this area.  

While new development can successfully contribute to a more sustainable city with a greater 
variety of housing types and a more compact development pattern, it is critical that such 
development takes place in an appropriate location, where infrastructure and services can 
support the development; where development is compatible with the surrounding community; 
where land uses are suitable and there is no conflict with City policies.   

No neighbourhood connection or compatibility 

The Oakmont ASP amendment does not provide information on how the development would 
fit into the existing neighbourhood.  As designed, it appears to have little connection to the 
neighbourhood.  The impact on parks and other community facilities is not identified.  Adding 
360 residential units to the existing Botanica 500 units (approx.) creates significant impacts on 
the established neighbourhoods. 



The revised site plan includes an improved transition to the adjacent low density single family 
housing by adding townhomes adjacent to Orchard Court.  Yet a 40m tower on the east side of 
the property creates an overwhelming impact beyond the site perimeter.   

The applicant claims that retention of existing trees is an acceptable substitute for a well-
planned transition of building density and form.  Under no circumstances is this satisfactory.  
Any high density development that is contiguous with a low density residential neighbourhood 
should include a gradual stepping down of height and density from the highest building to the 
property boundary to improve compatibility.  Riverbank Landing fails to do this.   

Impact on Red Willow Park and the Sturgeon River Valley 

The revised project will still have an unacceptable impact on the Red Willow Park and Sturgeon 
River Valley. The 50m building is too close to the riverbank edge and overwhelms the river 
valley.  This “wall of development,“ continuing from the Botanica buildings, overshadows the 
river valley.  The current proposal would greatly impact the views from the trails along the river.  
People of St Albert greatly value the Sturgeon River Valley and the natural environment and 
trails it offers.  The Sturgeon River Valley, the Red Willow Park and environmental policies are 
priorities in the MDP and it is important to the quality of life of citizens to maintain the natural 
aspect of the river valley.  An objective of the Red Willow Park Master Plan is to create a 
continuous system of parks along the banks of the Sturgeon River linked by a continuous multi- 
purpose trail on both sides of the river.  There is no completed trail from Boudreau Road east 
on the north side of the river and if slope instability makes a trail below the bank unsafe, then a 
trail should be included through the Botanica site and the site of the current proposal. 

Traffic Congestion 

The addition of a further 360 residential units to the existing Botanica apartments will create an 
increase in traffic along Bellerose Drive and Boudreau Road which are already congested.  
Furthermore, all emergency services, police, fire, ambulance and hospital are located on 
Boudreau Road.  Adding additional traffic congestion will surely affect the ability of these 
services to respond quickly to emergencies.  It is clear that more costly upgrades will be needed 
to the Boudreau Road/ Bellerose Drive intersection.  Is the developer paying for these?    

The revised Riverbank Landing proposal has not adequately responded to the issues raised at 
the previous public hearing and is not in line with the City’s growth policies as the site is not in 
an appropriate location for such intensive high rise development.  The proposal’s impacts on 
existing neighbourhoods, infrastructure capacity and the river valley remain considerable and 
further reduction in intensity of development and building heights are needed.   



We the residents of St. Albert built Oakmont, Evergreen, & Erin Ridge.  We invested our money based on the 
Area Structure Plan for the future residential development of Oakmont Evergreen & Erin Ridge.  We the Residents 
had a contract with the City of St. Albert.   

 

Now Boudreau Communities Ltd (BCL)  are applying to break our Area Structure agreement.   

I oppose the rezoning of Lots 230, 250, & 300 for over densifying of Oakmont, Evergreen, & Erin Ridge, by 
Boudreau Communities Ltd (BCL)  rezoning application under the new St. Albert Municipal Development Bylaw.   

 

St Albert’s low-rise, tree-lined Neighbourhoods are a defining feature of the city.   Increasingly, the properties 
in these areas are being redeveloped and replaced with new detached houses, semi-detached houses, 
townhouses, and compatible low-rise apartment buildings.   

The following policies ensure development in St. Albert’s Neighbourhoods sensitively accommodates more 
diverse forms of housing and a wider mix of uses in appropriate locations, while respecting the 
Neighbourhood’s scale and character. 

Neighbourhood’s scale and character……taken from the City of St. Albert Municipal Development Document 
(MDP) Bylaw, Neighbourhoods Section 14.6 of the MDP bylaw. 

The following policies also guide the planning and development of new Neighbourhoods that are subject to Area 
Structure Plans.  

14.6.2.  Regulate Neighborhood Redevelopment defines; 

Appropriate transitions in height, scale, and design with other buildings in the immediate 
surroundings may. 

 

The Boudreau Development Limited ((BCL) ) & its Riverbank Landing (RCL) application to rezone Lots 230, 250, & 

300, in my opinion “”FAILs”” the New Municipal Development Bylaw as follows: 

 

1. 7.1.8. Accommodate a greater mix of housing forms in existing Neighbourhoods that respect the scale 
and character of the area. 

2. 12.2.4. Ensure streetscape design supports a consistent streetscape character. 
3. 12.3.1. Ensure general consistency of scale in developments within existing Neighbourhoods through 

complementary built form, while encouraging a greater range of higher density built form in and 
around areas planned for intensification.  

4. 12.3.2. Ensure appropriate built form and density transitions between existing Neighbourhoods and 
priority areas for growth, as identified on Map 4. 

5. 12.3.4. Encourage a building’s siting and design to maximize views of significant natural features and 
existing landmark buildings.  



6. 12.3.5. Assess and minimize the shadow impacts, through building design and setbacks, of proposed 
new mid-rise and high-rise buildings on public open spaces and private amenity spaces in abutting 
properties and Neighbourhoods. 

7. 13.1.6. Strive to achieve a tax revenue split of 70% residential assessment and 30% non-residential 
assessment, to promote sustainability and reduce the reliance on residential taxes.  

8. 13.2.1. Support growth and change in established areas to enhance their character and vitality. 
9. 13.2.6. Focus intensification generally as follows:  

d) The highest density developments will be encouraged to be located Downtown to support an 
overall minimum aspirational density target of 100 dwelling units per net hectare Downtown. 

10. 13.2.9. Prepare guidelines for intensification within existing Neighbourhoods, in consultation with the 
community, to facilitate new development that contributes positively to Neighbourhoods and the city 
as a whole. 

11. 14.1.8. Encourage improvements that protect or enhance the ecological integrity of Sturgeon River and 
Carrot Creek and enhance public enjoyment of the waterfront. 

12. 14.1.9. Maintain important public views and vistas of the river and creek and protect public access 
where it exists. 

13. 14.4.6. Encourage intensification to occur within 400 metres of existing and planned Rapid Transit 
Station Areas, as shown on Map 3, and include medium- or high-density forms, or both. 

14. 14.6.2. Regulate Neighbourhood redevelopment, through the Land Use Bylaw, to achieve the      
following:      

     a) Appropriate transitions in height, scale, and design with other buildings in the immediate 
surroundings;   

     b) General compatibility in front, side, and rear yard setbacks within the block and along the street;  

     c) A consistent streetscape;  

     d) Compatibility with surrounding land uses; 

15. 14.6.4. Encourage low-rise apartment buildings on lots fronting a crosstown or connector street, 
provided such buildings are oriented to and have their main entrance on the street. 

16. 14.6.5. Encourage mixed-use development that consists of residential units and neighbourhood oriented 
commercial uses at grade on corner lots, providing appropriate transition to, and minimizing impacts 
on, neighbouring properties through landscape. 

17. 14.6.6. Develop and maintain Neighbourhood Infill Design Guidelines to maintain the attractive 
characteristics of existing Neighbourhoods. 

18. 14.6.7. Encourage the redevelopment of commercial sites within Neighbourhoods to accommodate 
mixed-use development that:  
c) Includes appropriate transitions and screening from neighbouring uses; and  
d) Incorporates complementary built form with the surrounding neighbourhood. 

19. 16.1.2. Prior to completing a comprehensive review of the Land Use Bylaw, the City will support Land 
Use Bylaw amendments that align with the policies in Flourish. (Note – this policy says “align with the 
policies in Flourish”; it does not say align with Map 3, which is for “general illustrative purposes”). 

  



APPLICATION by Boudreau Communities Ltd 

Boudreau Communities Ltd (BCL) has submitted another application for Riverbank Landing – a massive, high 
density residential development located between the river valley and Bellerose Drive  next to the Botanica 
condos and the Shops at Boudreau. This version of Riverbank Landing is very much the same as the previous 
proposal that was refused by Council.  

 

HERE ARE THE ACTIONS THE CITY OF ST. ALBERT COUNCILORS SHOULD TAKE: 

DO NOT CHANGE THE ZONING – The land is currently zoned Direct Control (DC), which gives Council authority 
and  control over the use and development of the land and buildings, including density and building height. 
BCL  wants to change the zoning so they can build what they want.  

∙ Council must refuse drastic changes to land uses and zoning in existing neighbourhoods  

PROTECT OUR RIVER VALLEY - “The river belongs to everyone in St. Albert, not just those who can afford 
a  balcony overlooking the river”, said Mayor Heron in the Gazette (February 3, 2021). We must preserve  the 
natural landscape and environment of the river valley and Red Willow Park.  

∙ Riverbank Landing will a permanent eye sore, wrecking the valley landscape for miles  

TRAFFIC at and near the Boudreau Road/Bellerose Drive intersection is already a serious problem.  Access to 
and from the site will always be limited. Higher density means more traffic. Riverbank Landing will  needlessly 
add to traffic congestion, choke off nearby intersections and increase the risks of pedestrian and  cyclist safety.  

∙ Riverbank Landing will make the current traffic and safety problems much worse  

OVER DENSITY - Oakmont already meets the City’s density target for multi-family residential 
housing.  Adding the massive 360 unit Riverbank Landing development to the 252 condo units in Botanica 
would  needlessly create way too much density in this small corner of Oakmont with its limited access. ∙ 
Riverbank Landing should be located in areas the City designated for high density – not here  

NO TOWERS - BCL is proposing to build 15 storey and 12 storey high-rises that are 1½ to 2 times  higher than 
the Botanica condos, creating major shadowing issues for adjacent residences. ∙ The City’s tallest buildings 
should not be built in the river valley within existing neighbourhoods  

COUNCIL ACCOUNTABILITY - The Mayor and Councillors are entrusted to act in the best interests of 
citizens.  Council must be held accountable if they approve developments that are unsuitable for a 
location. ∙ Council must reject infill developments that are incompatible with surrounding 
communities.   

 

 

  



CONCERNS IF ST. ALBERT CITY COUNCIL APPROVES REZONING…  

BAIT & SWITCH - If Council approves the proposed amendments, BCL could apply to build way more than 
360 housing units if they want to. BCL’s concept plan shows particular building heights next to existing 
Oakmont residences and along the river valley but they are asking for amendments for higher buildings.  

∙ BCL does not have to follow its concept plan. Beware of the “bait and switch” – it can happen  

SCARE TATCTICS – BCL says they could build a 340,000 square foot commercial development on the site 
(more  than twice the size of Costco) that generates much more traffic than Riverbank Landing. ∙ Council 
must keep the zoning as Direct Control to avoid unintended future consequences.  

NOISE – Construction noise and dust from the site and movement of heavy equipment to/from the site will be 
a  constant nuisance for nearby residents and anyone who uses Boudreau Road or Bellerose Drive.   

∙ Residents will have to put up with construction for five to six years  

COST TO TAXPAYERS - The cost impacts of the proposed development on existing municipal infrastructure 
(e.g.,  “wear and tear” on existing roads in the City) has not been considered.  

∙ All homeowners will pay to repair public roads damaged by heavy construction equipment  

PROPERTY VALUE LOSS - BCL bought the properties knowing what the current land use and zoning is – just like 
residents adjacent to the site did when they built their homes. BCL wants the City to “break the land use 
contract” with residents so they can gain a massive profit while residents will lose. ∙ Residential properties 
near Riverbank Landing may suffer a loss in value from 5 – 9%.  

HARDLY MIXED USE - BCL says they want the land to be zoned as mixed use. Yet BCL wants commercial floor 
space reduced to 5% of the total floor area. And in their concept, more than 86% of the site’s total residential 
floor area is concentrated within the 15-storey and 12-storey high-rises.  

∙ Riverbank Landing is a massive high density apartment complex with a “7/11 on the corner”.   

NOT APPROPRIATE INFILL - Developments of this size should be built in areas designated by the City for high 
density  and/or high-rise buildings, such as near transit centres, along St Albert Trail or within 
downtown.  Developments of this size are not even planned in “new” neighbourhoods – so why here? ∙ This 
land was never intended nor approved for this type and scale of infill development.  

UGLYNESS OF EXTENDED SHADOWING - The proposed high-rises may not be as high as before, but they are 
much wider and  bulkier. In fact, the total floor area of the proposed 15-storey and 12-storey high-rises is 
21% more than the  total floor area of the previously proposed two 26-storey high-rises.  

∙ The high-rises will cast broader shadows and linger on nearby properties for longer periods.   

NO HOUSE DIVERSITY - 309 condo units are planned for the two high-rises, which represents about 86% of 
the Riverbank Landing’s proposed 360 residential units. The average price point of the 309 units is projected 
to be about $700,000.  



∙ Riverbank Landing is high density, non-affordable housing crunched into two towers.   

FISCAL IMPACT - In order to estimate the property tax benefit of Riverbank Landing to the City, BCL set “price 
points” for some condo units that are much higher than the City’s average assessments for condos. As such, 
the estimated tax benefit to the City may be exaggerated.   

∙ Even developments with much less density will noticeably add to the City’s property tax base  

MISLEADING - (BCL) ’s pretty ads and architectural drawings are sales pitches meant to lead Council and 
the public into believing an unsuitable infill development is acceptable at this location. ∙ Council must 
exercise the Direct Control designation and set reasonable conditions for innovative infill development 
on the site, including proper transition of use and height from the Botanica condos down to adjacent 
residences; and appropriate infill development guidelines that maintain the character of nearby existing 
communities and minimizes the impact on the river valleys. 

 

  



Mayor Heron & Counselors, I am owner/resident of 15 Orion Close, St. Albert. 

St. Albert’s previous wise leaders developed St. Albert with vision.  A river valley residential community with a 
Forested Botanical Appeal.  All streets, & boulevards are adorned with a plethora of tree varieties, clearly an artful 
mix of native trees with transplanted decorative domestic varieties to create a forested attraction to the 
community of St. Albert.  Manicured,,, managed,,, grown,,, by St. Albert,,,,, creating ,,,, a Botanical Brand for St. 
Albert…..  An Artistic Botanical Garden space was developed along the Red Willow trail, to further enhance the 
name sake Brand of St Albert.  A Botanical Arts City.  

We bought the Brand & chose the near rural appeal of a small community, without the urban cement jungle of 
high rises.  St. Albert to my family was living with amenities of a large center, hospital, shopping, services, schools, 
but with the best feel of a smaller community similar to a smaller town my wife & I both grew up in.   To me 
building the high-density towers, means breaking the Botanical Arts Brand, & breaking the established vision of 
previous leaders of St. Albert.  Once broken there is no going back, a scar is a scar & remains for ever.  You can 
see it every day. 

Before building in St. Albert, I understood development would occur, so I spoke with City of St. Alberts Business 
Development officer whom confirmed Erin Ridge, Evergreen, & Oakmont were to be a residential development 
plan for the foreseeable future.   

As a long time resident (1993) of 15 Orion Close, we are within 65 meters of the proposed Riverbank Landing 
property, I have concerns, this application will create a drastic change to our community and our lifestyles. 

I OPPOSE the Rezoning application by Boudreau Communities (BCL) Riverbank landing application on Lots 230, 
250, 300 (old Holes Property). 

 

Andy Lashuk 

15 Orion close,  

St. Albert, AB 

T8N 6G2 

 

 

 







From:
To: Hearings
Subject: Oakmont/Erin Ridge development
Date: Tuesday, June 1, 2021 6:14:44 PM

External Email: Use caution with links and attachments.

  I am a long term St. Albert resident with relatives that I visit often in this area. I find traffic in this Boudreau/ Erin
Ridge area to be overly congested, and would be opposed to it becoming worse with further development. I urge
council to refuse the three bylaws.
      Barry Bergh, 77 Lacombe Drive

Sent from my iPhone





June 1, 2021 
 
Mayor and Council 
City of St. Albert 
5 St. Anne Street 
St. Albert, AB T8N 3Z9 
 
 
Via e-mail: hearings@stalbert.ca  
Copy to: The Honourable Mayor Cathy Heron, mayorheron@stalbert.ca 
 
Dear Mayor Heron and City Councillors  
 
Subject: Comments in Response to Public Hearing for Oakmont Area Structure Plan (ASP) 

& Land Use Bylaw (LUB) Amendments - Riverbank Landing 
 
This letter serves to provide comment on the upcoming “Public Hearing for Oakmont ASP & LUB 
Amendments - Riverbank Landing” for your consideration. 
 
With regards to Bylaw 7/2021 and the “Amendment to the Area Structure Plan in Oakmont to re-
designate lands and to add a Mixed Use Designation”, I do not support this amendment. 
 
With regards to Bylaw 8/2021 & 9/2021 and the “Amendment to the Land Use Bylaw by redistricting 
lands and making text changes to the Direct Control Mixed Use District (DCMU)”, I do not support this 
amendment. 
 
I have been a resident in the Greater Edmonton area for 15 years and have recently made the decision 
to make the City of St. Albert my home for my family and myself.  This comes with a great financial 
investment and strong personal commitment to continue to make our community a premiere place to 
live and work.  St. Albert takes its place in Canada as one of the top communities to live because it 
already has the services & amenities of a large population urban city, but still retains the small town 
characteristics and charm.   
 
In order to maintain the needed progression in terms of development, St. Albert and the local area of 
Oakmont have a brilliant Area Structure Plan that provides the framework for necessary growth and 
development. What is very apparent is that the Riverbank Landing Development that is being proposed 
by Boudreau Communities LTD. and consultant group is grossly disproportionate to the nature of the 
neighbouring communities and is misaligned to the immediate and future needs of those neighbouring 
communities.  The proposed development is certainly ambitious and alluring at the surface; however, 
when one steps back and considers the proposal objectively and much more holistically, it is very clear 
that the development concept is fatally flawed for the specific location.  The Infill development proposal 
for the 3 parcels of land located along Bellerose Drive is akin to “trying to put a square peg in a round 
hole”; both are fine on their own but are totally incompatible.  The proposed development is trying to 
do too much in the small space and thereby clashing with the immediate neighboring communities.  In 
order to better meet the vision, developments need to be better interlaced within the communities and 
strategically located across the city.  This strategy will represent a more improved and comprehensive 
way of living up to the City’s vision and mission.   
 
In addition to obvious location misplacement, the development most certainly is beyond what the 
existing utility and traffic infrastructure can support, and extends beyond what the additional tax 
revenues can fund for required improvements to these utility and infrastructure systems in order to 
accommodate the development’s demand.   In time, the development will prove to be very costly which 



will be a burden to the community and City as a whole and will represent a permanent problem that 
cannot be undone.   
 
Included in my family’s decision to invest and make St. Albert our permanent home were the existing 
bylaws and Oakmont Area Structure Plan set forth for the progression of the community.  Having said 
that, what was the overall governing reason was the alignment of our family’s values and goals with 
the City of St. Albert’s vision and mission to make our home city “a vibrant, innovative and thriving City 
that we all call home, that sustains and cherishes its unique identity and small town values. We are 
the Botanical Arts City.”  As a resident of St. Albert, I ask that the Planning & Development, Mayor and 
Councillors objectively review the development proposal in conjunction with the City’s guiding vision 
and desires of the current residents, and appropriately act on behalf of the residents of St. Albert and 
reject the amendments as proposed.  I entrust that the Planning & Development, Mayor and 
Councillors of St. Albert live out the Council’s Mission “to represent the residents of St. Albert, make 
decisions in the best interests of the entire community and ensure the corporation delivers results that 
will help sustain a high quality of life for St. Albertans.” This will ensure that St. Albert continues to hold 
its place as being one of the best places to live in the world.    
 
Sincerely, 
 
Christopher C. Boyda 
St. Albert, AB T8N 7P9 
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Renee McDonald

From: Celine Gannon < >
Sent: Tuesday, June 1, 2021 9:07 PM
To: Hearings
Subject: Bylaws 7/2021, 8/2021, 9/2021

Categories:

External Email: Use caution with links and attachments. 
 
Dear Mayor Heron and City Council, 
I am a resident of Oakmont and a mother of 4 children. Despite growing up in the larger city of 
Edmonton ,  I love the smaller , more quiet city of St Albert and my husband and I happily decided to 
raise our family here. 
I am opposed to the proposed development of building large, tall high rise towers on the banks of the 
sturgeon river and to the three bylaws 7/2021, 8/2021 and 9/2021. 
I feel it is important to 
-protect our natural river valley 
-prevent  traffic from Becoming insane 
-preserve our beautiful green tree filled skyline of St. Albert Please keep our St Albert a beautiful 
green city. Keep large high rise towers and shadows to bigger cities where they belong. 
Thank you, 
Celine Gannon-Dean 
 
 
 
 
Sent from my iPhone 





June 2, 2021 

Mayor and Council 
City of St. Albert 
5 St. Anne Street 
St. Albert, AB T8N 3Z9 

Via e-mail: hearings@stalbert.ca 
Copy to: The Honourable Mayor Cathy Heron, mayorheron@stalbert.ca 

Dear Mayor Heron and City Councillors, 

Subject: Comments in Response to Public Hearing for Oakmont ASP Amendments 
- Riverbank Landing

This letter serves to provide comment on the upcoming “Public Hearing for Oakmont [Area Structure 
Plan] ASP Amendments - Riverbank Landing” (see File #: BL-21-003, Version: 1) for your 
consideration. 

With regards proposed Bylaw 7/2021 Oakmont Area Structure Plan Amendment, being amendment 
5 to the Oakmont Area Structure Plan Bylaw 12/97, I do not support this amendment. The proposed 
amendment to municipal address 300 Orchard Court, legal land description, Plan 102 1490, Block 1, 
Lot 2A, is a significant change that should not be taken lightly. The surrounding neighborhoods, city 
infrastructure and services were built and established using the current ASP as a basis. In addition, 
this amendment to the bylaw does not fully support the intent of the Municipal Development Plan 
(MDP). Per the MDP, “St. Albert’s low-rise, tree-lined neighbourhoods are a defining feature of the 
city.” Understanding that development is important, the current location of the proposed development 
significantly detracts from this defining feature. An important consideration to development in this 
area is traffic and congestion. Although there is a report providing recommendations of alleviating 
the increase in traffic, what is not considered in this report is the row of established, mature trees 
that will need to be removed as part of the Riverbank Landing proposal and suggested traffic 
improvement plan. Per the aforementioned MDP, I ask you to “protect the environmental features 
and ecosystems within and connected to the City of St. Albert”. 

With regards to proposed Bylaw 8/2021 Land Use Bylaw Schedule A Amendment, being 
amendment 186 to the Land Use Bylaw 9/2005, to redistrict the subject property from Direct Control 
(DC) to Direct Control Mixed Use (DCMU), I do not support this amendment. The proposed 
Riverbank Landing is a significant change to the ASP and the overall vision of the City of St. Albert, 
and as such should be included in a rigorous development permitting process.

With regards to proposed Bylaw 9/2021 Land Use Bylaw Text and Schedule F Amendment, being 
amendment 187 to the Land Use Bylaw 9/2005, I do not support this amendment. The building height 
comes with increased density. Increased building heights create significantly undesirable shadowing 
on several established residential neighbourhoods, greenspaces, playgrounds, and recreational 
areas. In addition to not fitting with aesthetic of the City, significant periods of shadowing on these 
established areas can pose a mental health issue with regards to lack of sunlight during hours of 
“after school/work” play and recreation. 

In addition to the above, I request that you consider the City of St. Albert’s Environmental Master Plan 
(EMP) and protect the Sturgeon River Valley, as a notable Environmentally Sensitive Area. Protection 
of the existing area should be prioritized over relocation of wetlands and/or wildlife via a “wildlife 
corridor”. There is a marked difference between doing what is acceptable via an Environmental 
Impact Assessment and what fits in with what the overall goals of the City are. 



I urge you to take this, as well as the feedback of the other numerous residents, into consideration when 
making your decisions and ask that you vote against amending these bylaws. Overall, the proposed 
amendments under consideration conflict with the current ASP and its original intent, the MDP, and the 
overall vision of St. Albert. As such, support of these proposed amendments may result in a public 
perception of an unfortunate measure to “keep up” and not act in keeping with the established plan 
for growth in the region, and the historic long term respectful relationship between Mayor, Council, 
and The City of St. Albert residents. As residents of St. Albert, we are trusting you to act in the best 
interest of the citizens of St. Albert. 

My family and I chose St. Albert as a place to live based on the like-minded people in the community, 
the safety of neighbourhood in which we live, the commitment to the environment and natural 
resources, and the breathtaking beauty of the Sturgeon River Valley. Thank you for your 
consideration of comments presented herein. I look forward to speaking on June 9th, 2021 to voice 
my concerns with the amendments.  

Sincerely, 

Courtenay L. Boyda  
Resident of St. Albert 



















 
Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail.

 
 







the infrastructure is designed to accommodate such high density and the residents
know before they buy what the zoning is. 

TRAFFIC:   The second exit from Oakmont via coal min road was closed at a
developers request pushing all of the traffic to the Bellerose/Boudreau intersection or
short cutting through Eri Ridge.  In the application to rezone land for Botanica I & II
Bunt & Associates stated that there would be no problem with traffic.  They
supposedly took into consideration increased traffic from Botanic I & II and
surrounding future growth.  Well we know what happened , the exact opposite.  We do
have a problem now with traffic.  Congestion, poor traffic flow, idling causing excess
greenhouse gas emissions.  Now the tax payers are paying to for upgrades to the
Boudreau/Bellerose intersection to attempt to aliviate the traffic problems.  Why
should we believe Bunt & Associates TIA this time?  A right in and a right out up the
hill from the Evergreen Intersection is only going to cause more problems, in an
already backed up intersection at Oakmont Drive and Bellerose.  U turns  or vehicles
going through at hight numbers to short cut through Erin Ridge by the Francophone
school ( which is already chaos) or onto OakVista/Erin Ridge Drive.  The intersections
at the proposed rezoning lands are not the only intersections that will be affected.  

SENIORS:  In the application it mentions a Seniors Building.  Again, this is a rezoning
application saying everything they think City Council would want to hear to approve a
REZONING application.   

Tax Revenue: There seems to be lot of emphasis on Tax revenue generated from a high
density development.  Sure, but put the development where it is designed to go.  BCL
points out that there is an increased tax revenue from a high density development, but
why then reduce  the amount of commercial.  If council is considers this application
based on tax revenue, I then ask, why didd City of St Albert council allow Landrex to
rezone commercial to residential North of Costco on lands that were annexed in the
commercial corridor?  

Sturgeon River Valley:
I have always believed in the importance of our river valley, green spaces  and the need
for their protection for generations to come and for our wildlife.  I organized a
reforesting of the Riverbanks across from Botanica I & II.  I searched for & found
sponsors to donate, a tree nursery to donate businesses to donate and volunteers to
plant 500, three foot spruce trees along the riverbanks across from the proposed
rezoning.  Citizens are trying to protect our river valley and developers are trying to
make a profit from our river valley.  BCL was asked as to why they don’t take the
“proposed” high density development and develop it where the infrastructure can be in
place to accommodate the high density.  His reply was simple, “the river”.  You see
developers see our river valley as a place to make money.  So I ask you, is our River
Valley for sale for profit.  It is with City Council to decide if it should be saved.  Or
because a developer sees an opportunity to make a lot of money be influenced by their
fancy ideas of “how to make money” not how to work with St Albertans or for St



Albertans.  

This application is for rezoning not a development permit, just like the one in Braeside.
PLEASE SAY NO!

THIS IS AN APPLICATION FOR REZONING AND CHANGES TO THE LAND
USE BYLAW, NOT FOR DEVELOPMENT.   
(pardon the grammatical and spelling errors, i lost track of my days and had to write this last minute).

VIEW FROM ACROSS THE RIVER

WALKING BEHIND BOTANICA I

THE VIEW WALKING PAST CANADIAN TIRE 

IT IS TIME CITY OF ST ALBERT COUNCIL SAY NO MORE DENSE
DEVELOPMENT ALONG THE STURGEON RIVER.  THE CITY OF EDMONTON
HAS RESTRICTIONS ON DEVELOPMENTS ALONG THE NORTH
SASKATCHEWAN RIVER.  THE STURGEON RIVER MAY NOT BE AS MIGHTY
AS THE N. SASKATCHEWAN BUT IT IS OUR RIVERVALLEY AND ONCE
DEVELOPED ITS GONE.  

ONE OF THE GREAT THNGS ABOUT OUR RIVER VALLEY IS CORRIDOR IT
PROVIDES WILDLIFE TO MIGRATE FROM BIG LAKE TO THE COUNTY.S 
HE NEEDS THE RIVER VALLEY TOO!









From:
To: Hearings
Subject: Oakmont/Erin Ridge Development
Date: Tuesday, June 1, 2021 6:38:52 PM

External Email: Use caution with links and attachments.

I am a long term resident of St Albert,  20 years in Erin Ridge.
The traffic in the Beaudreau/Oakmont/Erin Ridge area is overly congested.
I would be opposed to it becoming worse with further development.
I urge Council to refuse the three bylaws.

Florin Bergh-  26 Enderby Cres.

Sent from my iPad





From:
To: Hearings
Subject: Riverbank landing
Date: Wednesday, June 2, 2021 10:27:16 AM

External Email: Use caution with links and attachments.

As a homeowner and resident of St. Albert I would like to go on record as totally opposed to the proposed
development of riverbank landing. Access to the river in its natural state is one of the most attractive aspects of life
in St. Albert. The two botanica buildings have already created an eyesore and the second one appears to be so close
to the river as to be an environmental problem. Living in oakmont I am also concerned that development will
increase the already problematic traffic flow at Bellerose and Boudreau.

As leaving the land undeveloped is probably not an option - I would hope the city would stand up to the developers
and insist that development remain low density and low in height - preferably just 2 stories. If that is not possible
perhaps low rise buildings 6 stories max - about half of the botanicas.

The river should continue to belong to all residents not just those who live on its banks.

Please hear your citizens on this.

Thank you.

Françoise Noël
3 Oxford Place
St. Albert, AB
T8N 6K5
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Renee McDonald

From: G&J Wigmore >
Sent: Wednesday, June 2, 2021 11:56 AM
To: Hearings
Subject: Riverbank Landing 

Categories:

External Email: Use caution with links and attachments. 
 
Dear City Council, 
 
We oppose this development proposal for this land use. The road widening has already been done 
and should help the traffic from the shops of Boudreau and the 1st and 2nd phase of Botanica. Many 
of these residents are now using the Evergreen Drive exit from their underground parking to facilitate 
better access to other roadways.  If this development is approved, then we will back to square 1 with 
congestion, more noise, more vehicle emissions smells and the devaluation of property values for 
everyone within eyeshot of these towers in what should be a higher end neighbourhood. (Maybe we 
should be considered for lower property taxes). We all pay higher taxes in St Albert ,but for quality 
residential living and spacing, not the congested neighbourhoods of the big city on our borders. Any 
Towers of this proposed height should be built in the Riel Park area by The Enjoy Center as there is 
already a high rise there. Please reconsider this ill-planned development based solely on profits and 
no consideration to long term residents and the dream homes we have all built! 
 
Gerry and Joan Wigmore 
9 Evergreen Close. 





 
 
 
Oakmont-Riverbank Landing 
 Written presentation of Hugh Wollis to St. Albert City Council with respect to a public hearing 
on June 9, 2021. 
 
Mayor and Council of the City of St. Albert 
 
Am I affected by the Oakmont-Riverbank development proposal? Although I currently live in 
Lacombe area, the answer is yes! If Council can capriciously change the planning and zoning of 
the Oakmont neighborhood for the benefit of this developer, they could just as easily decide to 
dump a huge hi-rise across the street from me or anyone in St. Albert. That is just wrong. A 
minor tweak in an Area Structure Plan is one thing but a change of this magnitude is not a 
tweak. While this meeting is about discussing “proposed amendments to the Oakmont Area 
Structure Plan, and the Land Use Bylaw”, it is really about greasing the process for approval of a 
development. 
 
The impact of this development, situated as it is, contributes a disquietingly negative impact on 
the character of the river valley. If this development is approved there will be no precedent to 
restrict the proliferation of such structures in the future to continue the boxing in of the river 
thus diminishing the value of the river valley for St. Albert residents. Why do we want to trash 
the most beautiful reason for living in our city? 
 
The proposed development will “hog” the vista and the access to the river valley by its design. 
For people living north of this development their once pleasant view that was promised in their 
Area Structure Plan is replaced by a giant wall. For people walking in the river valley the 
transition from a bucolic riverside setting to a New York City style canyon is unsettling. Councils 
and City Administrations past have allowed developers to claim and to build right up to and, 
even in some cases onto, the floodplain. If you have forgotten how fortunate we are in St. 
Albert to have the beauty of the river Valley and its trail system I suggest that before you allow 
a developer to further trash a section of beautiful and irreplaceable river valley, you visit some 
new subdivisions in Edmonton where the only accessible walking trail may be a sidewalk 
following a power line along a sparsely vegetated clearing with lots of trash.   
 
 I am not against the construction of a hi-rise development if there is a demand. (How is the 
Grandin hi-rise doing?). Such a concept and structure should be built on newly developed 
residential lands, in a new development such as Jenson Lakes or on lands west of Ray Gibbon 
Drive. There the Area Structure Plan can design  transportation infrastructure and other land 
uses and frame housing initiatives in a PLAN without having to jam them into an existing 
overcrowded roadway and subdivision where the Plan, previously developed is now under 
siege by a developer .  
 



Nothing substantive has changed in the developer’s revised presentation to lead me to dismiss 
my presentation of last year. In fact, the many well researched presentations made in the June 
22nd Zoom meeting against the proposal only added to my realization that this concept is in the 
wrong location. That day I heard nightmarish scenarios of traffic snarls, convoys of cement 
trucks pounding over city streets, skyrocketing fire rescue costs in case one of these massive 
buildings catches on fire, concerns of years of construction noise and traffic, and many, many 
concerns about the impact on the river valley. I heard no substantive reasons for approving 
such a proposal.  

When I read the “Flourish” - City of St. Albert Municipal Development Plan”, this wonderful 
document full of motherhood statements, gave me hope that our elected leaders and the City 
Administration will follow the spirit and letter of the guidance it provides. I was given a 
document which I am certain has been made available to you that references specific passages 
in the Plan as they apply to the proposal in front of you. It seems the decision would be a slam 
dunk. I have appended that document to my submission.   

But then I was directed to a second document that was prepared for council “Bylaws 7/2021, 
8/2021 & 9/2021 Oakmont Area Structure Plan (1st Reading) Presented by: Suzanne Bennett, 
Planner, Planning & Development.” The line from this document that jumped out at me was “Of 
the correspondence received, 5.3% were in support of the proposed development.” That 
seemed to me pretty clear direction to Council. However, when I read the document in its 
entirety, I realized the author, either based on direction or personal initiative, glossed over the 
development proposal to make it fit anyway it could under every initiative or plan. The report 
did not look as though it came from the same city as did the Flourish document. I was 
extremely disappointed at the biased treatment of the subject.   

I hope Council proves me wrong and soundly and permanently defeats this land use bylaw 
change and preserves the integrity of the current Oakmont Plan.  
 
Clearly, I am AGAINST this development and I urge council to dismiss it permanently. 
 
Thank you 
 
Hugh Wollis 
54 Lucerne Crescent  
St. Albert T8N 2R2  
 
APPENDIX 1 
These are the notes for my June 22, 2020 presentation: 
 
RIVERBANK PRESENTATION June 22, 2020 
 
Good afternoon Mayor Heron and councillors. My name is Hugh Wollis 
I will be speaking against approving the bylaws. 



 
Several weeks ago, the St. Albert Gazette published a letter from a woman who supported the 
Riverbank Development. She chided opponents by saying St. Albert is an up and coming city 
and this is what cities do -they expand and grow tall. She suggested that if you don’t like it 
move to Morinville. 
Well, St. Albert is my Morinville. 
39 years ago, I moved from an acreage to be closer to my job. My choices were Edmonton, 
which did not appeal, or St. Albert. It was October and when we drove into Grandin with its 
mature elms in full fall colors, we saw what we wanted and we stayed. 
 
It was 1981, the population was 25,000. There was a lot of green space, but sadly, a lot of it was 
in private hands waiting to be developed. I would take my children for a walk from our house all 
the way to Big Lake. At Lavasseur Road, then the edge of town we would pass what the kids 
called the frog ponds. When a developer began bulldozing the area to make what we called 
“Loss of” Heritage Lakes he showed up at the elementary school to talk about the 
development. My 8-year-old son asked why he was destroying the frog ponds.  
 
What I liked then about St. Albert and why I am speaking to you today is that not only did St. 
Albert have a small-town feel, it connected the urban with the outdoors. We have the Sturgeon 
River, the heart of St. Albert. This jewel of a river flows through Big Lake and winds through the 
City to exit on the east side. Historically the river was important to the people who lived along 
its shores and it remains important today – no longer as a transportation route, or source of 
water or food but as an opportunity for us to enjoy the natural world without leaving the City. 
The forested beauty of the valley is augmented by wooded ravines which reach from the river 
unto our upland communities. The Red Willow Trail system provides us with the opportunity to 
walk or cycle the length of the river and network of feeder ravines.   
 
As a wildlife biologist I have always been thrilled with the diversity and abundance of wildlife 
this green space provides. From our wooded back yards to remnant native woodlands to 
planned greenspaces we can see, hear and enjoy wildlife. But best of all is the wildlife along the 
river. River valleys in Alberta always attract the greatest variety of wildlife. I could talk for an 
hour about the wildlife of our river valley – but Mayor Heron would glower at me. I could go on 
about the diversity of wildlife - from the huge flocks of Bohemian waxwings swirling overhead 
in winter searching for berries, to the large pileated woodpeckers, to the year-round cheerful 
sound of the chickadees.  Luckily, the City of St. Albert recognizes the extremely high value of 
these animals as well as the benefits having them affords to citizens and the City has prepared 
several plans and documents designed to protect this treasure. 
 
Unfortunately, the river valley is under constant siege. We haven’t treated it well.  
The allure of free City land on the riverbank is strong and has seen a proliferation of uses 
displace the natural forest. We have soccer fields, rugby fields, an RV camping site, a BMX park, 
a community garden, a huge City hall and a dozen more such facilities, each of which has merit 
but all of which in their cumulative impact squeeze the natural vegetation of the river valley.  





Legislative Services confirmed that the Boudreau Communities Ltd (BCL) application for 
Riverbank Landing (RBL) will be assessed against the City’s new MDP – Flourish.  Residents were 
initially told by Planning staff and the Mayor that the (now) previous MDP would apply. 
 
Flourish MDP 
Flourish has been developed over the past three years and included extensive consultation with 
various stakeholders, including the multiple rounds of public engagement. 
 
Flourish is the City of St. Albert’s Municipal Development Plan. It is a comprehensive, city-wide 
plan for growth and change, envisioning a future population of 100,000, and up to 13,000 new 
jobs over the coming decades. Flourish contains a growth strategy and planned urban structure 
that shape the physical growth of the city. The Plan’s goals, policies and strategic directions 
complement the growth strategy, taking a holistic approach that integrates the City’s 
environmental, economic, social, and cultural aspirations.  
 
We encourage you to look through Flourish or at least refer to the following sections in 
Flourish: 

 Section 1 : Introduction 
 Section 12 : Great Places 
 Section 13 : Sustainable Growth 
 Section 14 : Land Use and Development 
 Glossary & Maps 

The Flourish MDP can be found in the City of St. Albert website at: 
https://stalbert.ca/site/assets/files/6503/schedule_a_mdp_document_bylaw20_2020.pdf  
 
 
 
 

Policies 
Flourish contains several “policies” that establish how St. Albert should be developed and grow.  
In our opinion, BCL’s application and their proposed massive Riverbank Landing development 
concept fails to align with the following Flourish policies.  The policies are more reasons why 
this development is unsuitable for this sensitive, unique, and highly congested area. 
 
Note: These policies are taken exactly from Flourish.  Bold text has been added for emphasis. 
7.1.8. Accommodate a greater mix of housing forms in existing Neighbourhoods that respect 
the scale and character of the area. 
 
12.2.4. Ensure streetscape design supports a consistent streetscape character. 
 



12.3.1. Ensure general consistency of scale in developments within existing Neighbourhoods 
through complementary built form, while encouraging a greater range of higher density built 
form in and around areas planned for intensification.  
 
12.3.2. Ensure appropriate built form and density transitions between existing 
Neighbourhoods and priority areas for growth, as identified on Map 4. 
 
12.3.4. Encourage a building’s siting and design to maximize views of significant natural 
features and existing landmark buildings.  
 
12.3.5. Assess and minimize the shadow impacts, through building design and setbacks, of 
proposed new mid-rise and high-rise buildings on public open spaces and private amenity 
spaces in abutting properties and Neighbourhoods. 
 
13.1.6. Strive to achieve a tax revenue split of 70% residential assessment and 30% non-
residential assessment, to promote sustainability and reduce the reliance on residential taxes.  
 
13.2.1. Support growth and change in established areas to enhance their character and vitality. 
 
13.2.6. Focus intensification generally as follows:  
   d) The highest density developments will be encouraged to be located Downtown to 
support an overall minimum aspirational density target of 100 dwelling units per net hectare 
Downtown. 
 
13.2.9. Prepare guidelines for intensification within existing Neighbourhoods, in consultation 
with the community, to facilitate new development that contributes positively to 
Neighbourhoods and the city as a whole. 
 
14.1.8. Encourage improvements that protect or enhance the ecological integrity of Sturgeon 
River and Carrot Creek and enhance public enjoyment of the waterfront. 
 
14.1.9. Maintain important public views and vistas of the river and creek and protect public 
access where it exists. 
 
14.4.6. Encourage intensification to occur within 400 metres of existing and planned Rapid 
Transit Station Areas, as shown on Map 3, and include medium- or high-density forms, or both. 
 
14.6.2. Regulate Neighbourhood redevelopment, through the Land Use Bylaw, to achieve the 
following:      
     a) Appropriate transitions in height, scale, and design with other buildings in the 
immediate surroundings;   





     b) General compatibility in front, side, and rear yard setbacks within the block and along the 
street;  
     c) A consistent streetscape;  
     d) Compatibility with surrounding land uses; 
 
14.6.4. Encourage low-rise apartment buildings on lots fronting a crosstown or connector 
street, provided such buildings are oriented to and have their main entrance on the street. 
 
14.6.5. Encourage mixed-use development that consists of residential units and neighbourhood 
oriented commercial uses at grade on corner lots, providing appropriate transition to, and 
minimizing impacts on, neighbouring properties through landscape. 
 
14.6.6. Develop and maintain Neighbourhood Infill Design Guidelines to maintain the 
attractive characteristics of existing Neighbourhoods. 
 
14.6.7. Encourage the redevelopment of commercial sites within Neighbourhoods to 
accommodate mixed-use development that:  
    c) Includes appropriate transitions and screening from neighbouring uses; and  
    d) Incorporates complementary built form with the surrounding neighbourhood. 
 
16.1.2. Prior to completing a comprehensive review of the Land Use Bylaw, the City will support 
Land Use Bylaw amendments that align with the policies in Flourish. (Note – this policy says 
“align with the policies in Flourish”; it does not say align with Map 3, which is for “general 
illustrative purposes”). 
 

Glossary 
“Mixed Use Nodes”: Areas within new Neighbourhoods that contain a range of commercial 
uses, apartment buildings, townhouses, and community services, all arranged within a 
cohesive, pedestrian oriented network of streets and open spaces, as shown on Map 3. 
Note: This definition refers to new Neighbourhoods, not infill development within existing 
neighbourhoods.  It is our understanding that the Riverbank Landing property is deemed “infill”. 
 
 
 
 
 







May 30, 2021 

Dear St Albert City Council, 

As the developer lacks in making any major changes to their proposal and application, my letter in 
relation to my previous letter on January 31, 2021 is a similar reflection of this position as well. 

Boudreau Developments continues with their big plans to “cash in” in St. Albert, but these plans hinge 
on the public and City Council to support their vision.  As a resident of St. Albert, I for one have no intent 
to support any changes to the current ASP and hope that the city will listen to the large majority of 
residents that feel the same way.  We all know that Boudreau Developments has had many interactions 
with residents, and they have chosen to: 1) not listen or work with residents, 2) disregard 
recommendations, 3) lie about surveys results, 4) puts out surveys that limit options to reflect actual 
opinions.  Boudreau Developments continuous attempts at putting forth only a slightly modified 
proposal from their previous version is a clear indication of their unwillingness to work with the 
community.   This behavior is unacceptable and should be met with a clear message form City to reject 
their proposal. 

In order to allow for the development of Botanica 1 & 2, the previous City Council modified the zoning 
that was in place.  In my opinion, erecting two 10-story condo buildings was not in the best interests of 
residents, the surrounding neighborhoods, the Sturgeon river and the environmental reputation that 
this city is known for.   Approving the Riverbank Landing application, which will continue to add 
significant density to an already maxed out community along with commercial shops in such a compact 
area is ludicrous!  I do not support the Riverbank Landing application for the following reasons: 1) there 
should be no further high-rises along the Sturgeon river (even our neighboring city of Edmonton took 
this very same position a long time ago), 2) the shadows created by high-rises will not only impact the 
residents, but I’m deeply concerned about the possible environmental impacts as well, 3) the traffic in 
this area is already beyond capacity and 4) the parking around the shops of Boudreau is already difficult, 
if not impossible at times.  And lastly, I don’t support the Riverbank Landing application as 5) the 
proposal is incompatible with the surrounding neighborhoods and will have a very negative impact on 
the current residents.  Approving such a development in an already established community will cause a 
huge degree of mental and financial stress for them.  I can only imagine the number of sleepless nights 
these residents have had since the developer initially shared their vision for Riverbank Landing, thinking 
about loss of property value, loss of privacy, over a decade of dust, dirt, pollution and noise due to 
construction and unavoidable shadows, and the obvious congestion that will inevitably come with it.  

My vote is to leave the ASP and the LUB he way it is.  Additional low-density housing and commercial 
shops would enable all St. Albert residents to enjoy this area. The developer purchased the land with full 
knowledge of the zoning in place, so it should not come as a surprise if it remains unchanged.  It is my 
hope that the Mayor and City Council carry out their fiduciary obligation to represent the residents of St. 
Albert by standing up to this developer.  Furthermore, I would also like to hear from the City as to what 
their long term vision is for the river valley.  Residents shouldn’t be kept in the dark about what lies 
ahead for St. Albert’s prized river valley.  Lastly, as we move into 2021, I hope City Council remains 
focused on what has allowed it to gain the reputation as botanical and environmentally-conscious, and 
what has allowed it to earn the distinction of being one of the best cities in Canada to live in. 

Sincerely, 

Jonathan Martin   
St. Albert, Alberta  



June 2, 2021 

 

Legislative Services 

Mayor Heron and City Council Members 

Dear Mayor Heron and City Council, 

 

RE:   Proposed amendments to Bylaws 7/2021, 8/2021 and 9/2021. 

 

I live on Orchard Court and I am within 100m of the proposed development.   

I would like to start by stating I am pro development, pro economic stimulus and growth.  I am also in 
favour of increased densification with thoughtful urban planning.  I would like to see the land beside my 
house developed into a mix of residential and commercial.  BUT, I am opposed to the three bylaws 
7/2021, 8/2021 and 9/2021. 

I would like to point out the importance of the City of St. Albert showing developers that we are open 
for business.  The process should invite development, growth and progress for our City.  I believe the 
City usually does this well.  Unfortunately, this specific process has been fraught with obstacles, smoke 
screens, and deception.   

PROCESS 

When a developer submits an almost identical proposal for the second time to the City that has been 
defeated once, unanimously, it should come with added requirements.  The hours of work our residents 
have put in AFTER the June 22, 2020 public meeting to consult, participate and research possibilities, at 
the Mayor’s request, is worth so much, yet considered so little.  Boudreau Communities Ltd’s  (BCL) 
second proposal laughs in the face of residents.  The “public consultation”, at the request of the mayor, 
was a complete charade.  I participated in almost every single type of public consultation (official and 
unofficial) available after the June 22, 2020 public meeting.  The residents of St. Albert were engaged 
and professional.  We offered opinions that were reasonable.  Hours upon hours went into assisting BCL 
with a public consultation survey.  At the end of our second 3 hour meeting with BCL and Y Station, after 
repeatedly trying to encourage the survey transparent and unbiased, the developer decided to go their 
own route, with their own plan and ignore all consultation from the group they had asked for help from.  
The survey was released in its biased and skewed form with Option A and Option B.  We still encouraged 
the citizens of St. Albert to participate.  All findings were kept private.   After the survey, we completed 
“mini charettes”.  These were not true charettes, but still an opportunity to work with BCL to come to a 
fair compromise.  We again discussed the merits and drawbacks of Option A and Option B.  We were 
given very little opportunity to offer alternatives to option A or B.  After all the meetings and feedback, 
to see Option C, not even anything remotely discussed and a near carbon copy of the first proposal for 
2020 submitted to the City is laughable.  The proposal has a greater building mass while walling off the 
river even more so than previous.  The current proposal does very little to address the major issues 
raised by the citizens of our community.  I would go so far as to say that BCL FAILED to consult with the 



public as requested by the mayor.  City Council should consider additional requirements of the 
developer in these situations.  For the first submission, I am okay with the current process. It works and 
is fair.  After that, the City’s process is ineffective.  BCL’s plan to wear down the residents is working and 
the City of St. Albert’s process is allowing it to happen.   

From BCL’s application, received by the City and accepted on December 23, 2021, the process continued 
to be adjusted on the fly at the expense of transparency and democracy.  Residents were asked to 
submit written responses via Cultivate the Conversation.  This was the first time this system was used 
for feedback.  Citizens had to navigate through web pages and some could not find where to submit 
their responses.  My wife tried to submit hers, but the system would not accept the submission.  Her 
submission was accepted in the end, as she emailed it to Suzanne Bennett before the deadline in 
January.  Many questions were asked by fellow residents through these submissions, but we could view 
nothing.  It was hardly a conversation.  It would be nice to learn from questions and the city’s responses.   

We progress down the road to April and first reading of bylaw amendments 7/2021, 8/2021 and 9/2021.  
Historically, we are allowed to speak to process or lack thereof at first reading.  For the first time, Mayor 
Heron allowed only issues pertaining to the date of the public hearing.  I was registered to speak and 
wished to voice my concerns on process only, (I would not speak about the application), but I was not 
allowed.  During first reading, council was explicitly asked by Mike Killick, what MDP would be used 
during the public hearing.  Mayor Heron answered that it would NOT be Flourish, as the application was 
made under the old MDP.  At that same council meeting, a completely different bylaw (Flourish) was up 
for third reading and a continuation of the public hearing (to new material not previously presented).  At 
this point in the meeting, 1st reading of bylaws 7/2-21, 8/2021 and 9/2021 had NOT been voted on and 
NO DATE was set.  That occurred AFTER 3rd reading of Flourish and Flourish was accepted.  I also was 
registered to speak.  Myself, along with many other citizens, were again muzzled with the reason given 
that a public hearing date had been set and we would be given the opportunity to speak to our issues 
then.  My points had everything to do about Flourish.  My issue was that there were errors in Map 3, 
errors in the glossary of terms, errors in what lands were defined and how.  Oakmont is an existing 
residential community, not a new neighbourhood, as defined by Flourish.  The land proposed at 230 and 
250 Bellerose Drive and 300 Orchard Court is infill, based on Flourish’s definitions and the Infill 
Development Policies in Flourish 13.2.6.  Because these lands were up for a potential public hearing (not 
yet voted on, though we were told it was set), we were muted.  The “pink blobs” on Map 3 are areas of 
Mixed Use.  230, 250 Bellerose Drive and 300 Orchard Court were arbitrarily added to Map 3 as mixed 
use by City administration, who acted outside of their scope.  In fact, in a letter by Katie Mahoney to 
Suzanne Bennett on January 25, 2021 (obtained through FOIP), she referred to this exact development 
proposal by BCL as already in a mixed use node!  In advance of reviewing and voting on the developer’s 
application for the change?  On who’s authority?  When trying to get to the bottom of these questions, 
during the public hearing on April 19, both councillors McKay and Hughes asked direct questions to 
Mahoney and Peter.  Council’s questions were skirted.  Administration refused to give a definitive 
answer.  Kevin Scobel, watching all of this happen, fully aware, said nothing.  The councillors questions 
remained unanswered, with all of us left in the dark.  Kevin Scobel signed off on the admin report, 
authored by Suzanne Bennett, dated April 19 (Yet, created January 13, 2021).  Three times in this letter, 
mixed use nodes for the riverbank landing site are mentioned on pages 5-7 and the Flourish policies 
“support” RBL.  The pre determination, proclamation of mixed use on the RBL sites, the silence of 



administration at the MDP Flourish public hearing and the muzzling of speakers at the same hearing 
prejudiced the residents of Oakmont and Erin Ridge from proceeding to the June 9 public hearing.   

I am thankful for the debate on May 17 regarding the procedure bylaw.  The amendments that occurred 
out of that debate allow people to have a say.  Progress.  I would ask council to observe during the 
public meeting on June 9, 2021 the time given to answer questions.  In the June 22, 2020 meeting, many 
questions were asked of BCL.  Rather than answer them in a reasonable period of time, BCL took 
multiple opportunities to use the questions to continue their power point presentation.  At the same 
meeting, residents were cut off mid sentence if they were seconds over the 5 minutes.   

This past Monday, May 31, 2021, returning home from work, upon arriving at my mailbox was a letter 
from the City of St. Albert.  NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING.  Seriously?  Giving me 40 hours to write a 
response?  If I was not already engaged, it would be nearly impossible to respond.  How is this, in any 
way, democratic or transparent?  Why did David Laflar return from vacation and realize he needed to do 
this so abruptly?  Is administration trying to cover?  This does not create a positive perception of City 
tactics. 

With letter submissions by residents this past week, a fellow resident received three different responses 
from councillors to the single letter submission.  One councillor thanked them for their submission and 
spoke positively about being able to get a head start in preparation before the council package was sent.  
A second councillor stated it could not be opened at all until the council package was sent and a third 
asked if the same email had been sent to hearings@stalbert.ca, therefore making it public record, so it 
could then be read ahead of time.  Council is not on the same page with proper process.  Too many rules 
to create an over protective bubble as if council were a jury at a murder trial.  Council is elected.  We 
expect professionalism and ethics and I have seen that at almost all turns with council.  I would think 
that is enough, along with common sense to see what is going on in the world outside, in our city.  The 
rules for this public hearing became so rigid, it actually backfired, having exactly the unintended effect 
on democracy.  Administration has council handcuffed under a veil.   

 

BYLAWS 

The current ASP and LUB allow for City Council to oversee the land and its use to ensure it fits within the 
community (Direct Control).  There is an opportunity for brownstone development, single family 
duplexes, town homes and low rise development within the current zoning.  BCL’s proposal creates the 
problem of the Missing Middle that cities have fought against for over 2 decades and even further 
dating back as far as WWII.  The City of Edmonton is very familiar with this concept, having hosted a 
Missing Middle Infill competition in 2019.  It proved successful for the Spruce Avenue Neighbourhood at 
112 Ave and 106 street.   

 

 

 

 



Congress for the New Urbanism CNU website, article on the missing middle concept. 

 

Diagram of Missing Middle Housing Types. Source: Opticos Design, Inc 

 

High rise towers do not fit in this four hectare parcel.  Any development should be transitioned down 
from the heights of the current Botanica I & II to the current 10 to 11.5m homes in the neighbouring 
communities of Orchard Court and Evergreen.  Our MDP – Flourish - addresses these specific concerns 
with 12.3.1 – Ensure general consistency of scale in developments within existing Neighbourhoods 
through complimentary built form.  12.3.2 – Ensure appropriate built form and density transitions 
between existing neighbourhoods.  14.6.2 – appropriate transitions in height, scale and design with 
other buildings in the immediate surrounding land uses; 14.6.4 – Encourage low-rise apartment 
buildings on lots fronting a cross town or connector street, provided such buildings are oriented to and 
have their main entrance on the street; and 14.6.6 – Develop and maintain Neighbourhood Infill Design 
Guidelines to maintain the attractive characteristics of existing Neighbourhoods.  BCLs proposal does 
NOT align with these principles of MDP Flourish.   

Specifics become even more important on the proposed site as the ground elevation increases as one 
moves from Botanica II north along Bellerose Drive and into Orchard Court.  The ground level at 
Botanica II is at 655m elevation and the Botanica II building rises 37m to an elevation of 692m.  The 
current proposed amendments show building heights of 50m starting at elevations of 664m and 666m.  
Even if the maximum height requested was 26m, it would end up being to a height elevation of the 
SAME height of Botanica II.  When one looks at our horizon across the city from Lacombe Park or 
Keenooshayo School in Woodlands, currently tree tops and then Botanica 1 and 2 rising out of the river 
are seen.  Will council actually consider a building (50m High Rise - tower 1) rising 8 stories higher than 
Botanica II (24m higher into the sky)?  Rising 40m higher in the sky than the houses beside it on Orchard 
Court?  The 40m proposed High Rise - tower (High Rise - tower 2) will dwarf the houses on Evergreen, 
backing onto Bellerose Drive.  Bellerose drive is simply a road, it is not a suitable transition to go from a 
40m tower on Bellerose down to 10m high houses.  BCL has said it is simple math.  Its High Rise Towners 
are only 33% higher (50m vs 37m), but you MUST add 11m elevation due to the rising land.  From the 
floor of the river or from the sky, a 50m tower approved will reach 8 stories HIGHER than Botanica 2.   
The CURRENT ASP and LUB puts the maximum height of any building in 230 and 250 Bellerose Drive at 
15m.  Maximum heights are 10m or 11.5m for a walkout in 300 Orchard Court.  The current ASP and 
LUB heights of 15m, 11.5m and 10m should NOT be changed. 



In the June 22, 2020 public hearing, Dave Haut of BCL stated he did not want to make the same mistake 
twice.  He felt BCL walled off the river with Botanica and Botanica II.  I agree with this statement.  
Unfortunately, his second submission walls off the river even more than both his first proposal and 
the current Botanica I and II.  BCL has “lowered” proposed building heights from almost 7x what is 
currently zoned to still being 3.33x higher than what is currently zoned on Bellerose Drive and 5x higher 
than what is allowed on Orchard Court and Evergreen.  Do not get sucked in by BCL stating they have cut 
the height down to 50%!  Heights are still 500% higher than they should be (a 10 m height restriction on 
a non walk out house vs the 50m proposed towers).  Furthermore, BCL has multiple areas on their site 
plan that show 15m heights, yet when looking at the written proposal, these same areas are asking for 
25m heights.  BCL has also kept the volume of the buildings the same.  While they are shorter than 
previously submitted, they are much wider and block all views of the river from anyone in Evergreen or 
on the west side of the development.  14.1.8 of MDP Flourish – Encourage improvements that protect or 
enhance the ecological integrity of the Sturgeon River … and enhance public enjoyment of the 
waterfront.  14.1.9 – Maintain important public views and vistas of the river and creek and protect 
public access where it exists.  Please do NOT allow BCL to Wall off the river MORE than the previous 
proposal, marking it the same mistake thrice (Botanica I/II, Riverbank proposal 1 and now this proposal) 
for Dave Haut . 

With our address being so close to the development, we are already in the shadows.  I have attached a 
picture taken January 8, 2021 at 4pm showing our house in the shadows of Botanica II.  The shadow 
study presented by BDL on June 22, 2020 was flawed and fiction.  Dave Haut was asked at a community 
meeting in November why he chose to only show 3pm and 6pm times, when 4pm, 5pm, 7pm, 8pm and 
9pm showed the real shadowing?  He said it was “too costly.”  The proposed buildings will reach 8 
stories higher than Botanica II already reaches.  They will be seen from everywhere in the City.  See 
picture attached taken from Liberton Park.  We have made a significant investment in St. Albert, our 
community and our home.  It upsets me that we will lose the enjoyment of our backyard in the late 
afternoon through evening.  It also upsets me that we will lose the energy production we have invested 
into the solar panels on our roof.  What upsets me the most is that we made a contract with the City of 
St. Albert when we purchased our lot where we did.  The City owes it to all residents to uphold their end 
of the contract.   

A crazy thing about BCL’s proposal and their conceptual site plan: Neither are legally binding.  If City 
Council votes in favour of the proposed bylaws, BCL is not restricted to their site plan and can build 
many more units, higher density and higher heights than proposed.  City administration cannot prevent 
that; They can only work within the bylaws, land use and area structure plan.  Please consider this very 
important point when voting.  The land should remain DC to allow council to control both the density 
and the heights.  Development should occur and will occur;  Do NOT give BCL the freedom to adjust 
their plan upwards with more units.  IF they sell their land, a DCMU change now would give any future 
owner the right to build similarly bad developments or even worse.  Dave Haut of BCL continuously says 
this land is special.  I absolutely agree.  If ever there was land that should remain under the watchful eye 
of council, it is this land.  Develop this land responsibly, in the scope and scale of the surrounding 
community, as our new MDP encourages.   

All of this seems out of touch with an established community within St. Albert.   



Botanica I & II are defined as high density (BL2/2018 high density defined as > 94 du per hectare).  
Oakmont has already reached the density target of the EMRB without adding the low density of 84 du to 
300 orchard court.  BCL proposes to add 360 more units?  84 more units on these three properties is the 
maximum the community can handle.  BCL is calling their proposal medium density.  If you take out 300 
orchard court, leaving that low density, as it should be, BCL wants to cram 276 more units on the 2 
hectares total of the combined 230 and 250 Bellrose Drive.  Another example of BCL’s smoke screen.   

The high density will bring more traffic.  St. Albert’s own head of transportation, Dean Schick stated the 
intersection of Bellerose and Boudreau is already over capacity and there is no room to increase this 
capacity.  Neither road can be widened.  The traffic infrastructure cannot handle further increases to 
density beyond what the area is zoned for.  Proposed safety enhancements, while welcome, will only 
further slow down the flow of traffic in the area.  They will reduce efficiency of the intersection, 
according to Dean Schick.  BCL states artificial intelligence is the answer.  This will work when one road is 
busy and the other road has lighter traffic.  When both roads at the intersection are busy, or even 
worse, at over capacity, AI will not provide an efficient solution.  Add in pedestrians, which BCLs 
transportation study does not account for, when referring to AI and it will provide no benefit.   

Adding greater density will make an overburdened intersection even more difficult to get through.  A 
right in, right out has been proposed for the Evergreen exit onto Bellerose Drive north bound.  I am not 
certain that makes sense, especially on a curve and on a hill.  Especially with the new speed limits of 
60km/hr on this road.   

As the fundamentals of our MDP – Flourish state, we need gentle densification in existing 
neighbourhoods.  In this neighbourhood, we need the Missing Middle transition. 

For these reasons listed above and many more listed by other residents, I am imploring City Council to 
vote unanimously against the proposal to amend the ASP and LUB for this site.   

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

James Dean 
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CURRENT ZONING  
The developer purchased the land knowing what it was zoned for just as the residents bought the land to build 
houses or bought houses in the area knowing what this area was zoned for. Why should the city bend to the 
developer’s wishes? They don’t have the best interests of the city in mind, they are in it to make money.  
 
PROPERTY VALUES 
In speaking with a realtor I have been told that this development will negatively affect property values in the 
area. My family invested our savings into our forever home. We did our due diligence and checked what the 
undeveloped land around us was zoned for. We chose our home intentionally because we value the 
atmosphere created by single family homes.  
 
In closing, the right thing for Council to do is to listen to the residents and vote against changing these zoning 
bylaws. There is no space, infrastructure or planning done to support high density developments in this area. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Julie Djkowich 
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Renee McDonald

From: Jodi Jennings >
Sent: Wednesday, June 2, 2021 12:11 AM
To: Hearings
Subject: June 9 bylaw vote - OPPOSED

Categories:

External Email: Use caution with links and attachments. 
 
I’m writing to express my opposition to the changes being contemplated in Oakmont regarding the 
Riverbank Landing Project. 
 
The main reasons I am opposed include: 
 
- Oakmont already meets the density targets for multi-family housing. Riverbank Landing should be 
moved and proposed in another area designated for high density, not placed in an already mature 
neighbourhood. 
 
- Traffic is already an issue at Boudreau Rd and Bellerose Drive.  Higher density means more trafffic. 
This will directly impact my family in a negative way. 
 
- Preserving the river valley should be a priority for the city. The plans proposed by Riverbank 
Landings will be a permanent eye sore and ruin the beautiful river valley that St Albert currently has. 
 
- I’m worried the proposals made by BCL will include a change to the current Zoning allowing them to 
essentially build whatever they decide including potentially a late switch to what has already been 
proposed or agreed to. 
 
I strongly urge council to vote NO to the bi-law changes being proposed. There is no reason for the 
city’s largest/tallest buildings to be built in the river valley and within existing mature 
neighbourhoods!!! 
 
 
Jodi Jennings 

 



June 1, 2021 
 
Dear Mayor Heron and Members of Council, 
  
I am writing this letter as a resident of St. Albert in Woodlands to express that I am not in support of the 
revised Riverbank Landing proposal.  The changes made were not significant enough to address the major 
concerns that exist with any future development going ahead on the last parcels of land in Oakmont. 
 
Major concerns include: 

1) Traffic Congestion. 
Traffic volumes in the Boudreau Rd/ Bellerose Dr intersection have already reached maximum capacity 
throughout the day and this specific intersection is already one of the most traffic-congested intersections in 
the entire city.  I drive through this intersection at least 4 times every weekday between 8:30-9:00am and 
3:00-3:30pm and it’s consistently backed-up and congested.  There isn’t room for approximately 800 new 
residents and their vehicles in this area- it would result in complete grid lock. 

2) Enough High-Rise Towers Already Exist in This Area. 
When driving along Boudreau Rd (from Sturgeon Rd towards Bellerose Dr) and waiting on the bridge that 
crosses the Sturgeon River, an 8-storey high-rise building can be seen on the left along the river, near the 
Canadian Tire, and two 10-storey high-rise Botanica buildings can be seen on the right along the edge of the 
river.  To allow any further high-rise towers to be built beside Botanica will make it look like this city is 
interested in nothing short of creating a giant wall of high-rises along its river.  The two Botanica buildings are 
already too obtrusive and how or why such massive towers were approved in the first place is beyond me!  
The city needs to stop allowing developers to destroy our beautiful skyline along the river. 

3) The Scale of This Development Does Not Fit with the Established Surrounding Community. 
It is disappointing and frustrating to see this developer continue to submit proposals that do not provide 
respectful or tasteful transitions with the established homes that exist in this area.  This photo of the 
developer’s initial Riverbank Landing proposal was presented at the June 22, 2020 public hearing, indicating 
that the developer was more than willing to shove a slice of Las Vegas into St. Albert, even though it looked 
so incredibly out of place with the surrounding community.   

   

The most-recent proposal continues to be too aggressive in scale- too much height and too many units.  
Reducing the suite count by 20% isn’t nearly enough.  This developer’s bait and switch tactic is getting 
tiresome. The current MDP, the current residents and the current city council have made it clear that 
any further development in this area needs to integrate with the surrounding established community.  
Yet the developer continues to not listen and to see how far this city council can be pushed in order to 
ensure their profit margins are maximized. 
 



Due to the previously-mentioned major concerns, I continue to support the current Oakmont ASP and 
feel no zoning changes should be made.  Furthermore, I feel confident that the majority of St. Albertans 
agree with me.  This area is extremely special and popular with thousands of St. Albertans, so please do 
not fall for this developer’s brainwashing tactics with their misleading/ incomplete information, as they 
continue to insist that rezoning this area is the best thing to do with this land.  If this developer cannot 
submit a proposal that adequately addresses the facts that in this area 1) traffic is already congested,  
2) enough high-rise towers already exist and 3) any future developments must be cohesive with the 
surrounding established neighbourhoods, then the remaining parcels of land in Oakmont should be left 
to develop as planned, with the low-residential and commercial zoning in place, so that all residents 
(current and new) can enjoy the area. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mrs. Jonina Martin 
7 Woodlands Rd. 
St. Albert, AB 
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Renee McDonald

From: Kirsten Cole >
Sent: Tuesday, June 1, 2021 10:35 PM
To: Hearings
Subject: Opposed to Bylaws 7/2021, 8/2021, 9/2021

Categories:

External Email: Use caution with links and attachments. 
 
To whom is may concern, 
 
My name is Kirsten Cole and I have been a resident of St. Albert for 32 years. I grew up in the Erin 
Ridge area and currently own in Braeside. I am opposed to the 3 bylaws in front of you today, Bylaw 
7/2021, Bylaw 8/2021 and Bylaw 9/2021. This is not a suitable development to be placed in between 
2 existing neighbourhoods. The traffic at the intersection of Boudreau and Bellerose is already very 
congested and it will only get worse if high density housing is squished into that area. 
 
Thank you for listening to the residents of St. Albert. 
 
Kirsten Cole 
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Opposition Letter – June 09, 2021 Public Hearing 
 
Thank you Mayor Heron and councillors in allowing residents of St. Albert to voice our 
opinion on the proposed Riverbank Landing Development.  My name is Lloyd Wiebe and 
have been a resident of St. Albert Oakmont community with my wife since 1993 with a 
previous residents also in St. Albert back in 1972.  It has been 49 years since our original 
home purchase here. 
 
I am strongly opposed to all three (3) Bylaws and many results stemming from the 
Riverbank Landing application. Due to presentation time limitations, only a few concerns 
of the total are expressed in the following comments. 
 
As you are aware, the developer has submitted another previous application for Riverbank 
Landing back in June 22nd, 2020 that also consisted of a massive, high density residential 
development located on the old Holes Greenhouse property next to the Botanica condos and 
the Shops at Boudreau.  This version of Riverbank landing is very much the same as the 
previous proposal that was previously refused by Council last year.  
 
Zoning Challenge 
The developer is pushing to amend the Oakmont Area Structure Plan by redistricting lands 
and making text changes to the Direct Control Mixed use Designation which gives Council 
authority and control over the use and development of the land and buildings, including 
density and building height.   In essence, the developer wants to change the zoning so they 
can build what they want and the community is left to struggle with it.  
 
Council must refuse drastic changes to land uses and zoning in existing neighbourhoods.  I 
personally own the lot that shares property adjacent the low residential lot that was initially 
owned by the Holes family back in the 90’s. I grew up discussing the area with Lois and Ted 
Hole with everyone knowing that this area development zoning was written in ink.  This lot 
and house development was completed based on the existing lots as being low density and 
commercial use.  The Oakmont community zoning has already maxed out the high density 
that was previously established hence my suggestion is to develop the existing lots as they 
were originally zoned for. 
 
Based on our group of members reviewing this application, the suggestion of over 98 percent 
of the group including my wife and I are requesting that the developer go elsewhere with his 
investment where residents in new development areas accept the application. 
 
Just remember, "The river belongs to everyone in St. Albert, not just those who can afford a 
balcony overlooking the river'.  This was presented by Mayor Heron in the Gazette (February 
3, 2021 edition).   
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Area Traffic  
Traffic at and near the Boudreau Road/Bellerose Drive intersection is already a serious 
problem.  Access to and from the site will always be limited.  Higher density means more 
traffic. Riverbank landing will needlessly add to traffic congestion, choke off nearby 
intersections and increase the risks of pedestrian and cyclist safety. In summary, Riverbank 
Landing will make the current traffic and safety problems much worse due to the proposed 
high usage densities applied for.  
 
Investment Return 
The developer bought the properties knowing what the current land use and zoning is - just 
like residents adjacent to the site did when they built their homes. The developer wants the 
City to "break the land use contract" with residents so they can gain a massive profit while 
residents will lose.    
 
Now let’s throw in the fact that some residential properties near Riverbank landing may suffer 
a loss in value from 5 - 9% depending on where their residence is near the proposed 
development. 
 
QUESTION:  Who is going to credit the land owners for lost revenue when it is influenced by 
this unwelcomed developer investment gamble?  Do the math.....  This loss of property 
investment could be hundreds of thousands of dollars by those home owners.   
 
Just remember, I personally have heard the developer present the false fact that the 
expansive Riverbank Landing concept would increase value to adjacent property.  I am not 
sure where he obtained this opinion from but I do know he just want the high density for his 
investment and no concern for the nearby residents who have been there for decades.  
 
Building Shadowing Is Now Worse  
The proposed high-rises may not be as high as before, but they are much wider with 
expansive footprints making them bulkier.   In fact, the total floor area of the proposed 15-
storey and 12-storey high-rises is 21% more than the total floor area of the previously 
proposed two 26-storey high-rises.  
 
The high-rises will cast broader shadows and linger on nearby properties for longer periods  
 
Don't be misled – The developer’s pretty ads and architectural drawings are sales pitches 
meant to lead Council and the public into believing an unsuitable infill development is 
acceptable at this location.  
 
Council must exercise the Direct Control designation and set reasonable conditions for 
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innovative infill development on the site, including;  
* proper transition of use and height from the Botanica condos down to adjacent 
residences; and  
* appropriate infill development guidelines that maintain the character of nearby existing  
communities and minimizes the impact on the river valley.  

 
 
Lloyd Wiebe 
Orion Close, Oakmont Community since 1993  
Forest Lawn Community since 1972 
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Renee McDonald

From: Lynne Zwicker 
Sent: Tuesday, June 1, 2021 10:32 PM
To: Hearings
Subject: Opposition to Proposed Development in Oakmont 

Categories:

External Email: Use caution with links and attachments. 
 
To whom this may concern; 
 
I am writing to express my great opposition to the proposed development at the old red barn site for 
the new Oakmont development. 
 
As a resident along Boudreau Road, I am concerned about additional traffic noise and congestion in 
an already VERY busy area. The intersection of Boudreau  and Bellrose is already so very busy, and 
putting more high density housing here will only put additional stress on an already existing problem. 
To note, this intersection is right beside emergency services, and hospital; I am concerned more 
traffic may make emergency access more difficult. (I’ve had to take two emergency trips up to the 
Sturgeon, and what should have been a very brief trip from Woodlands to the Sturgeon hospital, was 
not.) Furthermore, with the skatepark, waterpark, schools, and pedestrian usage, I am fearful of more 
vehicle/pedestrian accidents with an increase in traffic. 
 
I am also concerned about impact of this additional high density living in this area, on the St Albert 
river valley and the natural habitats within. It is imperative we take care of our river valley, and not put 
unnecessary stressors on it. This will be a permanent eyesore in our river valley, and I do not support 
putting up another tall building in our skyline. 
 
The multi-use trails in this area are very busy already, and a significant addition to the population in 
this area will overcrowd the area. 
 
Many people have selected Oakmont and surrounding areas to live in because they are established 
communities. Allowing this development to carry forth is upsetting to those who were not expecting a 
zoning change such as this. 
 
If you’d like to discuss further, I’m more than happy to chat about this matter. 
 
Thank you for your time and consideration. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
Lynne Zwicker 
 

 



          June 1, 2021 
 
From: Paul F. Leger 
To:   hearings@stalbert.ca 
  
C.c.:  Legislative; Mayor Cathy Heron; Councilors:  w.brodhead@stalbert.ca; jhansen@stalbert.ca 
shughes@stalbert.ca; njoly@stalbert.ca; kmackay@stalbert.ca; rwatkins@stalbert.ca  
 
Subject:       June 9 Public Hearing re: the proposed amendments to the Oakmont Area Structure Plan 
and the relative Land Use Bylaws, those being Bylaws 7/2021, 8/2021/ and 9/2021. 
 
To: Mayor Heron and Council, and City Administration officers: 
 
My wife and I are residents/owners in Phase 2 of Botanica. 
Paul F. Leger 
841 – 200 Bellerose Drive 
 
 
 
Summary of this presentation:      We strongly oppose all three Bylaws for the reasons outlined below, 
and we recommend that Council totally 
 reject them as they did unanimously to similar Bylaws on June 22, 2020. 
 
 
 
 

1. Traffic: As we pointed out in our earlier submission dated 01/02/21, the proposed BCL 
development stands to greatly increase the number of vehicle trips through the 
Bellerose/Evergreen intersection which is coming under increasing stress with all the new 
residents moving into Botanica and it cannot handle such significant increases. None of the 
proposals for additional capacity that have been advanced by the developer, their consultants 
and City traffic officials will overcome the deficiencies, both here and at the Bellerose/Boudreau 
intersection.  
Any way it is sliced, with four intersections in such a short distance along Bellerose, this cannot 
but have a major detrimental impact on a development the size and scope of which is being 
proposed. (Increased density = increased traffic). 
 

2. Density   The developer’s proposal remains significantly “over-densified” for the site and the 
area.   
The proportion of medium and high density residential to total number of dwelling units already 
meets the City’s density target without taking into consideration what would be added by this 
so-called “scaled-back proposal”.  
As repeatedly presented, the proposal negatively impacts the City’s future development goals in 
targeted locations such as downtown and the St Albert Trail transit corridor, locations which are 
much better suited than BCL’s which was never intended nor approved for this type of and scale 
of infill development. (Increased density = Increased traffic) 
 
 



 
3. Building Heights and Mass: Buildings in this latest, many-times revised proposal remain totally 

out of scale and out of character for the area. Building #2 would be more than double the 
current allowable height in the Land Use Bylaw, 2 times higher than the Botanica condos, 
depending on the elevation.  The other high-rise tower, Building #4, would be roughly 50% 
higher than Botanica 2 and both towers would be visible to residents for hundreds of meters 
from the site, in all directions.      
The developer’s argument that these buildings need such height (read density),  in order to be 
economically feasible are outweighed by the risks to the developer, the City as a whole, and the 
rest of the development area, including Botanica, of a half-complete eternal construction site. 
Shuffling the buildings, notably the high rise towers, to please one group of objectors, as has 
been the history of this ever-changing proposal does little to make the problems go away. 
Should these Bylaw changes be approved, it would be very unfair to all the nearby residents 
who purchased property and built their homes based on the current ASP and LUB. A 
development of this scale and density in such a small land area is bound to have a negative 
impact on the market value of nearby homes including those of the Botanica condos. There are 
no winners….. everyone loses except the developer.                                                               
(Increased density = Increased traffic) 
 

4. Final Summation 
 

As residents overlooking the proposed site we can clearly envisage what a mess this project 
could create. Many, many of our neighbours here, in Botanica and in the adjoining communities 
have provided you with every conceivable expert data on all the issues that make this proposed 
project a non-starter. 
 

 As we wrote in our January 2020 submission, “In our humble opinion, this is one of the finest 
pieces of property around. It has history, character, is well situated within the greater community and 
ready to be developed. However, we respectfully suggest that the proponents abandon their quest for a 
DCMU re-zoning and tailor the project to what is now low to mid-density commercial and residential 
land. They have some appealing designs that would truly enhance the site, if only they would get away 
from trying to cram so much into so little space, horizontally and/or vertically. 
 
 Thank you very much for your consideration of our submission and for seeking our input. 
 
Monique and Paul Leger 
200 Bellerose Drive 
 

 
 
 
 
  
 
 





hearing  but the outcome has already been predetermined.

The decision on these bylaws 7/2021 and 8/2021 must be made by Council, without
influence or bias by administration reports or previous communications to the developer. 

Concerns with the developers proposal that we would like to bring to Council's attention.

The developers application has relied heavily on information provided by expert companies.
However it is important to recognise these experts were paid by the developer to support the
developers proposal. There are several concerns with information contained in the developers
application.
  
Site drawings : The info provided by the developer are only conceptual drawings, these are
NOT a commitment to what will actually be built. The final buildings can be totally different
from what is shown in the conceptual drawings , the only thing restricted is the heights , other
than that anything could be built. Although the developers drawings show the
riverfront condos attached to building #2 as ONLY being 18m  the actual height schedule in
the bylaw designates this piece of land as 25m , similarly the site plan shows building #3 as
only being 11m but this section of land is asking for a 15m height approval. The lofts building
at 9m is actually being requested for 20m ! If the bylaws are passed with the requested height
schedule anything in the LUB could be built as long as it's within the LUB guidelines and
approved by the development officer. Council loses any say in the final development. For
example a 15m high apartment block could be built where the 13 townhomes are proposed to
be built  Bylaw 9/2021 the height schedule should not be passed.

Density: although the developer has indicated in conceptual drawings that they propose 360
dwelling units if the requested height schedules were granted and the developer used these to
the maximum allowable the dwelling units could increase from 360 to approximately 600 . if
the bylaws are approved this level of density would have to be approved, the existing and
future road network simply could not handle the increased traffic.  

Tax of $1.6m is only 1.5% of the City's current tax revenue. the $1.6m is only at full build
out in 4 to 5 years, the City tax base will grow in those 4 to 5 years so in 4 to 5 years the
$1.6m will be less than 1% of the overall City tax revenue at that time. Note the developer has
said full build out in 4 to 5 years but the TIA updated page 7 says "Based on information
provided by Boudreau Communities, the development is anticipated to take 8-10 years to
complete" . If it's 8 to 10 years to complete it significantly reduces the value of the 1.6m. It
would be helpful to know which build out timeline is correct and which is incorrect 4-5 or 8-
10 years ? 

Mixed use : site is reduced to only 5% commercial; how does this help get St Albert towards
its goal of 80/20 tax split. From page 13 of the FIA it states 91% of the tax revenue comes
from residential and only 9% comes from commercial. 5% commercial is not the definition of
Mixed Use. This is simply a massive residential condo complex with a little bit of commercial
thrown in.    

Building height; The developer says the building at 50 meters is only 35% taller than
Botanica II which is 37 meters. This is very misleading ! The measurements are taken from
two totally different base points, Botanic II is measured 37m from its lowest point on the river
side. Measuring from a common ground level of the red barn parking lot, Botanica II is



approx 26 meters high, the  50 meter tower is slightly uphill so at 50m it is 100% taller than
Botanica when measured from a common reference point. The reference drawing ( attached )
from the developer showing building #2 gives the very misleading impression that it is about
the same height of Botanica II. In fact Building #2 is closer to the point of view perspective
and should naturally be much taller than depicted. All 3 drawings from the developer included
in the package to Council are not to scale and should NOT be used to guide decision making
as they are very misleading.  

Traffic ; vehicle traffic is a critical consideration for Council at this site as it  is outside the
area able to be served by any future mass transit service.  

 The developer may reference that traffic with the current proposal is reduced from the
previous proposal or less than if developed as current zoning commercial C2. It is generally
understood that commercial traffic generates multiple trips per day as people drive to and from
the businesses, vs people just leaving and returning to their residence. However comparing the
current project to two scenarios ( previous proposal, C2)  that are not being proposed is a
useless comparison as these 2 other scenarios are not before Council for consideration. 

A significant reduction in traffic could be easily achieved by simply reducing the density (
number of housing units) of the current proposal.       

 The Bunt supplemental traffic report states a cautiously soft conclusion ... " Generally,
intersection operations within the Proposed + Existing scenario are better or similar to
operations within the Current Zoning + Existing scenario"   

Access to the river trail, the developer says this will be open to the "community" but when
completed the land the trail is built on will be controlled by the new Condo Board Association
( not the developer)  and they may NOT grant access to the general public walking in front of
their million dollar condos. This is from the FIA study "Private road and utility assets along
with any on-site landscaping constructed by the developer would remain the responsibility of
the development’s residences and businesses to maintain (e.g. Home Owners’ Association)".  
The only way to guarantee future trail access along the river to all residents of St Albert 
would be if the developer gave or sold land or the City annexed land along the top of bank for
trail connectivity. This would be a great asset to the "Botanical Art" city, the public's view
from a trail across the river to the Botanical Gardens would be unprecedented and should not
be lost and should certainly not be sold to only those with condo balconies overlooking the
river.  

walled off river ... attached is a developer's drawing for reference, this drawing shows
buildings 18m high, but the land use bylaw amendment asked for by the developer would
allow for a 25m high building along the river. ( Mass 2 drawing )  It should also be noted
that these are "mass drawings" they show the scale of the building in relation to each other but
are NOT exactly to scale to the surrounding area.   

housing diversity ; the developer has stated this development provides housing diversity and
the average price is "well below $700,000'' . However, the FIA document by Applications
Management submitted by the Developer states on page 11 ... Building #2 average $758,462
per unit, building #4 average $659,945 per unit, building 5 average $789,632 per unit. If the
developer states these average figures should be lower, then the tax revenue ($1.6m ? )  should
be lowered by a corresponding amount. Changing the values would also bring into question
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Bylaws 7/2021, 8/2021 & 9/2021 Oakmont Area Structure Plan (1st Reading)
Presented by: Suzanne Bennett, Planner, Planning & Development

RECOMMENDATION(S)

1. Bylaw 7/2021 Oakmont Area Structure Plan Amendment
That Bylaw 7/2021, being amendment 5 to the Oakmont Area Structure Plan Bylaw 12/97, re-
designating the subject lands from Commercial and Low Density Residential to Mixed Use, be
read a first time.

2. Bylaw 8/2021 Land Use Bylaw Schedule A Amendment
That Bylaw 8/2021, being amendment 186 to the Land Use Bylaw 9/2005, to redistrict the
subject property from Direct Control to Direct Control Mixed Use, be read a first time.

3. Bylaw 9/2021 Land Use Bylaw Text and Schedule F Amendment
That Bylaw 9/2021, being amendment 187 to the Land Use Bylaw 9/2005, to enact textual
changes to the Direct Control Mixed Use District, and amendments to Schedule F ‘Building
Heights for Redevelopment’ be read a first time.

4. Public Hearing
That a Public Hearing for Bylaws 7/2021, Bylaw 8/2021, and Bylaw 9/2021 be scheduled on
May 18, 2021 at 9:00 a.m. MDT.

PURPOSE OF REPORT

This report discusses proposed amendments to the Oakmont Area Structure Plan, and the Land Use
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Bylaw.  The amendments include the creation of a Mixed-Use Designation within the Oakmont ASP,
and the re-designation of lands to this Mixed-Use designation. The Land Use Bylaw amendments
include redistricting the site from Direct Control (DC) to Direct Control Mixed Use (DCMU), textual
changes to the Direct Control Mixed Use (DCMU) District, and the addition of a height schedule.

These amendments have been written as three bylaws.  Each of these bylaws require a Public
Hearing and three Readings to be enacted.  All three bylaws can be reviewed in the same Public
Hearing.

ALIGNMENT TO PRIORITIES IN COUNCIL’S STRATEGIC PLAN

St. Albert Council Strategic Plan
Strategic Priority #5: Housing:  Enhance housing options.
Facilitate an increase in the variety of housing types in St. Albert to respond to market demands and
accommodate the diverse needs of residents.

ALIGNMENT TO LEVELS OF SERVICE DELIVERY

Current Planning Application Processing:  Processing and coordination of the approval of Statutory
plans and amendments, subdivision, and condominiums applications.

ALIGNMENT TO COUNCIL DIRECTION OR MANDATORY STATUTORY PROVISION

The Municipal Government Act, Planning Bylaws, Section 692(1) states:
Before giving second reading to…

(b) a proposed bylaw to adopt a municipal development plan,
(c) a proposed bylaw to adopt an area structure plan,
(d) a proposed bylaw to adopt land use bylaw
(e) a proposed bylaw amending a statutory plan or land use bylaw referred to in clauses (a) to (e)

…
a council must hold a public hearing with respect to the proposed bylaw in accordance with section
230 after giving notice of it in accordance with section 606.

BACKGROUND AND DISCUSSION

The subject lands of this application are 230 and 250 Bellerose Drive, and 300 Orchard Court.  A
previous application on these same lands was brought to a Public Hearing on June 22, 2020.  Within
this public hearing, Council unanimously defeated the amendments proposed at the time.

Boudreau Communities has applied to amend the Oakmont Area Structure Plan (ASP) to allow for
Mixed Use future development on the lands, as well as to redistrict to Direct Control Mixed Use
(DCMU), and to make text changes to the DCMU District to allow, for these lots only, building heights
over the current maximum of 25 metres.

Address Legal Description ASP Land Use Land Use Bylaw Zoni

Current Proposed Current Proposed

230 Bellerose Dr Plan 122 4934 Block
1, Lot 5

Commercial Mixed Use DC DCMU
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250 Bellerose Dr Plan 122 4934 Block
1, Lot 1B

Commercial Mixed Use DC DCMU

300 Orchard Crt Plan 102 1490 Block
1, Lot 2A

Low Density
Residential

Mixed Use DC DCMU

The development site area is located between Bellerose Drive and the Sturgeon River, and east of
Boudreau Road, and is approximately 4 hectares (9.8 acres±) in total.  See the attached Location
Map.

The attached Conceptual Site Plan shows the following:
· up to 360 residential units with an expected population of 640 residents

o assuming the average household size of 1.76 residents per multi-family unit
o assuming the average household size of 2.23 residents per townhouse

· 6,481 m² (69,760 ft²) of commercial floor space
· 13 townhouses on 300 Orchard Court;
· Heights to a maximum of 15 m near Orchard Court;
· Mixed Use buildings (residential and commercial) of 40 (approx. 12 storeys) and 50 metres

(approx. 15 storeys) in height.

Although the amending bylaws are not an application for development approval, the Applicant is
asking Council to make these amendments as the necessary legislative foundation for future
development.  If the bylaws are passed, the Applicant is expected to seek a development permit for a
mixed-use development that reflects the amendments.

The Applicant’s concept for the development of the lands is illustrated within the attached Conceptual
Site Plan.  It is important to note that what is presented now is a concept which will be refined in the
Development Permit application.  Therefore, what Council is now being asked to consider is whether
the subject site is suitable for this style of development and the proposed building heights in these
general locations.

The following documents were provided to the City of St. Albert by the Applicant, per the Area
Structure Plan Terms of Reference:

·   Conceptual Site Plan and Aerial Images
·   Oakmont Area Structure Plan (ASP) Technical Report
·   Land Use Redistricting map
·   Proposed text amendments to the DCMU District
·   Proposed height schedule
· Sun/Shadow Study
·   Fiscal Impact Assessment (FIA)
· Topographical Survey
·   Slope Stability Analysis
·   Traffic Impact Assessment (TIA)
·   Servicing Design Brief
·   Environmental Site Assessment Level 1
· Open house transcript.
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Some of these documents provided were revisions or addendums to the documents provided on the
previous application for the same lands.  The Traffic Impact Assessment utilized traffic counts from
June 2019, prior to the COVID-19 public health threat.

Site History:
These lands are locally known as the Hole family homestead, and were annexed into the City of St
Albert in 1980.  A 1990 Area Structure Plan designated the properties as single-family residential and
commercial.

Prior to 2009, the subject lands were a mix of General Commercial (C2), Low Density Residential
(R1), and Urban Reserve (UR) Districts.  In 2009, the subject lands, as well as the land developed as
Botanica residences and the Shops at Boudreau, were districted by Bylaw 12/2009 as Direct Control
(DC).  Through Bylaws 13/2013 and 16/2013, the shops of Boudreau were districted to Medium/High
Density Residential (R4) and General Commercial (C2).

Administration Analysis of Conformance to Statutory Plans:

EMRB Growth Plan
The proposed amendments did not require circulation to the EMRB.  The application submitted would
result in anticipated development of greater intensity than what exists, and the subject lands are
outside of the 400 m radius surrounding future LRT alignment.  This amendment can be supported by
some of the ERMB Growth Plan policies.

· Guiding Principle #4 - “Achieve compact growth that optimizes infrastructure investment.  We
will make the most efficient use of our infrastructure investments by prioritizing growth where
infrastructure exists and optimizing use of new and planned infrastructure”.

§ The subject site is outside of the 400 m radius around the planned LRT
alignment.  The LRT alignment runs along the St. Albert Trail, which is prioritized
for high-density infill development.  A bus transit route runs along the north side
of the site, on Bellerose Drive.  The proposal utilizes existing available utility
infrastructure.

· Objective 3.2 - Plan for and promote a range of housing options
§ The concept proposed does provide a type of high-density housing not widely

available in St. Albert at this time, thereby supporting this objective.
· Table 1B - Metropolitan Area - Growth Directions

o Encourage intensification of built-up urban areas including brownfield sites to optimize
existing and planned infrastructure;
§ proposal supports this policy by utilizing existing infrastructure and localizing

intensification.
· Policies:

o 3.2.1 - Housing will be planned and developed to address the changing demographics
in the Region by including housing that offers a diversity of types, forms, and levels of
affordability to support a variety of lifestyle options, income levels, and to meet to meet
the needs of all residents.
§ Proposal supports this policy.

o 3.2.2 - Within the built-up urban area and centres, infill development, more compact
housing forms, and increased density will be encouraged to achieve a more diverse
housing stock in the Region.
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§ Proposal supports this policy by providing high-density residential and
commercial infill.

o 3.2.3 - The greatest density and diversity of housing in terms of type, form and
availability, including row housing and low, mid and high-rise buildings, will be directed
to centres and areas with existing or planned regional infrastructure, transit and
amenities, at a scale appropriate to the community.
§ In MDP CityPlan, the subject is outside of current intensification zones such as

the downtown core and TOD centre.
§ In MDP Flourish, Map 3 ‘Urban Structure and General Use’ depicts the site as a

Mixed Use Node.
o 4.2.2 - Intensification will be directed to rural centres, sub regional centres, urban

centres, TOD centers, the metropolitan core and downtown Edmonton, brownfield sites
and along transit corridors at a form and scale appropriate to the community and
corresponding level of service.
§ In MDP CityPlan, the subject is outside of current intensification zones such as

the downtown core and TOD centre.
§ In MDP Flourish, Map 3 ‘Urban Structure and General Use’ depicts the site as a

Mixed-use Node.

· Schedule 6 - Aspirational Intensification target:
o 17% (dwellings to Built-Up Urban Areas) is measured as the percentage of new

dwelling units that are constructed within the built-up area each year.

Municipal Development Plan (MDP):
MDP CityPlan
The Future Land Use Map 2 of the CityPlan MDP depicts the area where built form intensification
should be directed to.  Per section 4.12 of the MDP, these nodes are where medium and high-density
residential should be centralized.  The subject site of the proposed amendment is not identified as an
intensification point on the Future Land Use map.

Policy 4.11 Neighbourhood Design Principles
The proposed application conforms with this policy, as the application ensures that the
neighbourhood includes a minimum of 30% of the dwelling units as medium and or high density
residential.  The application is proposing to maintain the ravine and tree stand within the
development, and provides a focal point for interaction within the site.

Policy 4.12 Locations for Medium and High-Density Residential
The MDP identifies evaluation criteria for medium-density residential sites within Section 4.12.  The
City is to consider the criteria when recommending locations for medium and high density residential
locations.

When applying the criteria, the application supports the following:
· Proximity to open space, shopping, and commercial and community facilities,

· Compatibility with the existing Botanica/Shops at Boudreau, and

· Minimizing traffic impacts

· Proximity to public transportation
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However, it should be noted that the application does not support other aspects of policy 4.12 criteria,
specifically “Location in downtown, urban village centres, and neighbourhood activity centres”.

Policy 13.1 Provisions for New Developments
The City of St. Albert shall ensure that new development is consistent with the efficient, economic,
and coordinated provision of municipal infrastructure, human services, and public utilities.  This
application supports this policy within the MDP.

Policy 18.4 Residential Densities
The City of St. Albert requires that the developments meet the Edmonton Metropolitan Growth Plan
density targets for new development.  The intent of these density targets is to reduce the amount of
land consumed by low-density residential development and reduce the need to consume
undeveloped lands prematurely.  The density proposed within the amendment subject area is 98.6
du/nrha (dwelling units per net residential hectare), resulting in an overall increase of the Oakmont
ASP density from 21.5 du/nrha to 25.57 du/nrha.  This application supports the residential density
policy within the MDP.

MDP Flourish
The application was received under MDP CityPlan and evaluated against those policies that existed
at the time of application.  However, as the draft of MDP Flourish was available and under review,
some policies which the current application aligns with have been listed below.  Map 3:  Urban
Structure and General Land Use indicates a Mixed-use Node at the subject site.

Mixed-use Node is an area that contains a range of commercial uses, apartment buildings,
townhouses, and community services, all arranged within a cohesive, pedestrian-oriented network of
streets and open spaces.

6.1.6. Encourage the redevelopment and revitalization of commercial shopping areas, transforming
them into mixed-use sites with new residential development and complementary uses.

7.1.8. Accommodate a greater mix of housing forms in existing Neighbourhoods that respect the
existing scale and character of the area.

7.1.9. Require new high- and medium-density, multi-unit residential development to provide common
private amenity spaces.

12.3.1. Ensure general consistency of scale in developments within existing Neighbourhoods through
complementary built form, while encouraging a greater range of higher density built form in and
around areas planned for intensification.

12.3.2. Ensure appropriate built form and density transitions between existing Neighbourhoods and
priority areas for growth, as identified on Map 4.

12.3.3. Encourage apartment, office, and institutional buildings within existing commercial or planned
mixed-use areas to include commercial or public uses on the ground floors along public streets.

14.1.3. Locate and design buildings that facilitate public access to Major Open Spaces and to
existing and planned trail systems.
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14.1.4. Ensure that development along Major Open Spaces facilitates a connected, sensitive, and
complementary relationship between buildings and Major Open Spaces.

14.1.7. Encourage high quality, visually attractive built form, development standards, and landscaping
along Major Open Spaces.

14.5.1. Ensure a range of uses in Mixed-use Nodes, such as retail, restaurants, personal and
businesses services, medium-density housing, institutions, parks, and public spaces.

14.5.4. Encourage vertical mixed-use buildings to have commercial or institutional uses on the
ground floor and residential dwellings or office space on upper floors.

14.5.5. Ensure Mixed-use Nodes can be easily accessed from adjacent neighbourhoods by walking
or cycling and are designed to have a compact, pedestrian-friendly form that encourages active
transportation. Buildings should be oriented to and have their main entrances on a public street.

Bylaw 7/2021 - Oakmont Area Structure Plan Amendment

Within the current Oakmont ASP, the subject lands are designated as Low Density Residential on
300 Orchard Court, and Commercial on both 230 & 250 Bellerose Drive (see attached Amendments
Map).  The parcel designated as Low Density Residential is 2.16 hectares.  A typical low-density
development of 39 dwellings per hectare on this site would produce up to 84 dwellings.  The
remaining 1.87 hectares, per the ASP, could be constructed as a commercial development.

The Oakmont ASP does not currently have a Mixed-Use designation.  The proposed amendment,
attached as Oakmont ASP - Redline − Changes Tracked, has the proposed new designation
included within the text, and revised maps have been provided to show the entire subject site as the
Mixed-Use designation.

The Applicant is proposing that the development would accommodate 360 residential units, 13 of
which are townhouses, and the rest as apartment style units.  This results in a projected population of
640 residents.  The previous application for this site contained 466 residential units, all of which were
apartment style units, and projected a population of 820 residents.  The proposed amendment would
alter the existing development statistics, and these have been revised to include the new designation.
Administration has also added an Aerial Map and Former Historic River Lots to the figures.

Bylaw 8/2021 - Land Use Bylaw Schedule ‘A’ Amendment

The current districting on all three lots, being 230 & 250 Bellerose Drive and 300 Orchard Court is
Direct Control (DC) District.  This District is intended to “enable Council to exercise particular control
over the use and development of land or buildings within the area so designated”.  As such, land
uses as well as development standards and conditions for development applications are at the full
discretion and authority of Council, so long as the Municipal Development Plan and the Area
Structure Plan are complied with.  There is virtually no scope for any appeal once Council has made
a lawful decision about what will happen, and on what conditions, in a DC District.

The proposed map change to Schedule A is changing Direct Control (DC) to Direct Control Mixed
Use District (DCMU).  Direct Control Mixed Use District (DCMU) regulations specify permitted and
discretionary land uses which may be approved by the Development Officer.  Any use not listed in
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either of these sections may be approved at the discretion of Council, so long as it is consistent with
the ASP and MDP.

As with any redistricting application, the DCMU district provides regulations for development
setbacks, building and site design, and land uses.  The purpose of the DCMU district is to provide an
area for a mixture of commercial, institutional and medium to high density residential land uses.
Bylaw 9/2021 - Land Use Bylaw Text and Schedule F Amendment

Bylaw 9/2021 contains the applied-for textual changes to the Direct Control Mixed Use (DCMU)
District, and the addition of Map 2 to Schedule F ‘Building Heights for Redevelopment’.

The standard height allowance within the DMCU District is 25 metres.  A height exception was written
into the DCMU District for the Grandin developments, located within downtown St. Albert.  These
heights are written into Section 9 of the DCMU District and depicted within Schedule F of the Land
Use Bylaw.  The Applicant is requesting that a similar exception be written into the DCMU District,
and that a second map be added to Schedule F to allow for increased heights on specific portions of
the site.

The DCMU District allows a maximum floor area that is 3.21 times the size of the parcel and requires
a minimum of 25% of this floor area must be dedicated to commercial purposes.  The Applicant
proposed a reduction of the maximum floor area ratio to 1.9 times the parcel size and lowering the
minimum commercial to residential ratio from 25% to 5%, on these three properties.

Other Considerations:
The internal roadways are proposed to be condominium common property.  There is still a right-
in/right-out access and egress at the north east portion of the site, onto Bellerose Drive. Internal
roadways will connect across the site to the access of Botanica and Shops at Boudreau, which
intersects with Bellerose Drive and sits across from Evergreen Drive.

The Transportation Department indicated that a safety assessment of the Boudreau Road/Bellerose
Drive intersection had been carried out by Administration, separate from any landowner applications.
This safety assessment came to similar conclusions as the Traffic Impact Analysis of the previous
application made by Boudreau Communities.  However, as the previous application was denied,
Administration continued to pursue providing appropriate upgrades to the Boudreau Road/Bellerose
Drive intersection without developer collaboration.  St. Albert opened an invitation to tender on
February 10, 2021.

The site plan indicates a “Utility Corridor” on the City-owned land at 290 Orchard Court, which was a
matter of concern for some residents.  There is a Utility Right of Way registered on 290 Orchard
Court, by the City and for the City.  There have been no discussions of the Applicant placing utilities
or services on City-owned land, and there are no services depicted crossing 290 Orchard Court in
the Servicing Report.

Heights

Direct Control DCMU - as
written

June 2020 Proposal Current Proposal
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Height regulations
are not described

25 m max.
Exceptions
for Grandin
Park

83 m towers 31 m seniors
apartments 15 m & 20 m
bases

40 m & 50 m towers 15 m
seniors apartments 20 m
& 25 m bases

Sun / Shadow
A Sun/Shadow study was delivered by the Applicant to show the shadow effects of the proposal at
various times of day, on both equinoxes and solstices.  This report was made available to the public
via the Cultivate the Conversation platform.  The lower building heights proposed show to reduce the
offsite shadow impacts by the shadow study provided.  Most shadows remain on the site, or fall on
Bellerose Drive.

Fiscal Impact Analysis (FIA)
Economic Development has indicated that the development will provide significant tax benefit to the
City of St. Albert, as it is estimated to contribute approximately $1.6 million in municipal taxes
annually.  This is equal to roughly 1.5% of the City’s total annual taxes.

The density of this development is also beneficial from a municipal tax and financial sustainability
perspective, providing an estimated over $12 million in assessment per acre and $160,000 in taxes
per acre annually.  This represents almost double the assessment per acre of most high-density
industrial areas.

Construction Phasing Plan
The Applicant has provided a Construction Phasing Plan.  The phasing plan identifies the order which
the proposed developments will be constructed in, as well as the locations of trades worker parking,
and laydown yards.  The Constructure Phase Plan includes dirt and mud mitigation measures to
reduce the amount of dirt and mud tracked off the construction site by vehicles and equipment.

Trail Development
Recreation and Parks is undertaking a feasibility assessment on the Oakmont portion of the Red
Willow Trail system.  If the application is approved by Council, Recreation and Parks are willing to
enter into discussions with the Applicant to bring that segment of trail above the top of bank, onto the
Applicant’s site.

STAKEHOLDER COMMUNICATIONS OR ENGAGEMENT

Based upon the City of St. Albert’s public participation requirements, the Applicant held a virtual
public meeting (Zoom), on the evening of October 6, 2020.  Based on public feedback collected, the
Applicant discussed changes made to the June 22, 2020 application that Council heard.  The online
meeting was recorded and posted on the Applicant’s website.  A copy of the recording was also
provided to Administration, which was placed on the Cultivate the Conversation website.  The
Applicant accepted comments for one week after the event.

The application was submitted to Administration in November of 2020.  However, the application was
not deemed complete and suitable for circulation until December 23, 2020.  The application was
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circulated to property owners within a 100 m radius.  A further notification letter was sent to residents
outside of the 100 m radius, who had participated in the public engagement of the previous
application.  This included all attendees of open houses, and those who provided their mailing
address in written comments.

The circulation period started on December 23, 2020, and all the documents which would normally
be available in person at the Planning office were uploaded to the Cultivate the Conversation
website.  A standard circulation period for Area Structure Plan amendments would be 21 days.  The
notification letters were mailed on December 23, 2021, however due to the winter holidays, the 21-
day timeline was initiated on January 4, 2021.  The initial comment period lasted until January 25,
2021, with an extension being agreed upon between the Applicant and Administration, which lasted
until February 2, 2021. It should be noted that the comment period was extended beyond the normal
City processes due to the interest in the application. Further, the 21 days notification period is not a
legislative requirement but an internal process for good planning practice.

From December 23, 2020 to February 2, 2021, Administration received 170 responses from the
public via email and through Cultivate the Conversation website.  Of the responses received by
Administration, the most prevalent comments are listed below.  The percentages provided are the
calculation of the number of responses received which included each of the identified concerns.
Many of the responses received from the public contained multiple concerns:

The proposed concept will exacerbate traffic and congestion issues 73.5%
The heights of the development proposal are too tall 52.3%
The density of the development proposal is too high for the area 40.6%
The development will cast excessive shadows on surrounding properties 20.6%
The development will negatively effect the environmental health
and public use of the river and banks 40%
Property values will be negatively affected 6.5%

Of the correspondence received, 25.9% indicated that the proposal was not sufficiently different from
the previous application, and had not addressed the concerns raised by the public.  Of the
correspondence received, 5.3% were in support of the proposed development.

The responses received from the public are provided as Public Correspondence attachment.  The
personal information such as names and addresses have been removed as per Freedom of
Information (FOIP) to protect the privacy of individuals.

IMPLICATIONS OF RECOMMENDATION(S)

Administration is recommending at this time that all three bylaws representing the proposed
amendments be given First Reading and taken to Public Hearing, as to follow the legislative process.

Within the report of the previous application, which was reviewed by Council in a public hearing June
22, 2020, Administration indicated that there was concern that the proposed development did not
adequately transition to the surrounding development.  The Applicant have addressed the concerns
raised by Administration in the previous reports.

Financial:
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Economic Development Department has indicated that the development will provide significant tax
benefit to the City of St. Albert, as it is estimated to contribute approximately $1.6 million in municipal
taxes annually.

Legal / Risk:
None at this time.

Program or Service:
None at this time.

Organizational:
None at this time.

ALTERNATIVES AND IMPLICATIONS CONSIDERED

There are no alternatives to giving these bylaws first reading, since an Applicant has a right to have
Council consider their proposals for amendments to the Oakmont Area Structure Plan and the Land
Use Bylaw, affecting their property.  First reading is simply a mechanism to move the matter to the
stage where such consideration occurs:  public hearing and second reading.

Report Date: April 19, 2021
Author: Suzanne Bennett
Committee/Department:  Planning & Development
Deputy Chief Administrative Officer: Kerry Hilts
Chief Administrative Officer:  Kevin Scoble
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From:
To: Hearings
Subject: BCl Riverbank Landing
Date: Wednesday, June 2, 2021 8:35:49 AM

External Email: Use caution with links and attachments.

As I sit on my balcony in Erin Ridge, I see how lucky I am to be surrounded by sky and trees. Our botanical city and
it’s beauty. My family lives directly across from this current development and strongly oppose the new proposal our
City Council will be reviewing. Stonger opposition than was felt at the start of BCl building shops and
condominiums along our River Valley in a residential community. As a family our opposition has grown for many
reasons.
1. Loss of zoned residential space to a very commercial space should NOT be supported in our established
neighborhoods. We urge our Council Members to REFUSE all 3 bylaws.
2. Protect our River Valley. All citizens are entitled to enjoy our beautiful River, not only those who have balconies
with this proposal of high rises in this cherished space.
3. TRAFFIC. We all see and know about the current volume and safety concerns and the impact it currently has on
our streets and our environment. Adding PRIVATE long term care, shops and other businesses cannot be supported
in this area.
4. The city’s tallest buildings do not belong in a residential area and should not covet OUR River Valley. We should
allow for any changes to the zoning as proposed in a residential community.

In conclusion, we as citizens of St. Albert who reside in Erin Ridge are opposed to the latest proposal brought forth
by BCL. Please respectfully do not allow this application to proceed. We hope our voices will be heard at the June 9
Public Hearing.
Regards,
Pam and Lou Branco

Sent from my iPad



From:
To: Hearings
Subject: Riverbank Landing
Date: Wednesday, June 2, 2021 10:51:36 AM

External Email: Use caution with links and attachments.

We have lived in St. Albert for 20 years and have always been proud of this city in all regards.  We live on the
Sturgeon River…- Oakmont- .. and have watched the increase of people walking in the park and feel the addition of
another hi rise will only overpower the solitude of the park not to mention the traffic congestion it has already on
Bellrose Drive leading into the city centre. The Sturgeon River is a huge plus of nature for the city and it will slowly
lose its peacefulness by changing its environment.  It is definitely the wrong location for this building.  We strongly
oppose this development on this site.

Ron and Bernie Hodgson
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Traffic: Traffic near the Boudreau Road/Bellerose Drive intersection is already a serious problem. To increase density 
beyond the zoning at this location will choke the intersection, impact adjacent roadways, and make it more dangerous for 
pedestrians and cyclists in the area. Also Emergency vehicles would be restricted by additional traffic. 
  
Citizens do not want to be confronted with ay more applications for by law changes on the Holes’ family farm 
site. 
  
Signed: Roswitha Heidorn-Knoefel 
  
  



RIVERBANK LANDING 
 

I have many questions and suggestions. I would like to know which council members if 
any use Bellerose Drive to access Boudreau Road. And the residents of Oakmont will want to 
know which members of council vote for the sky scrapers. Why would a developer take a chance 
on purchasing land for a project that it is not zoned for without some inside information or 
“arrangement” before hand? Why would anyone on council vote for this boondoggle unless they 
weren’t planning to run in the next municipal election? 

This is not for the greater good. Any resident whose access route is Bellerose Drive will 
be severely affected every time they go to work, drive their kids to school and back, activities 
shopping, appointments.... Every time an ambulance is needed there will be a delay because 
there will be bumper to bumper traffic from 8 am to 8pm. The costs affect all St. Albertans. 

I don’t know how much influence the Traffic Impact Assessment will have on the zoning 
decision but I hope none. Bunt & Associates did an extensive and detailed report in 2019 to the 
point of being dangerously incomplete.  Crucial information gets buried or excluded when there 
is too much irrelevant data as seen in any legal document. The assessment was incomplete due to 
portions of road way not included, the times chosen to assess and the exclusion of the slow 
moving and obstructive construction vehicles that could further exasperate the situation for ten 
years or more.  It also didn’t allow for revolving lane closures during this construction period 
like we have had on Boudreau Rd for Botanica. I have 10 pages of notes on that assessment 
including the supplemental. If I read correctly using Table 5-1 on page 24 of the 45page 
assessment, they seem to think the assumed projected dedicated northbound right turn bay will 
increase capacity and improve safety at the Boudreau Road/Bellerose Drive intersection. The 
LOS will be only 15 seconds longer (from 115s to 130s) in AM peak hours with road and traffic 
control light improvements than it was in 2019. This includes the increase in commercial and 
residential traffic from the developed Riverbank Landing and growth through 
Boudreau/Bellerose intersection in all directions by 2034. Even if this were correct, we are 
already 35s above LOS F.  Level of service (LOS), is based on the estimated average delay per 
vehicle among all traffic passing through the intersection. Average delays greater than 80 
seconds per vehicle at a signalized intersection generally produce a LOS F rating. That is more 
than 2 minutes of idling for each vehicle every week day, every month, every year at peak hours. 
How much carbon emission is that not to mention the time wasted? Speaking of carbon 
emissions, the city will lose a lot of beautiful healthy trees and vegetation at this site in exchange 
for concrete. And this is so a developer can build his towers and sell 360 high end residential 
units plus commercial space where he wants by making some kind of deal. It’s outrageous. 
Maybe an investigation is in order. Zoning in St. Albert has always been a dynamic concept that 
is changed for the interests of developers and not for existing property owners. This has 
happened many times in the past but this one is the most blatant yet. Is it because of indecisive, 
unskilled, unqualified planners or something else? I would never advise anyone I know to build 
here. 

Look how hard it was to put out that fire at the Citadel. Imagine the lives at risk in a 
skyscraper with limited access for fire crews and the bush between the “development” and the 



river. And how dare you change the municipal development plan after people purchase and 
develop their homes only to have their property devalued as soon as the big machines begin the 
destruction of this piece of history and our little bit sunshine and quiet nature along the river. 
Shame on you. This development flies in the face of page 29 Natural Features of the Flourish 
bylaw, page 102 Major Open Spaces and page 106 Neighbourhoods to name three of many and 
how will the development manage the preservation of existing vegetation along this natural area. 
Even if the 50-meter set back is adhered to there will be ten years of construction debris blowing 
into the river like we have seen with the smaller Inglewood apartments not to mention the noise 
that will disrupt the wildlife corridor. Oh, and why would a planner stick a node in an already 
congested area instead of near a main arterial road? Campbell Park near the Henday makes sense 
or on the north end of St. albert along the Trail. I hope that was BCL’s idea and not an elected 
official or unelected city administrator. 
Shadow impacts are real. It affects general mental health especially in the winter months and 
temperature. I witnessed this last winter when we couldn’t do anything but go for walks outside 
due to restrictions. The sun goes down early in the winter month right behind the present high 
rises at Boudreau Communities. Walking west on the south side of the river it was sunny and 
warm on the face until I got closer to ‘development”. It doesn’t affect people in vehicles on 
Bellerose but this is our walking trail. It will have a year-round affect on the north side of the 
river if a trail goes through there for the enjoyment of rich and I suspect most of the vegetation 
that requires a certain amount of sunlight in the growing months.  

Do the right thing and offer to purchase that last parcel from the developer and sell him a 
piece of land where they can build to the height they want with room for expansion and get your 
1.6 million in annual municipal taxes that way unfettered by surrounding existing development 
which restricts the future growth of this experiment. Put your “Node” somewhere appropriate 
and look to the future. This prime location can be so much more. Are we still branded the 
“garden” city that you are allowing to become the city of shadows and skyscrapers? What a 
travesty!  This is an opportunity to honour the Holes family and bring in commerce from all 
around, secure some of our food sources, provide jobs, bring in commerce with a permeant year-
round market garden. Use some imagination please and get us on the map: 

Here are some ideas that don’t require anything higher than the Red Barn: 
-extend the Red Willow Trail along the north side of the river to allow walk in shoppers 
-build a docking/boat launch to ease the pressure on other spots along the river as more and more 
people are enjoying our water way 
-have a spot for putting on skates for winter skating 
-put out tenders for a third party to build a massive organic greenhouse system with solar heating 
for growing produce to sell with government funding 
-school kids could walk here to learn about gardening and adult workshops held there too 
-the Red Barn icon can be converted to an indoor market garden so that vendors can be protected 
from elements on bad weather weekends or a craft studio to for the quilting and pottery guild, 
wood working classes…. to free up space in St. Albert Place for civic offices 
-the barn could be multi-use use as a dance hall or indoor tennis or pickle ball court since you 
squashed the much-needed ACA recreation project 
-a swimming pool is also much needed 



-there are presently no major recreation centres in the North East quadrant of St. Albert and 
obviously no vision by our present council. This is a perfect location for one that can be accessed 
from Red Willow Trail 
 

This is your chance to shine St. Albert and leave not only a legacy for the future but 
security for our health and happiness instead of skyscrapers for rich people. 
 
Sarah Gardner, Ph.D., the assistant director, Centre for Environmental Studies at 
Williams College stated: “There is a commonly held belief that development 
enhances the local tax base. Therefore, it follows that housing development is a 
way to increase the wealth of towns, including schools and other public services. 
This thinking is based on the idea that more houses equal more property tax. 
While this sounds logical, this logic has been disproved many times over. 
Numerous studies have shown that residential land is the most expensive for local 
government to support: it costs the public more money than it pays in taxes and 
charges. It’s more expensive to serve residential areas than commercial, industrial, 
farm or open land. Studies across North America, both urban and rural, have 
concluded that residential property taxes do not cover the costs of services, 
whereas a healthy blend of industrial and commercial development will actually 
subsidize the residential tax burden. 
 
Regards, 
Reta Thompson 

 





Mayor Heron, city councillors and St. Albert city administration. 

I ask that each and every member of this City Council vote against this development and uphold the 

provisions of the current Oakmont ASP and the current LUB. 

Due Diligence 

As residents of St. Albert and in particular the Oakmont community since May 2014 we did our due diligence 

before we bought!  The Area Structure Plan for the old Hole’s Greenhouse site is low density residential and 

low-rise commercial, which aligned with the neighborhood we wanted to call home.  We sought a 

neighborhood that was mature, with lots of trees and natural beauty.  We found this in Oakmont. 

The residents of Oakmont and the citizens of St. Albert should be able to rely on the governance that has 

been put in place to protect each and every one of its citizens in the development of their neighbourhoods.   

Changing the Oakmont ASP and Land Use Bylaw as proposed exceeds anything reasonable or satisfactory.  It 

is not what we would have ever anticipated when completing our due diligence.   

In August of 2019 Mr Scoble stated to an Erin-Ridge group before council that it is incumbent upon potential 

residents to find out about anticipated or proposed development before making a commitment to purchase.   

If this development is allowed, the premise that is the basis of this suggested due diligence has shockingly 

failed in the City of St. Albert.  No one moving to or residing in this City will be able to rely upon the sanctity 

of any ASP or any of the many Land Use Bylaws. 

This type of massive development, if contemplated at all, should be contemplated in new areas with new 

ASP’s so that those that buy in can be aware of the impact of their choice and not have a developer ram an 

unwelcome, unplanned, and overbearing development into a well- established neighborhood in St Albert. A 

test of this type of diversification needs much more consideration, advanced planning at the beginning stages 

of a neighborhood and a clear means of notification in a new area.  It does not belong nor is it welcomed in 

the Oakmont community or for that matter in any other established community in St Albert. 

The Sturgeon River 

When I asked Dave Haut and Rob Brousseau why this location?  Why not in a new area where potential 

residents could decide whether or not they wished to live beside a development with massive density, and 

the answer was simple.  THE RIVER.  Rob Brousseau stated that the Sturgeon River was the only reason; in 

other words, this developer is proposing to sell St. Albert’s river valley to the highest bidder.  The river and 

the river valley along with all its amenities are not for sale; it is an asset for all of St. Albert; not just those 

that can afford a balcony overlooking the river.  And by proposing the heights suggested, the developer is 

again proposing to wall off the river from the rest of St. Albert.  The shadows caused by these towers will 

change the ecosystem in and around the river, shadow neighbouring homes and invade residents’ privacy. 

 

300 Orchard Court and Low-Density Residential 

The current ASP and LUB allows for low density residential.  This council recently developed and 

implemented several forward-thinking low-density products like RX and RXL that would work on 300 Orchard 

Court allowing transitions to the existing community, affordability along with secondary suites for more 



affordable housing options in St. Albert and alignment of the communities’ expectations when they 

purchased their homes.   

By eliminating the DC designation and giving in to the application of the Developer, St. Albert’s development 

officers will be forced to issue development permits for 300 Orchard Court for anything under the “new” 

land use, and the developer will be able to flow traffic directly into Oakmont, without any regard for the 

implications of a mega-unit building on the surrounding neighbourhood.  DON’T BELIEVE FOR ONE MINUTE 

THAT THIS WON’T HAPPEN; BECAUSE THE DEVELOPER HAS NO OBLIGATION TO CHANGE 300 ORCHARD 

COURT FROM ITS CURRENT STATE, WHICH IS DIRECTLY INTO OAKMONT!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!   

The Developer also has no obligation to align with the glossy, conceptual renderings that he is using to try 

and sell this development and the changes requested. 

Flourish 

It is respectfully submitted that these properties do not align with mixed use.  The glossary in Flourish defines 

Mixed-Use Nodes as areas within new neighborhoods.  Oakmont is over 20 years old.   

While some of the uses within the mixed-use node definition align with some of the new low density 

residential building product, the 5-story apartment buildings do not.   The developer or a future developer if 

the lands are sold, will not have to honour transitions to the existing community if these properties are 

changed to DCMU. 

At the public hearing for Flourish on April 19, 2021, I was repeatedly muted and silenced, contrary to the 

Municipal Government Act Section 230 (4) (a), which states “In the public hearing, council (a) must hear any 

person, group of persons, or person representing them, who claims to be affected by the proposed bylaw or 

resolution…” 

Throughout the MDP process, I had seen the pink dot at the corner of Boudreau and Bellerose repeated 
identified as existing commercial.   
 
Sometime after January 2020 but before the Flourish webinar in November 2020, administration arbitrarily 
and without the public’s knowledge or further “in person consultation” due to COVID, changed the pink 
connotation on Map 3 to a more defined map that clearly included the three properties that are the subject 
of this application.   
 
The appropriate place for me and others to bring forward our concerns related to the Oakmont community 
and how Flourish was to impact decisions was at the April 19 public hearing but we were silenced.  On the 
same day, in the backgrounder for First Reading of this application, administration stated before council 
passed the bylaw implementing Flourish, that “In MDP Flourish, Map 3 ‘Urban Structure and General Use’ 
depicts the site (referring to the Riverbank Landing site) as a Mixed Use Node”.  How is it that Administration 
can make statements such as this in the absence of the authority granted only to City Council to pass bylaws 
to change governing documents? 
 
Through a FOIP request in January 2020, Adryan committed to Arc Studio’s Nola Kilmartin, that the “following 
Advisory comments will not be included in the Council Report”.   
 
Some of those comments were: 
 



“The Edmonton Metropolitan Region Growth Plan (EMRBGP) includes Advisory 
Urban Centres(Downtown) and Transit Oriented Development(TOD) Centres, which 
are intended to accommodate mixed use development at higher densities. The 
Riverbank Landing site has not been identified as an Urban Centre or TOD Centre. 
Based on this, growth and intensification needs to be directed to other areas of the 
City, such as Downtown to meet the policy direction in the EMRGP.   
 
The City of St. Albert is currently undertaking a significant updated to the MDP. While 
Flourish has not been endorsed by Council, it should be noted that the draft policies 
direct density and intensification to strategic nodes - Downtown, along the future 
LRT corridor which follows St. Albert Trail, and to the TOD in the north end of the 
city. This is in keeping with the regional direction identified within the Edmonton 
Metropolitan Region Growth Plan. While the existing Botanica development has 
been identified a Mixed Use Node, the Riverbank Landing site has not been 
identified for the proposed level of intensity.”   

 
Why was City Administration agreeing to withhold information related to the decisions that Council were 
and are being asked to make? 
 
Respectfully, it is in the best interests of the community that these properties be developed in alignment 

with the current Direct Control designation under low density residential and C2 commercial. 

Without the Direct Control designation, the developer can build out in mass to maximize return on the dollar 

without any regard for the impact on the surrounding community or St. Albert as a whole. 

 

Traffic 

The developer’s proposal claims that it generates less traffic that if he were to develop under the current 

ASP and Land Use.   

The low-density residential currently stands to generate traffic from 84 dwellings.   

The developer claims under Direct Control and a C2 commercial designation Council would allow him to build 

a footprint of 340,000 square feet on only 4.62 acres.  The Shops at Boudreau are approximately 59,635 

square feet of commercial floor area on 5.34 acres of land.  Costco is 149,000 square feet of retail area on 

14.75 acres of land (source: St Albert Today). Lowe's is 107,800 square feet of retail area, including the 

garden centre, on 9.51 acres of land (source: Lowe's Canada website). St. Albert Centre - 80 stores and 

services is 373,000 square feet on 25.9 acres of land (source: Wikipedia). 

It is respectfully submitted that the Bunt & Associates TIA is based on erroneous information as it defies logic 

that this council or any future council would allow a massive development on 4.62 acres (230 and 250 

Bellerose combined) that exceeds the size of St. Albert’s Costco, St. Albert’s Lowes or St. Albert Centre.  By 

giving Bunt and Associates these unreasonable parameters, does this developer really believe that under the 

DC designation that Council would allow such a massive development on this site.  If this is the mind-set of 

the developer, Council cannot in good faith to the community and to greater St. Albert change these 

properties from Direct Control.  It is respectfully submitted that this Council cannot and should not rely on 

the Bunt Traffic Assessment Update as it was developed on unreasonable expectations. 



The developer has proposed another right-in, right-out on Bellerose.  At the current right-in, right-out, all 

one has to do is stand, wait and watch for a few minutes to see a vehicle exit northbound at the current 

right-in, right-out, and either u-turn at Evergreen and Bellerose or turn left into the Evergreens and u-turn 

once in the community.  This will continue to occur if another right-in, right-out is allowed on Bellerose, 

except this will encourage significant traffic to short cut through Erin Ridge on top of encourage u-turns at 

Oakmont Drive and within the adjacent communities. 

Administration in August 2019 advised in a public hearing that a right in, right out on a 60/km arterial 

roadway with minor bend and a slight incline did not align with the industry standard’s best practice.  Now, 

less than two years later, they believe it would be advisable and are recommending a right-in, right-out on a 

60 km/hr arterial road with a steep hill, on a significant bend.  How is it that industry standard’s best practices 

changed in the course of two years and now it would not only be reasonable but would be supported and 

recommended by administration. 

The intersections of Evergreen and Bellerose and Bellerose and Boudreau are near failing and the “tweaking” 

being implemented at this time will not rectify the ongoing traffic issues but will simply move the issues, 

likely to eastbound and westbound on Boudreau Drive. 

Approval of Botanica and Shops at Boudreau in 2013 

At the application for the Shops at Boudreau and Botanica back in 2013, the main issue brought forward by 

council was traffic and the impact on the surrounding neighbourhoods.  They were assured that the 

implementation of lights at Evergreen and Bellerose would eliminate any issues.  Administration’s 

Backgrounder of May 27, 2013, advises that “A traffic light is planned to be installed at the all directional 

intersection of Bellerose Drive and Evergreen Drive that aligns with an existing access to the site.  The timing 

of the new signal will be coordinated with that of the signals at Bellerose/ Boudreau in order to ensure traffic 

flow is managed effectively”. WE ALL KNOW NOW THAT THIS DID NOT RECTIFY THE ISSUES WITH TRAFFIC.   

As she was known then, Councillor Heron ask directly “will the traffic from the residential and the commercial 

mix?” and she was advised NO.  Councillor Heron asked if the commercial site would also be able to access 

Boudreau from the site and at 2:17 of the hearing Lenore Mitchell advised that the commercial would access 

the site from Bellerose and the residential would access the site from Boudreau.   

The Backgrounder of 2013 further states in relation to the Transportation Impact Assessment completed by 
Bunt and Associates  that the overall site will have access at the existing right-in right-out on Bellerose Drive; 
and at the existing all-directional access that aligns with Evergreen Drive. This all-directional access is 
proposed to be signalized. In addition, access is proposed to an underground parking structure off 
Boudreau Road for the apartment buildings only. The parking access off Boudreau Road should reduce the 
number of vehicles accessing the site from Bellerose Drive at the right-in right-out entrance and at the all-
directional entrance. Lenore Mitchell was further asked in 2013 “do you know if there would be access from 
the underground parking to the commercial site and she advised that “there is no access from the 
underground residential parking to the commercial site”.     
 
In 2013 Council appears to have approved both the Shops at Boudreau and Botanica on the basis that 
Botanica would have vehicle access solely from Boudreau Road and the Shops at Boudreau would be 
accessed solely from Bellerose.  This obviously was changed and did not factor into the approval in 2013 of 
Botanica and the Shops at Boudreau and has been a significant cause of the current traffic issues experienced 
daily by residents of Oakmont, the Evergreens and Erin Ridge. 



 

Work, Live, Play and Affordability 

The developer claims he wants to make a “work, live, play environment”.  But the pricing he has quoted for 

the units make it unattainable by many.   

AFFORDABILITY OF RIVERBANK LANDING 

The general rule is that you can afford a mortgage that is 2x to 2.5x your gross income. 

The micro-suites at Riverbank Landing priced in the mid-$200,000, with a 5% down payment, would require 

a minimum annual income of $95,000 to qualify. 

The majority of the suites at Riverbank Landing priced are anticipated to be in the $400,000 - $500,000 range, 

with a 5% down payment, would require a minimum annual income of $152,000 - $190,000 to qualify. 

Based on THE ANTICIPATED PURCHASE PRICES QUOTED BY THE DEVELOPER AND WITH 5% DOWN, and 

according to Payscale Canada as at May 20, 2021: 

The average retail salary in Canada is $37,050 per year or $19 per hour. Entry level positions start at $30,720 

per year while most experienced workers make up to $46,908 per year.  WITH 5% DOWN, A RETAIL CLERK 

CAN’T AFFORD TO LIVE AT RIVERBANK LANDING 

The average registered nurse salary in Canada is $80,126 per year or $41.09 per hour. Entry level positions 

start at $71,877 per year while most experienced workers make up to $86,151 per year.  WITH 5% DOWN,  

A REGISTERED NURSE CAN’T AFFORD TO LIVE AT RIVERBANK LANDING 

The average laboratory technician salary in Canada is $51,724 per year or $26.53 per hour. Entry level 

positions start at $39,000 per year while most experienced workers make up to $60,255 per year. WITH 5% 

DOWN, A LABORATORY TECHNICIAN CAN’T AFFORD TO LIVE AT RIVERBANK LANDING 

The average waiter salary in Canada is $26,400 per year or $13.54 per hour. Entry level positions start at 

$23,400 per year while most experienced workers make up to $31,200 per year.  WITH 5% DOWN, A WAITER 

CAN’T AFFORD TO LIVE AT RIVERBANK LANDING 

The average salary for a business owner in Canada is $52,381 per year or $20.14 per hour. WITH 5% DOWN, 

A BUSINESS OWNER CAN’T AFFORD TO LIVE AT RIVERBANK LANDING 

The average lawyer salary in Canada is $100,000 per year or $51.28 per hour. Entry level positions start at 

$80,000 per year while most experienced workers make up to $130,500 per year.  WITH 5% DOWN, A 

LAWYER CAN AFFORD A $250,000 MICRO-SUITE AT RIVERBANK LANDING 

The average physician salary in Canada is $200,000 per year or $103 per hour. Entry level positions start at 

$55,312 per year while most experienced workers make up to $300,000 per year.  WITH 5% DOWN, A 

PHYSICIAN CAN AFFORD TO LIVE AT RIVERBANK LANDING BUT COULDN’T PURCHASE A MILLION DOLLAR 

PENTHOUSE SUITE. 

The current base salary for a St. Albert City Councillor is $51,390 per year.   WITH 5% DOWN, A ST. ALBERT 

CITY COUNCILLOR CAN’T AFFORD TO LIVE AT RIVERBANK LANDING 



The current base salary for the Mayor of the City of St. Albert is $131,920 per year.   WITH 5% DOWN, THE 

MAYOR OF ST. ALBERT CAN AFFORD A MICRO-SUITE AT RIVERBANK LANDING 

 

Conclusion 

I recently met with a St. Albert lawyer who practices in the real estate field.  They tell me many, many sellers 

in the Oakmont community are selling because of this potential development and the impact it will cause. 

People are being forced from their homes, forced from their community and in some circumstances, are 

leaving St. Albert because of this excessive and massive proposal. Is this the legacy you wish to leave behind.  

This council has the opportunity to set the record straight in what the expectations are and to allow Oakmont, 

Evergreen and Erin Ridge the ability to get back to living their lives in peace and tranquility.  Yet again, in the 

face of clear opposition, I ask that you honour the commitments made to residents through the current ASP 

and LUB and say a clear and definitive NO to changing the ASP to mixed use and say NO to giving up Direct 

Control so that a massive development cannot and will not occur. 

Adding this massive development to an already existing neighborhood is simply a very bad idea at best, 

irresponsible, unwarranted and negligent on so many levels i.e. decreased property values, privacy, security, 

shadowing, traffic, noise pollution, access to the river valley and the environmental impact. 

Neighbors should not have to worry about changes that would see high rise buildings looking into their back 

yards and shadowing their homes in mature, well-established communities.   

Residents already have to pre-plan leaving and returning to their homes based on traffic implications caused 

by the development of Botanica and the Shops at Boudreau and an additional 360 dwelling units plus a 

commercial component will cause gridlock at all hours of the day and night exiting and entering Oakmont, 

the Evergreens and Erin Ridge.  Given that Bunt & Associates were wrong in their assertions for Botanica and 

the Shops at Boudreau claiming that the lights at Evergreen and Bellerose would “ensure traffic flow is 

managed effectively”, I have little to no faith that the current traffic changes at Bellerose and Boudreau will 

effectively manage the traffic flow in the future and certainly not in the face of another massive development 

at this corner of St. Albert.  

There will be further impact by the excessive traffic congestion already felt by Oakmont and Erin Ridge.  

Oakmont has only one arterial roadway in and out of the community.  There is no other alternative available 

for community traffic.  To ultimately put another 360 dwelling units plus a commercial development into an 

already congested area is simply unacceptable.   

If asked the question, what is your vision for this area, it would be to see development that allows commercial 

building heights contemplated by the current LUB and low density residential all guided by Direct Control.   

Again I reiterate, our vision and our expectation of everyone on City Counsel is that each and every member 

will vote against this development and uphold the provisions of the current ASP and the current LUB.  

 

Sandy L Clark and Glenn Graae 











Steve Turner and Elana Goodfellow
18 Orion Close
St. Albert, AB
T8N 6G2

May 31, 2021

We are writing to respond to the application made by Boudreau Communities Ltd. (BCL) to amend the 
Oakmont Area Structure Plan (Oakmont ASP) and the Land Use Bylaw (LUB) for the proposed 
Riverbank Landing development. We do not support the amendments or the proposed development in 
its most current form. We have a number of issues that we have detailed below.

Although BCL at first seemed willing to work with the community to find a mutually acceptable 
solution, discussions with community members indicated that most responses from BCL have shown 
no real movement and no willingness to make significant density adjustments more in line with current 
zoning and the Oakmont ASP.

First, the amendments propose changing the zoning of the site away from Direct Control (DC) by City 
Council. This is concerning because the proposed changes would allow BCL to significantly increase 
the density and heights of their buildings. It is important that City Council exercise the DC designation 
and set reasonable conditions for innovative in-fill development on the site.

Seond, a lot of time and effort went into creating the Oakmont ASP. Many residents made important, 
longterm, personal and financial decisions based on what this plan says. Significantly modifying that 
plan to meet the requirements of a developer means that no Area Structure Plan in St. Albert can be 
trusted to hold any value into the future. It makes one question why the City of St. Albert creates any 
Area Structure Plan if they can be changed so drastically anytime a developer wants to modify it. The 
residents of St. Albert put our trust in the City Council and the City Planning Department to uphold and
enforce these plans. If this plan is changed solely to accommodate a development, the trust we have 
will be broken and the only commitment that City Council will be showing is their commitment to 
developers and not to residents and voters. 

In our specific case, the existing Botanica Development, already very large and very close, is 300 
metres from our property. The impact can be seen in the attached photo. If the proposed Boudreau 
Landing development, which is much larger and closer, is approved and built, we will no longer have 
sun exposure on our property for most the winter and very little privacy anymore inside our own home.
In the past, I have lived beside a large development and you really have no privacy inside and outside 
your home. We bought this property specifically because we wanted to have a chance to live 
somewhere where we could go into our backyard without neighbours from high buildings peering into 
our yard all the time. The proposed Boudreau development would take that away from us once again. 

Next, the proposed reduction of the commercial footprint to only 5% of the Boudreau Landing 
Development severely limits the benefits to the surrounding communities and St. Albert as a whole. 
For the commercial part of this development to be of benefit, it needs to be a larger percentage so that 
there are opportunities for a number of small businesses that the community can use, similar to the 
existing development at the corner of Boudreau Road and Bellerose Drive.

Last, we have great concerns with putting a utility corridor on existing parkland. As a city, St. Albert 
should be working to preserve natural wilderness where we can. This is a benefit that all citizens of St. 
Albert can appreciate and experience. If a utility corridor is required by BCL's development, it should 
be on the properties already owned by BCL. 



Our issue is not that the Oakmont ASP can never be changed. The issue is the amount of change and 
the lack of transition required to meet these changes. There is no room on this property for a reasonable
transition to large 12 or 15 storey buildings from an existing mature neighbourhood consisting of two 
storey residential properties. We look forward to having a vibrant development created on lots 230, 250
and 300 that can benefit all of the surrounding communities and all of St. Albert residents. 
Unfortunately, this proposed development and associated amendments are not the right one for these 
properties and do not fit in with the character of the existing neighbouring communities.

Steve Turner and Elana Goodfellow

Here is the photo referenced in the above letter.



From:
To: Hearings
Subject: Oakmont Boudreau Development
Date: Tuesday, June 1, 2021 7:05:40 PM

External Email: Use caution with links and attachments.

Good evening,

I emailing to voice my family’s concerns over the Oakmont Boudreau Development. I strongly oppose the increase
of housing development in this area. The traffic is my main concern. It is already backed logged due to the closure
of Coalmine Road and further development of Erinridge and Oakmont. This area was built to handle the amount that
it is already carrying and to add more shows that a developments revenue is valued more than the residents that
already live in the area. We’ve also seen new construction issues along the river valley, likely I’m sure in part, to the
heavy impact that this construction is putting on both the environment, ecosystems and utilizes/gas/sewer systems.

Please think of the citizens who have invested in the area and city who are counting on our representatives to hold
our voices high in opposition to further development in this area, of this magnitude.

Kind regards,
Shauna Wasik

Sent from my iPhone





Tim Bolt









To:  St Albert Mayor and City Council 

 

I am writing with concerns regarding new plans for Riverbank Landing.  The 
proposal is similar to the previous proposal.  The buildings may be shorter but 
they are wider and walling off the river.  Our river valley is a cherished natural 
habitat and wildlife corridor and needs to be preserved so we can enjoy the park 
and trail system on both sides of the river.  I believe there should be public 
walking trails on both sides of the river. 

Another major issue is density and traffic.  The intersection is already over 
capacity and the total density for the proposed units and the existing Botanica 
units will make the density excessive for one small corner of Oakmont.  If the 
bylaw changes to allow this development, the tallest building will be twice the 
height of what is currently allowed and will open the way for developers to build 
more high density units.  Buildings of this height should be located in areas zoned 
for higher density and away from our river valley. 

Building heights on this site should transition downward from Botanica towards 
residences in Oakmont and Erin Ridge.  The developer needs to really listen to the 
public and not be seeking approval to increase the heights of buildings to more 
than is currently allowed. 

City council is responsible to act in the best interest of citizens and refuse 
developments that are incompatible with surrounding neighborhoods and must 
preserve the river valley, respect established neighborhoods and manage the 
growth of St. Albert in a way that preserves the beauty of our city.   

Please take the time to listen to your citizens and act in our best interest. 

 

Vivian Ross 



Jun. 1, 2021 

 

Re: Proposed Amendments to Oakmont ASP and Land Use Bylaw  

 
The reasons why I oppose the proposed ASP and bylaw change are as follows: 

1. First and foremost, Oakmont and surrounding area residents bought properties 
and live in the area with the expectation of the existing Area Structure Plan.  This 
Plan is now being radically changed.  Residents had not expected, and should 
not be forced to accept, such major changes to the plan.  The changes 
tremendously affect their property values and the level of enjoyment of their 
properties and surrounding neighbourhoods. Once Area Structure Plans are 
completed there should be no significant changes but this Council and past 
Councils have routinely changed them to meet developer wishes with little regard 
for existing residents, and this is not acceptable. The list of major Area Structure 
Plan changes throughout the city over the years is very long, and has generally 
been to the benefit of developers and to the detriment of residents.  A list can be 
provided, if needed, but Council should be aware of these changes. 
 

2. The proposed change has a great effect on infrastructure and negates the good 
planning designed into the area.  Traffic volumes and control, congestion, noise, 
pedestrian safety and parking will all be major issues. Traffic volume will 
increase, and despite proposed modified roadways and control, will still increase 
the level of congestion. Traffic noise will increase. Pedestrian safety will be 
further compromised even with mitigating measures.  Parking at the site will be 
limited, despite added underground parking, due to the planned commercial 
additions and this will lead to traffic backups near or on the development.  It will 
not be possible to reduce the impacts of this development to levels even close to 
those that exist now. 
 

3. The proposed development is adjacent to the Sturgeon River and will reduce the 
enjoyment of the river and river lands by residents.  The tallest building is 
extremely close to the river.  The development will have a major effect on nearby 
wildlife areas, storm water run-off and other environmental considerations.  The 
City needs to have a river protection policy in place to prevent this type of 
multistory and commercial development so close to the river.  No policy for river 
and river lands protection has been created to date. 
 



4. The proposed multistory buildings will tower over residential properties some only 
about a 100 metres away.  Not only will the buildings cause shadowing at some 
times of the day but, more importantly, they will continually loom over the 
properties and residents.  The value of those properties and enjoyment of them 
will both be decreased. 

 

William Van Hoof 
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